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Abstract
Our thesis investigates an update exchange mechanism in data sharing systems. In
these systems, databases in peers are created independently and may have semantic
inter-dependencies with regards to data. Therefore, each peer specifies pair-wise mappings with other peers for sharing and exchanging related data. The mappings express
how data in one peer relate to data in another peer. In our thesis, we first define settings
for sharing and exchanging related data in a data sharing system, and then we discuss
an update exchange semantics considering these settings. The update exchange models
how changes made to a peer's instance are applied to the peer's local database instance
and then propagated to related peers for maintaining data consistency in data sharing
systems. The propagation is subject to transformations of the updates wrt the schema
and data vocabularies (i.e., constants and relation names) of the related peers, and the
results of the updates are consistent wrt the defined data sharing settings. Second, we
propose an update translation strategy between a peer and its acquainted peers. The
translation strategy first filters those updates from consideration that are ineligible for
execution at the acquainted peers. During the translation, the locally expressed updates
are transformed in terms of the schema of acquainted peers. Moreover, the translation
ensures that insertions, deletions, and modifications of the tuples made by an update
ii

iii

in a peer and by the translated version of the update in an acquainted peer are related
through the mappings between both peers. The translation is performed by considering the mappings between peers and through a syntactic analysis of update operations.
Third, we investigate an update conflict detection and resolution mechanism during the
propagation of updates. Fourth, we investigate the processing of transactions in a data
sharing system. We mainly focus on how to maintain a consistent execution view of concurrent transactions in peers without a global transaction coordinator. For this purpose,
we investigate potential problems that arise when maintaining a consistent execution of
concurrent transactions. In order to guarantee consistent execution, we introduce a correctness criteria and propose two approaches, namely the Merged Transactions method
and the Ticket method. We assume that one single peer initiates the concurrent transactions. In this thesis, we also discuss the architecture and functionalities of a simulation
tool, called PDST, that we developed for simulating large peer data sharing systems. We
evaluate our proposed strategies using this tool.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Context

In the past few years, peer-to-peer (P2P) computing has emerged as a new paradigm
for distributed data sharing.

In P2P systems, all participating computing units (or

peers) have equivalent capabilities and responsibilities, and exchange resources and
services through a pair-wise communication, thus eliminating the need for centralized
servers. Until now, there are many domain specific P2P systems (e.g. Freenet, Gnutella,
SETI@home, ICQ, etc.) that are deployed. With a few notable exceptions, currently
implemented P2P systems lack data management capabilities that are typically found
in a database management system (DBMS), such as query processing and transaction
processing.
In the last few years, steady progress has been made in research on various issues related to peer data management systems, such as data integration models [38], mediation
methods [39], coordination mechanisms [81, 75], and data-level mappings [48] among the
peer databases. These systems combine both P2P and database management system
1
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functionalities. Contrary to the traditional data integration systems where a global mediated schema is required for data exchange, in peer data management systems semantic
relationships exist between two peers, or among a small set of peers for exchanging data.
The data are accessed globally from any peer by traversing the network of peers.
There is an increasing interest in the creation of peer data management systems,
which includes establishing and maintaining mappings between peers and processing
queries using appropriate propagation techniques. While there is a rich body of research
concerning frameworks and mapping issues among peers, dynamic aspects of data in
such systems have received much less attention. For example, in many collaborative
data sharing efforts, particularly in biological and health sciences, data between sources
are exchanged for sharing and coordinating information with each other.

Generally,

in collaborative data sharing, independent researchers or groups with different goals,
schemas, and data agree to share data with one another. Each group independently
curates, revises, and extends this shared data. At some point sources need to exchange
the updates and reconcile their changes with each other in order to keep the collaborating
sources updated. The reconciliation process in a collaborative data sharing system is not
to provide one globally consistent data instance, but rather to give each source internally
consistent instance that this particular source accepts from other sources.
In traditional relational database systems, two well-known update propagation scenarios exist, namely the view maintenance [36, 37, 15, 16] and view update problems [47, 7, 82, 23, 65]. A view is a derived relation that is defined in terms of base
relations, where one side only contains base tuples, while the other side only contains
data derived from those base tuples. In the view maintenance problem, updates made to
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base relations are propagated to the materialized view [10] and in the view update problem updates made to a materialized view are propagated to the respective base relations.
Authors in [35] introduce an update exchange mechanism in data exchange settings [29].
In a data exchange setting, one peer acts as a source (data provider) and another peer
acts as a target (data receiver); and the peers are related through schema mappings in
the form of tuples-generating dependencies (tgds) [9]. The mappings are equivalent to
so-called global-local-as-view or GLAV mappings [56]. In the update exchange mechanism [35], users located at a peer P update the local database instance in an "offline"
fashion and records the changes in a local edit log. Periodically, P publishes changes and
accepts updates that other peers have published. Updates are also filtered based on P's
trust conditions that use the provenance of the data in the updates. The update exchange
mechanism in [35] is roughly analogous to the view maintenance problem, i.e., a target
peer gets updated in response to the updates made at a source peer. Similar to this work
[35], authors in [67] proposed a framework for managing updates in a large-scale data
sharing system applying the concept of view maintenance. In the system [67], a peer
may act either as a data provider or as a data receiver. The schema of a receiver peer is
defined as a view of the schema of data providers.
Authors in [13, 14] also proposed a data consistency semantics for maintaining consistency in peer data exchange systems without physically changing the data in peers.
The inconsistency between databases of peers is managed at query time using the repair
semantics [6]. The computation of repairs is based on the insertion and deletion of tuples
to the local database instances at query time so that the resulting database satisfies all
constraints (local integrity constraints and data exchange constraints).
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U p d a t e Propagation
In this thesis, we investigate update exchange mechanisms in collaborative data sharing systems, where peers have stand-alone databases, independently developed that are
linked to each other for sharing and coordinating data. Mappings or data sharing constraints between peers specify semantic relationship and coordination of data. In this
system, an update submitted from a local user at a peer P is applied to the local instance
and then P generates remote updates for execution into its acquainted peers. Remote
updates are translated versions of the original update corresponding to the schemas of
the acquainted peers. Peer P performs update translation using the mappings to generate corresponding updates over acquainted peers' schemas. As the updates are being
translated, they are also checked for the correctness of translation such that the updates
affect only the tuples in two collaborating peers that are related wrt mappings.
Contrary to the traditional data integration settings [53, 86, 56] where a global mediated schema is required for data exchange, in a data sharing setting, semantic relationships that exist between peers are exploited for sharing data. Moreover, in typical
data integration and data exchange settings, we are often dealing with one world, for
example, a set of sources all containing information about videos or music files. Hence,
data integration or data exchange between data sources is provided mainly through the
use of views or schema mappings, i.e., queries that map and restructure data between
schemas. However, in a data sharing setting, sources may represent different worlds with
different schemas and the real world entities denoted by a symbol in different sources
may be related [11]. Moreover, the symbols representing the entities in two sources can
be represented by two different vocabularies since sources are designed independently. In
order to represent this situation, one may use a global schema with appropriate mappings
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to/from each local source schema. However, building a global schema is not feasible in
a P2P setting since (i) P2P networks are open-ended and continuously evolve, (ii) it
requires huge effort and time to build a global schema for large number of peers, and
(iii) it is not practical to build a global schema for every peer and her acquaintances
as acquaintances keep changing [81]. Instead, we adopt a solution to this problem by
creating a domain relation [81] between sources through pairwise mappings. The mappings associate the data elements of a source domain to the data elements of another
source domain. In order to create a domain relation, we consider value correspondences
between sources through the use of mapping tables [48]. In general, the mappings relate
two objects (e.g. tuples) between peers to be shared.
Consider an example from the Health Care domain, where family physicians, walk-in
clinics, hospitals, medical laboratories, pharmacists, and other stakeholders are willing
to share information about patients treatments, medications, and test results. These
databases need to remain acquainted and coordinate their contents for every shared
patient. Coordination may mean something as simple as propagating updates to each
other. For example, the patient database of a family physician and that of a pharmacist
may want to coordinate their information about a particular patient, the prescription
she has been administered, the dates when these prescriptions were fulfilled and the like.
In such a coordination, data updates (insert, delete, or modify) in a database of a peer
may, in turn, affect the database of other peers. For example, information for a certain
patient may not exist in a walk-in clinic or in a pharmacy database until the patient
visits for the first time. If the patient visits a walk-in clinic, the database in the walkin clinic may import information about previous treatments from the family physician
database, medication information from the pharmacy database, or medical test data from
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the laboratories database. Any update of the patient information (e.g. address, blood
pressure, new medication, cause of visit, medical tests, etc.) in the walk-in clinic database
may trigger updates in the family physician database to keep it current.
Example 1 We illustrate the above scenario more precisely considering two parties (i)
A family physician and (ii) A specialist doctor.

The sample database instances of the

two parties are shown in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1 shows that there are differences in the
way patients' information

are represented both at the schema and at the data instance

level in the two peer databases since the databases are created independently.

This rep-

resentational discrepancy raises the need for some way of mapping one representation
to the other, both at the schema and at the data levels. Such a mapping will permit interpretability between these databases. As mentioned earlier, we adopt a solution to this
problem by creating a domain relation [81] between sources. In order to create a domain
relation, we consider value correspondences between sources through the use of mapping
tables [48]. In Section 2.1, we formally discuss how to create an acquaintance between
two coordinating peers using value correspondences.
Assume that the two peers (family doctor and specialist) want to coordinate data of
the patients "Andrew Lucas" and "Ricky Ponting".

Therefore, any update made in a

peer on these shared patients should be exchanged to another peer in order to coordinate
information of the patients. For example, assume the patient "Andrew Lucas" has visited
the specialist. The specialist needs a medical examination that "Andrew Lucas" has gone
through. To insert the medical examination report, the specialist posed the following local
update in standard SQL against the local peer database SDB:
I N S E R T I N T O SDB
S E T TestID=1107, TestName=C0427512, Result=12.8 g / d L , D a t e = 1 8 / 0 2 / 2 0 0 9 , P A T I D = 2 3 5 -
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address
weight
OHIP
Name
65kg
233GA Andrew Lucas
170 Lees Ave
75kg
501NE Ley Davidson 300 Somerset St
82kg
359RA Ricky Ponting
245 Main St
(a) Family physician patients database instance
Result
date
OHIP
TID
TestName
233GA B6115 whitebloodcount 9755 c/mcL 10/12/2008
hemoglobin
501NE B5666
14.6 g/dL
05/01/2009
(b) Family physician patients test database instance
address
Reason
weight
PATID
Name
65kg
Sinus
235-02-09 Lucas, Andrew 170 Lees Ave
76kg
652 Queen St Brain Tumor
Ray, Richard
430-08-08
Headache
82kg
659-07-08 Ponting, Ricky 245 Main St
(c) Specialist patients database instance
PATID
TestID
Test
Result
Dt
C0427512 6339 c/mcL 13/01/2009 235-02-09
1101
14/01/2009 235-02-09
1107
C0518015
12.5 g/dL
18/02/2009 659-07-08
1107
C0518015
09.5 g/dL
(d) Specialist patients test database instance
Figure 1.1: Database Instances
02-09

Since the specialist shares information of "Ricky Ponting" with the family doctor, the
following insert query has to be propagated to the family doctor database FDB:
INSERT INTO FDB
SET OHIP=233GA, TID=B5666,

Test=hemoglobin,

Result=12.8 g / d L ,

Dt=18/02/2009,

P A T I D = 2 3 5 - 02 - 09

Assume that TestID=1107 in SDB is represented with TID=5666 in FDB and TestName=C0427512

in SDB is represented with Test—hemoglobin in FDB. However, both

databases represent test results and dates using the same vocabularies.
Consider another update where family doctor changes the weight of the patient "Ricky
Ponting":
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FDB SET weight = 85 WHERE
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name = "Ricky

Ponting"

Since, family doctor shares information of "Ricky Ponting" with the specialist, hence, the
following replace query has to be exchanged to the specialist database:
UPDATE

SDB SET weight = 85 WHERE

name = "Ponting,

Ricky"

Generally, due to the autonomy of peer databases, the specialist and family doctor should
be allowed to pose their updates in terms of the schema and data values of their respective
local peer database. However, due to data coordination policy, updates in one peer need
to be propagated to a remote peer (acquainted peer) after transformation with respect
to the data values and schema of the remote peer. The local peer uses the mapping
information for transforming a local update into a remote update. Once an update is
propagated to a remote peer the sender does not have any control of the execution of
remote updates. There are some situations that can occur where a transformed update
may apply to the tuples in an acquainted peer that from the point of view of the mapping
are not related with the tuples that are updated in the local database of the initiator
of the update. This means that updates happened in two peers that do not satisfy the
data coordination policy that are in place between these two peers. These situations
are described more elaborately in Chapter 4. Therefore, the main challenge is how a
peer translates an update for a remote peer such that the tuples affected in two peers
are related wrt the mappings between them. Therefore, we need an update translation
algorithm which changes an update over the schema Si of a peer P\ to an update over
schema S2 of a peer P2, such that insertions, deletions, and modifications of the tuples
by two updates in two collaborating peers are related wrt mappings between these peers.
In order to achieve this translation, we first need to give a semantics of update exchange
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between peers that precisely defines when an update to a local database is relevant for
an acquainted peer and what it means to execute an update in a local database and into
the acquainted peer. Moreover, the translation algorithm must be shown to be sound
wrt the semantics.
Another concern wrt updates is how to support efficient mechanisms for propagating updates that may originate from any given peer on the network. Since peers are
autonomous and there is no centralized control of the propagation of updates, a crucial
concern is how each site independently executes multiple conflicting updates received
from different initiators. There are two types of conflict that can occur between a pair of
update operations: (i) semantic conflict and (ii) ordering conflict. Two update actions
u\, ii2 semantically conflict iff
1. ui, a2 insert tuples with same key values but different values in at least one attribute, or
2. either u\ or 112 is a deleting a tuple and the other is either inserting or modifying
a tuple with the same key values, or
3. both u\ and u2 are modifying a tuple with different values.
Ordering conflict occurs if the execution order of two updates on a data item in two
peers is different.
Example 2 Consider that a peer P2 has executed two updates U\ and U2 on a data item
d in the order U1U2 sent by a peer Pi. Also assume that P2 has received two new updates
U3 from Pi and 114 from P3 that access d. Suppose that the execution order of the updates
in P2 is U1U2U4U3. Although, P2 executed the updates in the same order U1U2U3 as sent
by Pi, «3 may read different values of d at P2 as read in Pi, if

and U4 access d.
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Transaction Processing
In this thesis we also investigate the execution of transactions in a data sharing system.
We observe that transaction processing in a data sharing system is similar to processing in a multidatabase system (MDBS) [57, 18] in the sense that each system consists
of a collection of independently created local database systems (LDBSs), each of which
may follow different concurrency control mechanisms. Moreover, each system supports
the management of transactions at both local and global levels. Global transactions are
those that execute at several sites and local transactions are those that execute at a
single site. In an MDBS, global level transactions are issued to the global transaction
manager (GTM), and are decomposed into a set of global subtransactions to be individually submitted to the corresponding LDBSs. However, in a data sharing system, a global
transaction is not decomposed, but rather propagated as entire transaction (that is, not
the individual read and write operations that constitute the transaction). The remote
peer that receives the transaction considers the transaction as submitted by local users.
In MDBSs, transactions are executed under the control of the GTM. One of the main
problem in MDBSs is ensuring serializability of the global schedule under the assumption that local schedules at each LDBS are serializable. A schedule Sk in a site Sk is a
sequence of operations resulting from the execution of transactions located on that site.
A serialization graph for a schedule Sk is a directed graph with nodes corresponding to
the transactions that are committed in Sk and with a set of edges such that Tj —> Tj if
Ti conflicts with Tj in Sk- In what follows, Oi(x) denotes an operation ol of transaction
Ti on database object x\ Wi{x) and rj(x) denote write and read operations, respectively.
A transaction T* and Tj are in direct conflict in schedule Sk, denoted by Tj —> Tj, at site
Sk if and only if there exists operations Oj(:r) in Tj and Oj(x) in Tj, Ti ^ Tj, such that
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Oi (x) followed by Oj (x), where one of them is a write operation on a data item x and Tj
does not abort before Oj(x) is executed [18]. A schedule Sk is serializable if and only if
the serialization graph is acyclic [12]. A global schedule S is a partial ordered set of all
operations belonging to local and global transactions such that, for any local site s^, a
projection of S on a set of global and local transactions executing at site Sk is the local
schedule Sk at site s^ [18]. Global serializability is ensured if there exists a total order
defined over global transactions that is consistent with the serialization order of global
transactions at each of the LDBSs. Since global transactions are under the control of the
global transaction manager in MDBSs, the global transactions' serializability is enforced
by a GTM.
In contrast, a data sharing system is built on a network of peers without a global
transaction manager or controller. However, we can assume that each LDBS ensures
the local serializabilty using the local concurrency protocol. Since the execution of concurrent transactions in a data sharing system is similar to the execution in an MDBS,
we also consider the concurrent transactions' execution consistency criteria as ensuring
serializabilty. The absence of a GTM in a data sharing system makes it more challenging
to ensure global serializabilty since peers execute transactions independently beyond any
centralized control. We observe that, although we assume that the LDBS of each peer
guarantees serializability, concurrent transactions that execute in multiple peers may be
serialized in different orders in different peers, resulting in an inconsistent execution of
the transactions in the system.

Example 3 Consider a data sharing environment consisting of three peers: P\ and P%
with data items a, b, and c and P3 with data items a, c. Consider the following transactions T\ and

executed at P\,

concurrently.
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Tj : wi(a)wi(c),

T2 : r2{c)w2{c)

Assume that the LDBS of P\ produced the following schedule:
Si =

w1(a)wi(c)r2{c)w2(c)

Suppose that peers P2 and P3 are connected with Pi. Hence, after execution ofTi and
T2, Pi propagates them to P2 and P3. Assume that when P2 executes the transactions it
also executes the following local transaction
L2 =

L2.
rL2(a)rL2(c)

Assume that the LDBS of P2 generates the following schedule.
S2 =

rL2(a)rL2(c)wi{a)wi{c)r2{c)w2{c),

Similarly, when P3 receives the transactions it also executes them using its LDBS and
produces the following schedule:
S3 =

wi(a)r2(c)w2(c)wi(c)

If we observe we find that the resulting serialization orders of Ti and T2 at Pi, P2,
and P3 are as follows:
SOi

: Ti

T2,

S02

: L2

^

Ti

T2,

S 0

3

: T

2

- + T i

Notice that each local schedule in each peer is serializable, but the serialization order or
conflict relationship of Ti and T2 in the schedule S3 at P 3 is different with respect to the
schedule Si at Pi.
For ensuring database consistency in acquainted peers over the acquaintances with
respect to the local execution of transactions in a peer, the serialization order of the
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transactions must be same in all the acquainted peers if there are direct conflicts between transactions. It turns out to be more difficult when local transactions cause indirect conflict between global transactions that may not conflict directly when they are
initiated. Moreover, we need to consider several failure-prone situations during execution
of transactions that can occur. For examples, a peer may go offline when a transaction
is active in the network, a peer may fail due to power failure or the system crashes, or
a peer has successfully executed a transaction but the transaction has failed in one of
its acquaintees. Examples of a transaction failure are a transaction abort to timeout, or
a failure to pass the validation test by the local transaction manager. We can consider
an offline status of a peer as a failure of a peer. Ensuring consistent serialization order
of transactions in all participating peers considering failure-prone situations is another
important concern in a data sharing system.

1.2
1.2.1

Thesis Overall Goal and Objectives
Overall Goal

The overall goal of this thesis is to investigate the issues of update and transaction
processing in data sharing systems. For update processing, the updates originating in
a peer are translated in terms of the schema of acquainted peers and propagated as
translated updates to the acquainted peers. In order to achieve this translation, our first
goal is to define a semantics of update exchange between peers that precisely describes
what it means to execute an update in a local database and into the acquainted peer.
After defining the semantics, the goal is to present an algorithm for translating updates
destined to acquainted peers. The update translation algorithm is shown to be sound
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wrt the defined semantics.
In investigating update propagation, our goal is to focus on update propagation mechanisms in a dynamic context where the network changes frequently, and propose conflict
detection and resolution mechanisms for updates.
In investigating transaction processing, our goal is to analyze problems to ensure serializability of transactions in data sharing systems that arise due to the absence of a GTM
and propose a condition that is both necessary and sufficient for ensuring serializability.
Our goal is also to propose mechanisms for ensuring serializability taking into account
the aforementioned condition.

1.2.2

Objectives

In Chapter 3, we formally state the problem statement that this thesis investigates.
However, we list our overall objectives here in a general way:
1. Give an update semantics and investigate issues related to the translation of updates
between heterogeneous peers in data sharing systems. The issues include detecting
the conditions when an update in a peer is relevant for the peers' acquaintances and
present an update translation algorithm between acquainted peers that is provably
correct wrt the update semantics.
2. Search for a suitable update propagation algorithm in peer data sharing systems by
investigating the existing optimistic approaches to update propagation. Moreover,
the propagation must take into account the dynamic behavior of participating peers
and offer a conflict detection and resolution mechanism. We consider two types of
conflicts (i) update order conflict and (ii) semantic conflict.
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3. Investigate problems for maintaining the same serialization order of concurrent
transactions in peers in the absence of a global transaction manager.

1.3

Contributions

With respect to our objectives, contributions of this thesis are:
• We give a semantics of update and update translation between peers. Considering
the update semantics, we propose an update translation algorithm where an update
expressed wrt the schema of a peer is translated to an update corresponding to the
schema of an acquainted peer.
• We propose two approaches for detecting which updates are relevant for propagation
to acquainted peers. The approaches consider both the syntactic and semantic
analysis of updates.

Basically, the update relevancy techniques filter out those

updates from consideration that are ineligible to execute at the acquainted peers.
• Inspired by the existing optimistic approaches to update propagation, we propose
an update propagation mechanism that takes the dynamic behavior of peers in
a network into account; and we propose a mechanism for conflict detection and
resolution during the propagation of updates.
• We introduce a correctness condition that guarantees the same serialization order
for concurrent transactions in different peers. We propose two approaches for ensuring this correctness condition, namely the Merged Transactions method and the
Ticket method without violating the autonomy of local peer database management
systems. While the Merged Transactions method is a completely novel approach,
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the Ticket method however, exploits the concept of the existing Ticket method [33]
for multidatabase systems.
• Finally, we implement the proposed update and transaction processing mechanisms,
and show evaluation results which demonstrate the feasibility of the approaches.
Some of the results of this thesis have been published in [60, 61, 62, 63, 64]

1.4

Comparison

We now briefly compare our approach with the approaches that are closely related to our
work. The other related works are presented in Section 3.3.
Authors in [35] proposed an update exchange mechanism for data exchange settings [29]. The mechanism is equivalent to the view maintenance problem. Like view
maintenance settings, in a data exchange setting, one peer acts as a source (data provider)
and another peer acts as a target (data receiver). The target schema is defined as a view
over the source schemas. In our work, we investigate an update exchange mechanism in
a data sharing system where each peer contributes its own data in the system and where,
relationships exist between the data items among peer databases (e.g., acquaintances are
created between different parties in a health care network for sharing information about
patients, acquaintances between the partner airlines in a flight reservation network are
created for sharing data of flights and passengers). We also consider a data sharing
scenario where data vocabularies are different in peer databases. To us, obtaining a
peer's schema as a view over another peer's schema is not desirable [48] because of peer
independence.
Work in [35] performs update exchange by using the concept of state-transfer [77]. In
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the state-transfer mechanism, updated data are propagated between peers. In our work,
however updates are propagated using the concept of operation-transfer

[77]. In the

operation-transfer mechanism, update operations, and not data, are propagated between
peers. We believe that the operation-transfer based update propagation mechanism is
more feasible in the context of peer to peer systems.

The reason is that when the

volume of updated data is large then it is costly to propagate the data in a network
using the state-transfer based update propagation. In the operation-transfer mechanism,
the update operations are propagated which are usually smaller in size compared to the
volume of the updated data.
In [35], changes of data are exchanged in an "offline" fashion. The updated records
are kept in a local edit log and later the updates are published. However, in our case
changes of data are exchanged on-the-fly; i.e., if any change on data occurs in a peer
database, the change is propagated immediately to the acquainted peers.
In [35], a conflict between updates is resolved by using data provenance information
and trust relationships between peers. Therefore, a centralized data provenance repository is required. However, in our proposed conflict resolution mechanism, each peer
independently resolves a conflict applying the proposed resolution technique.
Authors in [31] introduced a semantics of data exchange between peers in peer data
exchange settings which is a generalization of data exchange settings. Unlike data exchange, however, the target is no longer a passive recipient of source data. The target
peer uses constraints, that is absent in data exchange settings, to impose restrictions on
the data that it is willing to receive from a source. Moreover, a target may have its own
data. The fundamental problem that is addressed in a peer data exchange is augmenting
a target instance with the source instance in such a way that the given source instance
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and the augmented target instance satisfy all constraints between them. In our work,
however, we consider update exchange between peers. The problem we consider is to
update a target instance that is triggered by an update initiated in the source instance.
To update target instance with the change in the source instance, we perform translation
of updates against the source schema, using the mappings to compute corresponding
updates over the target schema. As the updates are translated they are also verified for
the correctness.

1.5

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss the technical preliminaries
and data sharing system model used throughout the thesis. Chapter 3 contains the problem statement and the objectives of this thesis. In Chapter 4, we introduce the update
semantics and the issues related to the translation of updates between peers. Chapter 5
discusses an update propagation strategy and proposes a mechanism for detecting and
resolving update conflicts. Chapter 6 analyzes the processing of concurrent transactions
in peer data sharing systems. In Chapter 7, we describe a tool developed for simulating
peer data sharing systems. Chapter 8 presents experimental results obtained on the update translation and processing, as well as transaction processing mechanisms. Finally,
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and outlines future work.

Chapter 2
Technical Preliminaries and System
Model
This chapter contains the precise definitions of many concepts needed for our investigation
of a data sharing system. Since mappings are established through pair-wise fashions in a
data sharing system, we first describe the data sharing setting where only two peers are
involved. Later, we generalize the setting to multiple peers.

2.1

Preliminaries

Attributes are symbols taken from a given finite set U =

• • • , AQ} called the universe.

We use the letters A, B, C, • • • to denote single attributes and X, Y, • • • to denote sets of
attributes. Each attribute Aj is associated with a finite set of values called the domain of
AJ

and is denoted by

dom(Aj).

Suppose

X

=

Ai{ 1 < i < k) taken in the order shown, then
dom(AK).

A non-empty subset of

U

{ A I , A

dom(X)

2

,

• • • , A K }

C

with the elements

U ,

x

dom(AI)

is called a relation schema

19

C

R .

dom(A2)

x •••x

A database schema
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is a finite collection R = (Ri, • • • , Rm) of relation schemas. A tuple t with attribute X
is a X-value.

A relation is a set of tuples. We shall use r^ to denote a relation that

interpreters Ri. An instance I over R is a function that associates each relation schema
Ri to a finite relation ri = I(Ri). For a tuple t and a set Y C U, we denote the restriction
of t to Y by t[Y}.
Let S be a schema at a peer Pi and T be a schema at another peer Pj. If data sharing
constraints are specified from S to T, then we call S as a source schema and T as a
target schema. The instances over S and T are denoted by I and J, respectively. Now,
we discuss the data sharing constraints.
Source-to-target schema constraint: Source-to-target schema constraints are
constituted by a set of assertions of the forms
= is ~*qT
where qs and Qt are two queries, respectively over the source schema S, and over the target
schema T. Intuitively, an assertion qs

qr specifies that the concept represented by the

query qs over the sources corresponds to the concept in the target schema represented
by the query qT. We consider the form of assertions as tuple-generating dependencies [9].
An example of assertions can be specified as logical expressions of the form:
V x [ 3 w</>(x,w) -» 3 Z ^(x,z)]
where the left hand side (LHS) of the implication, (f>, is a conjunction of relation atoms
over the schema of S and the right hand side (RHS) of the implication, ip, is a conjunction of relation atoms over the schema T. The mapping expresses a constraint about
the existence of a tuple in the instance satisfying the constraint of the RHS, given a
particular combination of tuples satisfying the constraint of the LHS. A tuple-generating
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dependency (tgd) is an implication in which no equality atoms occur (in either the left
or right hand sides of the implication).
Example 4 Consider a family physician database (FDB) with the schema S consisting of
two relations Ri (OHIP, Name, Address, Illness, DOB) and R2 (OHIP, TestName, Result,
Date). Also consider a database in a research cell database (RDB) with the schema T
consisting of a relation R^(OHIP, Name, Illness, DOB, TestName, Result). Assume the
following source-to-target schema constraint is designed between FDB and
^

ohip,name,illness,dob,testname,result\

3 addressRl(ohip,

TldTTie,

(idd'CCSS,

RDB.

HlflCSS.

dob),

3 dateR2(ohip, testname, result, date) —» R3(ohip, name, illness, dob, testname,

result)]

The constraint expresses that patients' data (ohip, name, illness, dob, testname,

result)

are shared from FDB to RDB.
Source and target constraints: A source constraint is a constraint over a source
schema S. The constraints are basically local integrity constraints (ICs) on the local
database.

Examples of ICs are functional dependencies and foreign key constraints.

Generally, source constraints do not play any direct role in data sharing. Similarly, a
target constraint is a constraint over a target schema. Target constraints play roles in
data sharing since data received from a source are validated through target constraints.
We assume that each peer is responsible for maintaining its database to keep it consistent
with respect to its local integrity constraints independently from other peers, since the
local database is independently designed. Notice that source and target constraints are
not used for update translation. However, we introduce these constraints to define the
semantics of update execution.
Source-to-target data-level constraints: The data-level constraints impose constraints on data values by associating values between two sources, where databases may
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Figure 2.1: Mapping tables
use different vocabularies and different domains. Intuitively, the association of values creates a domain relation [81] between two semantically related domains and relates data
objects (tuples) of two peers. Authors in [48] show how to create data-level mappings
by using mapping tables. Using mapping tables, Hyperion [48, 75] introduces a data
sharing system for sharing data between peers. Our work is motivated by the Hyperion
data sharing system. A mapping table, denoted by m(X,Y),
the sets of attributes X and Y. A tuple (x,y) in m(X,Y)
value x 6 dom(X)

is associated with the value y 6

simply is a relation over

indicates a mapping that the

dom(Y).

Example 5 Consider the database instances in Example 1. Observe that patients' and
medical test information are represented in two databases with different data vocabularies.
In order to associate or relates patients in two databases for sharing patients' data and resolve data heterogeneity, sample mapping tables in Table 2.1 are designed. Figure 2.1(a)
shows a mapping table OHIP2PATID that associates patients' ids of two patients in two
peer databases FDB and SDB. It represents mappings from the attribute OHIP to the attribute PATID.

Intuitively,

according to the interpretation

it records associations of patients'

identifiers

database SDB and "359RA" with "659-07-08".

of the table

OHIP2PATID,

"233GA" in FDB with "235-02-09" in
There is another mapping table 2.1(b)

which resolves data heterogeneity the way test names are represented in two peers.
The values appearing in the tables presented thus far only constants. However, to augment the expressiveness of tables variables are used [48]. Specifically, let V be a set
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of variables where V fl dom(A) = 0, for every attribute A. Therefore, a mapping in a
mapping table is a tuple which may contain constants or variable. Formally, a mapping,
alternatively called a tuple t in a mapping table, has the following meaning.
Definition 1 (Mapping)

[48] Given a set of attributes W of X UY, t is a mapping

over W if for each A £ W, t[A] is either a constant in dom(A), a variable in V or an
expression of the form v — F, where v 6 V and F is a finite subset of dom(A).
Given the presence of variables in mappings, it is necessary to introduce the notion of a
valuation.
Definition 2 (Valuation) [48] A valuation p over a mapping table m is a function
that maps each constant value in m to itself and each variable v of m to the value in the
intersection of the domains of the attributes where v appears. Furthermore, if v appears
in an expression of the form v-F, then p(v) £ F.
Introduction of variables in mapping tables offers a compact and convenient way of
representing common associations between values. An example of such a mapping table
is illustrated in the following example.
Example 6 Consider the database instance in Figure 1.1. Notice that the patient names
are used in two different formats in two databases. There are two alternative mapping
tables that we can use to represent the association between the two sets of patient names.
The two tables are shown in Figure 2.2. Mapping table Name2Name

in Figure 2.2(a)

contains a set of mappings of the form (namel; name2), where namel is a patient name
in the FDB

and name2 is a patient name in the SDB database. Alternatively,

we can

construct a more succinct, data independent, mapping table Name2Name containing the
single mapping, (v; v'), where v and v' are variables.

The alternate mapping table is
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Figure 2.2: Mapping tables

Figure 2.3: Mapping tables
shown in Figure 2.2(b). We can use a valuation function that converts a name value in
the FDB database corresponding to a name value in the SDB database.
When the values of attributes in two peers are same then we can also use variables for
associating values. The representation of such a mapping table is called an identity
mapping table. An example of identity mapping tables is given as follows.
Example 7 Consider the database instance of Figure 1.1. Assume that the database
FDB

uses the same patient identifiers as the SDB

database. There are two alternative

mapping tables that we can use to represent the association between the two sets of patient
identifiers.

The two tables are shown in Figure 2.3. Mapping table 0HIP2PATID

in Fig-

ure 2.3(a) contains a set of mappings of the form (id; id), where id is a patient identifier
in the FDB

and SDB

databases. Alternatively,

we can construct a more succinct, data

independent, mapping table OHIP2PATID containing the single identity mapping, (v; v),
where v is a variable. The alternate mapping table is shown in Figure 2.3(b).
In general, if there are multiple mapping tables M = {mi,m2, • • • ,TO*;}then we can
combine the tables into a single mapping table using the A-operator [48]. Therefore, we
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• • • , m^).

Definition 3 (Mapping Table) Let X and Y be non-empty disjoint sets of attributes
with domains dom(X) and dom(Y),

respectively. A mapping table m from X to Y is a

finite set of mappings over X UY that are any subset of dom(X) x

dom(Y).

Since a mapping table m from X to Y associates values from dom(X)

to dorn(Y),

we can determine the set of Y—values with which a particular value x 6 dom(X)

is

associated by the following definition.
Definition 4 (Y—values)

Let m be a mapping table from X to Y. We define Y—values,

denoted as Ym(x), with which a particular value x G dom(X)
Ym(x)

is associated as follows:

= {y\ 3 t G m and there exists valuation p over m such that p{t[X)) = x and

p(t[Y]) = y}
Example 8 Consider the mapping table
to seethat

P A T I D

0

H I P 2 P A T I D ( O H I P

:

O H I P 2 P A T I D

2 3 3 G A )

=

in Figure 2.1. It is not hard

{ 2 3 5 - 02 -

09}.

We now explain how a mapping table creates valid associations of tuples between two
relations.
Definition 5 (Association of Tuples) Consider relations r\ and r2 with relation
schemas i?i[£7i] and R2[U2], respectively, and also consider a mapping table
from X to Y, where X C Ui and Y C f/ 2 . Consider a relation r12, where ru =

m(X,Y)
x r2-

We say that a tuple t\2 in r\2 associates a tuple t\ € r\ to a tuple t2 G r 2 if there is a
valuation p over m such that tx2[X] G iTx{p{m)) and ti2\Y] G TTY(^x=t12[x}{p{irn)))The intuition behind this definition is that a tuple tx G r\ such that

= x is

associated only to a tuple t2 G r2 with respect to the mapping table m(X, Y), for which
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Therefore, we can consider the mapping table m as a condition to filter

relation ri 2 that is subset of r u contains only the tuples that m associates the tuples of
relations ri and r2.
Now we define how a mapping table associates tuples in two peers Pi and Pj.
Definition 6 (Mapping Table Between Two Peers) Consider two peers Pi and Pj
in a data sharing system.

Let S be a schema at a peer Pi and T be a schema at Pj.

Assume two relation schemas Ra[U3] € S and Rt[Ut] £ T with corresponding relations rs
and rt. Consider a mapping table m(X,Y)
a value x € dom(X).

over the attributes X C Us and Y C Ut, and

A tuple ts £ rs such that

= x is associated, with respect to

mapping table m, only to tuples tr £ rt for which tr[Y] £ Ym(x).

More formally, we can

represent with the following logical formula:
V t em\f

ts € rs[(t3[X] = t[X]) -> 3 tr £ rt{tr[Y] = t\Y})]

We observe that source-to-target schema constraints performs schema mappings between a source and a target, i.e., create structural relationship of data between the source
and the target. However, it does not resolve data-level heterogeneity. On the contrary,
source-to-target data-level constraints resolve data-level heterogeneity and logically relate
tuples between the source and the target. In order to incorporate these two constraints,
we require a semantic that combines both constraints. We call the combined constraints
as data sharing constraints, denoted by 2 s t . A data sharing constraint can be represented
with the following assertion:

£

S T

=

QS

IT

where qs and qr are two queries, respectively over the source schema S, and over the target schema T. Intuitively, an assertion QS

IT specifies that the concept represented
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by the query qs over the source schema corresponds to the concept in the target schema
represented by the query q? that are associated by the mapping tables M. Intuitively,
the formula also tells us that how the concept in the source is converted in terms of
the data vocabularies into the concept for the target. An assertion of a data sharing
constraint can be specified using the following logical expression:
Zst = v xy[ 3 w 0(x, w) A y

3 z ^(y, z)]

G VM(X)

The set of mapping tables M = {mi,m,2, • • • ,mk} is called source to target data level
constraints E" t .
Let E s t '• qs ^M QT be a source-to-target data sharing constraint, qs{I) denotes the
set of tuples returned by the query qs over the instance I with the source schema S. We
denote the fact that a tuple t G qs{I) satisfies the LHS constraint qs of E s t by t 1= qs, or in
general by t N LHS( E s t ). Similarly, the fact that a tuple t' in a target instance J satisfies
the RHS constraint qr of E s t is denoted by t' 1= qT (or, in general, by t' t=

RHS(Est)).

Considering the source-to-target data sharing constraints, we can define how two
tuples are related in two peers Pj and PJ, assuming peer PT has a source instance I with
schema S and PJ has a target instance J with schema T.
Definition 7 (Related tuples) Consider a source instance I and a target instance
J

with E s t

{m\{Xi,

=

qs

M

qr where E ^

Yi), m2{X2, Y2), • • • ,m,k(Xk,Yk)}.

with respect to E s t = qs
i.e. t2 N RHS{EST)

=

qs

—> qr

and Evst

=

M

=

A tuple t\ in I is related to a tuple t2 in J

Qt if h G qs(I)

i-e- h \= LHS(S3t)

such that ti[Xi, X2, • • • ,Xk} G UXux2,

and t2 G qr(J)

- ,xk(p(mi,m2,

• • • ,mk))

h[Yi, Y2, • • • ,Yk] G n.Y1,Y2,-,Yk(vx1=ti[x1}AX2=ti[x2]A-AXk=t1ixk}P(m1,m2, • • • ,mk)).
two tuples t\ and t2 are related wrt E s ( , we denote it by t\,t2 t= T,st.

and
When
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Figure 2.4: Source and target database schemas and instances
Example 9 Consider the database instances of a source S and a target T in Figure 2.
Consider T,st between S and T as follows:
Est
where M =

=

v

= {m\,m2}

xyx>y>(3

zRi(x,y,z)

3

wR2(x',y',w))

which is interpreted by the mapping tables in Figure 2.5.

Let us find the tuples in instance I of S that are related with the tuples in instance J of
T wrt T,st. Observe that the tuple t = (a\,bi,Ci)

in I is related to a tuple t' = {a'i,b'i, d\) in

J since t,t' N E3t, i.e., t[A,B] = {ax,bi) € HRl.AtRl.Bp{mi,
7TR2.A,R2

.B (cTfli ,A=t[A]ARi

,B=t[B] {pi™!,

R I . A

R

2

rn2)

m2), andt'[A,B]

= (a'j,^)

6

)).

. A

R I . B

ax

bi
(a) Mapping table mi

R

2

. B

b[

(b) Mapping table

m2
Figure 2.5: Mapping tables

Observation: Only using schema-level constraints, we are not able to link two databases
unless the data vocabularies are same. For instance, consider Example 9, without the
existence of mapping tables mi and m 2 , it is not possible to say that the tuples t =
(ax,6i,ci) in I and t = (a\, b[, d\) in J are related since the data vocabularies of two
tuples are different. However, if the data vocabularies of the two tuples are same then
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they satisfy the source-to-target schema constraints. By introducing mapping tables, a
source can implicitly specify which data in the source relates to a data in the target.
Therefore, mapping tables not only resolve data level heterogeneity but also impose
constraints on data to be shared [25]. Suppose that a source doesn't want to share
information about a certain tuple t in its instance. To accomplish this, it is sufficient to
ensure that the mapping tables in T,vst do not associate any data element of t, namely,
there is no mapping (x, y) in the table m(X,Y)

2.2

such that Ym(t[X]) = y.

Data Sharing Settings

Definition 8 (Data Sharing Setting) A data sharing setting

between two peers,

where one peer acts as a source and another peer acts as a target, is a quintuple
D = (S, T, £st,

£() such that

- S is a source schema and T is a target schema;
- Est is & finite set of source-to-target data sharing constraints;
- Ss, is a finite set of source constraints.
-

2.3

is a finite set of target constraints;

Data Sharing System

Although the definition of a data sharing setting involves two peers, it can be easily
extended to a family of peers that share data in a peer to peer network. Depending on
the roles, a peer may act as a source or as a target. The data sharing settings with
multiple peers constitute a data sharing system.
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A data sharing system is a set V = {Pi, P2, • • • , Pn} of n peers with autonomous preexisting local database systems (LDBSs). Each peer Pit 1 < i < n, has its own database,
denoted Di, with its own schema. We assume that each peer Pt is responsible to maintain
its database consistent with respect to its local integrity constraints independently from
other peers, since the local database is independently designed.
We now define the different concepts related to a data sharing system.
Definition 9 (Peer) A peer Pi in a data sharing system N consists of:
• a database Di with its own schema. Note: if Pi acts as a source then its schema is
called source schema Si or if Pi acts a target then its schema is called target schema
T
• a set of local integrity constraints ICi on Di. Note: if Pi is a source then ICi is
treated as source constraints

or if Pi is a target then ICi is treated as target

constraints Ht.
• a finite set of source-to-target data sharing constraints from Pi to Pj, denoted by
S ij.
Note: If Pi is a source and Pj is a target then S^ is denoted by S s t . The set of data
sharing constraints in a source peer Pj for all of its target peers Pj is denoted by Ej.
Definition 10 (Peer D a t a Sharing System) A peer data sharing system Af=<
£ > consists of:
• a finite set V = {PX,P2, • • • , Pn} of peers, and
• asetT,

= {Si, E2, • • • , £n} of data sharing constraints.

V,
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Definition 11 (Acquaintance Graph) Let V = {Pi, P2, • • • , P„} be a set of peers and
E = U" =1 Ej be a set of non empty data sharing constraints in a data sharing system N •
An acquaintance graph is a graph IV = (V, ACQ), where V = V is a set of vertices and
ACQ C V x V is a set of direct edges such that every edge (P»,Pj) € ACQ, i ^ j, is
associated with data sharing constraints E^-.
Definition 12 (Acquaintee) A peer Pj is an acquaintee of a peer Pi in Af if there
exists an edge from Pi to Pj in rV; Af(Pi) denotes the set of acquaintees of Pi.
Definition 13 (Accessible Peers) A peer Pj is accessible from a peer Pi in Af if there
is a path in Fx from Pi to Pj; A{P%) denotes the set of accessible peers of Pi.

2.4

Summary

This chapter first presented some technical preliminaries about relational databases.
Next, we formalized the data sharing settings and introduced our data sharing system
model. In the next chapter, we state the problem of processing updates and transactions
in peer data sharing systems.

Chapter 3
Problem Statement and Related
Work
In this chapter, we state the algorithmic problems related to update and transaction
processing mechanisms in a data sharing system. We also discuss related work, in addition
to a preliminary discussion of the most important work related to this thesis that we
discussed in Chapter 1.

3.1

Update Processing

Here we address some of the potential problems that need be solved for processing of
updates in a data sharing system. Before addressing the problems, we first illustrate a
general execution scenario of an update in a data sharing system.

32
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Execution Scenario of Updates

In a data sharing system, when a user submits an update fij to a peer Pj, he/she needs
only be aware of the local database schema and data vocabularies. When /ij is submitted
to Pj, it is executed at Pj and appropriate changes occur at the database Di. Whenever
a change occurs at Pj, the data in each acquaintee Pj of Pj need to be changed subject
to the data sharing constraint £ y in order to maintain data consistency between peers.
Therefore, when ^ is submitted to Pj for execution, Pj verifies whether /J, is relevant
for its acquaintees. The update ^ is relevant to an acquaintee Pj if it is possible to
translate //j for P j by considering

If /x, is relevant then it is translated for Pj using

the mappings. After translating /ij, Pi forwards the translated updates to its acquaintees.
When an acquaintee Pj of Pj receives a translated update from Pj, it also executes the
received update, and translates and forwards the translated updates to its acquaintees
that are relevant to these translated updates. This execute-and-forward step is repeated
in each of the relevant acquaintees, causing in turn further propagations of the update in
the system. Note that during the propagation of an update in the system, a peer might
receive an update through several paths, however, the peer executes that update only
once. According to our update propagation protocol, when an update is initiated by a
peer it gets a unique global identifier (GID). The GID is attached to the update message
and remains fixed during the propagation into the network. This information facilitates
a peer to discover the reception of an update multiple times from different paths.
Based on the execution scenario above, updates are classified into three categories,
namely local, remote, and global.
local update: An update originating and executing in a peer Pj, is a local update
with respect to Pi and is denoted

A local update \i\ is called global update initiator,
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if n\ needs to be executed over the system. For ease of presentation, we denote a local
update /x- as /Uj.
remote update: If a local update jjn is translated for an acquaintee Pj then a
translated version of ^ is a remote update with respect to P u and is denoted

More

precisely, a remote update refers to the execution of /z* at peer P j in a translated form. If
//,, is propagated from P,t to Pj, where Pj 6 A{Pi) via a peer Pk then a remote update at
P j is denoted as

. For ease of presentation, we omit the intermediate peers from the

notation of a remote update. For example, the remote update /z^fej is represented as fij. A
remote update is composed of q > 1 component updates which form a sequence of updates
(if1, • • • , /4' g . Multiple components arise since an update may have multiple translations.
Note that each remote update /j,j is defined with respect to the corresponding peer Pj.
global update: A global update /z? =
executed at

Pi

and a set of remote updates

/zj,/zf, • • • } consists of an initiator /t,
, 1 < j < n that are executed at

Pj

6

A(Pi).

In our thesis, we consider the following problems for processing an update in a data
sharing system.

3.1.2

Translation of Updates

For exchanging updates from a peer to its acquainted peers, first the update that is posed
to a peer is translated in terms of the schema and data vocabularies of the acquainted
peers. The translation should be such that insertions, deletions, and modifications of
the tuples made by an update in a peer and by the translated version of the update in
an acquaintee are related through the mappings between both peers. In our thesis, we
consider this case of update translation between peers. Particularly, the problem that
we consider is as follows:
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Given: A data sharing setting D = (S, T, £ y , £ s , £ t ) between two peers Pi and Pj.
Suppose an update /./ is executed against the database D% at Pl with schema S.
Find: Translation of /x into an update /J,' against the database Dj at Pj with schema
T, such that the execution of /J and / / at Pi and Pj, respectively, leaves the databases
Di and D j consistent (i.e., databases satisfy their local integrity constraints, £ s and E t ,
respectively) and the tuples updated by ji and // in Di and Dj, respectively, are related
through the mappings £ y .
Solution to this problem requires answering the following questions:
(i) When is an update /i at Pj relevant to a peer Pp.
(ii) What is the computational complexity of checking the relevancy of updates?
(iii) If n is relevant to Pj, under what conditions / / is a correct translation of
(iv) What is a correct translation of /U into fi'.
(v) What is the computational complexity of computing a correct translation of a
given update?

3.1.3

Update Propagation and Synchronization

Due to the dynamic nature of peers, the processing of updates in a data sharing system
is a challenging task. First, we need to consider the dynamic behavior of peers. Moreover, a peer involved to executing an update is not aware of the global execution and
termination of the update in the system. Therefore, we need a protocol that guarantees
a successful termination of the execution of an update. Moreover, peers are autonomous
in a data sharing system and there is no global control of the execution of updates.
Therefore, during propagation of updates, different conflicting situations with respect to
updates may occur which lead to data inconsistency to the system. Proposing solutions
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to resolve these issues is another important objective of our thesis. We believe that optimistic approaches best suit the P2P settings which, by nature, involve autonomous data
sources that must be allowed to query and update data simultaneously. Therefore, a
further objective of our thesis is to investigate optimistic approaches for propagating and
processing updates and adopt an approach that is best suited for data sharing systems.

3.2

Transaction Processing

With respect to processing of transactions, a data sharing system is similar to a conventional multidatabase system (MDBS) [57, 18] in the sense that each system consists
of a collection of independently created local database systems (LDBSs), and the management of transactions is handled at both local and global levels. In an MDBS, global
level transactions are issued to the global transaction manager (GTM), where they are
decomposed into a set of global subtransactions to be individually submitted to the corresponding LDBSs. Local transactions are directly submitted to the local transaction
management systems (LTMs). Each local transaction manager maintains the correct
execution of both local transactions and global subtransactions at its site. It is left to
the GTM to maintain the correct execution of global transactions.
In contrast, a data sharing system is built on a dynamic network of peers without a
global transaction manager or controller. Moreover, global level transactions are initiated
by any peer. If a transaction is submitted to a peer and needs to be executed over the
network, the transaction is propagated from peer to peer. Note that when a user submits
a transaction to a peer, he/she is only aware of the local database schema. The mappings
between the peer where the transaction is active and other peers in the network determine
the translation of the transaction and propagation and execution of the transaction to
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other peers.
Although we assume that an LDBS of each peer guarantees serializability, concurrent
transactions that execute in multiple peers may be serialized in different orders in different
peers, resulting in an inconsistent execution of the transactions in the system. One of
the objectives of our thesis is to propose a correctness criteria that ensures the consistent
execution of concurrent transactions in a data sharing system. Second objective is to
analyze the execution of transactions considering the dynamic behavior of peers. Due
to the dynamic nature of peers, several situations can occur during the execution of
transactions in the system. For examples, a peer may become offline when a transaction
is active in the system, a peer may fail due to power fails or the local database system
crashes, or a transaction is executed successfully in a peer but the transaction may fail in
the acquaintee of the peer. Examples of a transaction failure are a transaction abort to
timeout, or a failure to pass the validation test by the local transaction manager. In our
thesis, we mainly focus on the transaction failures and how the failures cause problems
for the consistent execution of transactions.

3.3

Related Work

In traditional relational database systems, two well-known update propagation scenarios
exist, namely the view maintenance [36, 37, 15, 16] and view update problems [47, 7, 82,
23, 65]. In the view maintenance problem, updates made to base relations are propagated
to the materialized view and in the view update problem updates made to a materialized
view are propagated to the respective base relations. Authors in [35] consider the view
maintenance concept for exchanging updates in a data exchange setting [29]. In a data
exchange setting, one peer acts as a source (data provider) and another peer acts as a
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target (data receiver). The ultimate goal of a data exchange setting is to fill a target
with the data from sources that satisfy the mappings between the sources and the target.
Hence, the update exchange mechanism is roughly analogous to the view maintenance
problem, i.e., a target peer gets updated in response to the updates made at a source
peer. Authors in [67] also propose a framework for managing updates in a large-scale data
sharing system with the concept of view maintenance. In the system, a peer which acts as
a data receiver, its schema is defined as a view of the schema of data providers. Authors in
[13, 14] also propose a semantics for maintaining data consistency in peer data exchange
systems. The inconsistency between databases of peers is managed at query time using
the repair semantics [6]. However, in our thesis, we investigate an update exchange
mechanism in data sharing systems where each peer typically contributes its own data
and may import data from other related peers. Each peer has its own preexisting database
and the schema of a peer is not defined as a view of another peer's schema. Peers are
related mainly with data sharing constraints or mappings that store related data. The
mappings between peers relate two objects (e.g. tuples) between peers. Therefore, an
update to an object in a peer that satisfies the mappings is propagated to acquainted
peers. Our work is mainly based on an existing data sharing system, Hyperion [5, 75] that
uses mapping tables [48] to relate data located in different peers. In this system, mapping
tables provide a framework of simple schema mappings and data mappings between peers.
Hyperion provides core data sharing features such as schema and data mappings and
query processing [49, 50, 59], which we leverage to carry out our work. There are also
other related work for processing of updates in peer to peer systems. However, the work
mainly focuses on update propagation, conflict resolutions, and processing mechanisms.
In the following we discuss some related work.
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With respect to related work, peer-to-peer updates have been analyzed in [51, 30, 1,
46, 58]. For example, Kantere et al. [45, 46] describe techniques related to establishing
and abolishing acquaintances of peers in P2P systems through triggers. The approach
specifies update exchange policies on-the-fly based on the constraints between peers. The
update exchange supports through firing of triggers that satisfies the constraints. However, the triggers are explicitly written for each constraint. In this case, the administrator
of a peer explicitly mentions in the system which local update should fire which trigger
for a remote peer. In our approach, we present the update exchange strategy where
the updates are generated automatically to execute in remote peers that are based on
the data sharing constraints or mappings between peers. The translation of updates for
remote peers is done on-the-fly. Also, authors in [45, 46] assume that when a peer joins
a network, it needs to register to certain interest groups in the network and a standard
schema exists for each interest group. The standard schema is known to all members of
the group. Hence, the standard schema becomes a bottleneck of the system. It increases
the complexity for maintaining the standard schema and restricts the change of local
database schemas of peers freely.
Authors in [24] present an approach for automatically detecting erroneous mappings
in peer data management systems. For resolving mapping inconsistency they built a
probabilistic model by taking the advantage of transitive closures of mapping operations
to confront local belief on the correctness of a mapping against evidences gathered around
the network. However, the model is for detecting and correcting errors of mappings among
peers. In our work, we assume that mappings are correct. Based on this assumption,
we propose an approach for maintaining data consistency between peers by propagating
updates.
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In coDB [30] peer database system, peers are interconnected by means of GLAV [56]
coordination rules among their schemas. A peer can fetch data from its neighbors by
using schema level translations involving the GLAV mappings that are in place between
peers. The GLAV mappings play the role of coordination rules. A global update in the
network is started when a peer sends out that global update, along with the definitions
of appropriate coordination rules request to all acquaintees.
P-Grid [1] addresses an update mechanism in a structured network that support selforganization. The update mechanism uses a rumor spreading algorithm to scale and
provides probabilistic guarantees for maintaining consistency between peers. However,
it only considers updates at the file level considering that a single peer can update a file
and changes are propagated to other peers. There are other update mechanisms in the
file sharing environment. Authors in [84] propose a replicated database system, called
Bayou, to support collaboration among users in a weakly connected network. Updates
are broadcast between sites using an epidemic propagation protocol. Bayou schedules the
updates using timestamp ordering. In this system, each update is assigned a tentative
timestamp when it arrives to a site. Bayou first executes updates in their tentative order,
then rolls back and replays them in final order. If the update is accepted by a primary
site, the final timestamp is assigned to the update. Hence, the final execution of updates
relies on a primary site that enforces a global continuous order on a growing prefix of
history.
Authors in [51] introduce a log-based reconciliation mechanism of update operations in
weakly connected systems. The system is called IceCube. In IceCube, concurrent update
operations are merged at one site for reconciliation. Therefore, all concurrent operations
must be sent at one site for merging. Then, the merged log must be dispatched to all
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sites. Consequently, all sites must be connected to the merging site during reconciliation
and wait until reconciliation is finished.
In the APPA framework [58], a distributed semantic reconciliation algorithm is proposed for reconciling conflicting updates in peer data sharing systems. The algorithm
supports multi-master replication and assures consistency based on application semantics. The solution proposed in [58] rests on a mechanism that replicates data in different
peers.
With respect to related work, peer-to-peer transactions have been analyzed in [80,
40, 73, 4, 85]. We discuss them in the following.
In [80, 40, 85], a concept of transaction processing in P2P environment is presented.
The authors proposed a decentralized concurrency control for transactions relying on a
decentralized serialization graph. Each peer and each transaction maintain a local serialization graph. The serialization graph of the peer reflects the dependencies of the
transactions that invoke service calls on that peer, whereas the serialization graph of
the transaction includes the dependencies in which the transaction is involved.

The

approach resolves conflicts of transactions by exchanging the serialization graph that
basically changes the transaction semantics in conventional database management systems. However, in our work, we keep the execution semantics of transactions like in a
conventional database management system.
In [73], a preliminary approach is presented for agent-based transaction processing in a
decentralized P2P network. The main interest of the work is on a cooperative information
system based on a P2P model. The model consists of a multi agent system with four
components (wrapper, mediator, facilitator, and planner) which are responsible for the
management and control of transactions composed by data management operations (read,
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write, delete) and their outcomes. However, the approach is still preliminary and the lack
of details does not permit of comparison with our approach.
In [4], authors present a preliminary proposal for peer-to-peer e-business transaction
processing systems. More specifically, the approach focuses on requirements analysis on
different aspects of the collaboration and transaction procedure. However, it lacks precise
semantics of transactions and does not describe the execution semantics of transactions.
There are simulation tools for simulating peer-to-peer systems. However, they are not
directly related for simulating peer data sharing systems. In the following, we discuss
some of the work. Authors in [68] discuss the current trend of simulation tools with
respect to simulation usage in P2P research, and present the state of the art of P2P
simulations. We notice that most of the simulators are dedicated for content distribution
and file sharing systems.

In order to evaluate a peer data sharing system, we need

different resources, for example, databases, mappings between peers, and acquaintances.
The existing tools do not support or provide these facilities. Moreover, tools should
support database related actions (e.g. query, update, and transaction). Our goal is to
present a tool that can be used to evaluate a peer data sharing system which is unable
with the existing tools. We describe some of the P2P simulators in the following.
NS-2 [71] is a popular network simulator that best suits for simulating packet switched
networks and small scale networks. Adding new modules is not straightforward, because
of it's complex module structure [54].
The simulator [79] is specialized to file-sharing simulations. It mainly models the content distributions, query activity, download behavior etc. Simulations proceed in query
cycles representing the time period between issuing a query and receiving a response.
Similar to our approach, queries are passed into a queue and handled on FIFO basis.
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NeuroGrid [44] is a single-threaded, non-parallel Java-based simulator designed for
supporting comparative resource search simulations between FreeNet, Gnutella, and NeuroGrid systems.

3.4

Summary

In this chapter, we stated the problem that we investigate in this thesis. We first presented
issues related to translation of updates between peers. Next, we spelled out the challenges
raised when updates are propagated in data sharing systems. We also discussed the main
issues for ensuring a consistent execution view of concurrent transactions in peers. In
the next chapter, we present our proposed update translation mechanism for peer data
sharing systems.

Chapter 4
Translation of Updates
In this chapter, we investigate the issues related to the translation of updates between
peers. Before discussing these issues, we first introduce a semantics for update execution
in a data sharing system. Particularly, we illustrate what it means to execute an update
at a peer and the translated versions of that update at the peer's acquaintees. We also
present the proposed update translation algorithm in this chapter.

4.1

Update Language

To present update translation issues, we adopt the language Insert-Delete-Modify (IDM)
transaction model [2] to describe update operations.

The three different updates we

consider are insert, delete, and modify. Accordingly, an update over a relation schema R
is an insertion, deletion, or modification of tuples in R's relation r. An insertion

is an

expression ins(t), where L is a tuple over att(R) and att(R) denotes the set of attributes
in R. Here, ins(t) inserts the tuple t into r. A deletion operation removes from r all
the tuples satisfying some stated set of conditions. Formally, a deletion update is an
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Figure 4.1: Modified mapping table m 2
expression del(C), where C = C\ A c2 A

A c„ is a conjunctive boolean expression, where

each Cj, 1 < i < n, is an atomic formula of the form (A = a), where A E att(R) is an
attribute name and a is a constant. The atomic formula q is positive [2], i.e., it has
no negation. Here, del(C) removes from r all the tuples satisfying each condition in C.
Finally, a modification

update is an expression mod(C —> C"), where C, C' are boolean

expressions, with C' containing only equalities A = c, where A is an attribute name and
c is a constant. This update selects all the tuples from r satisfying C and then, for each
such tuple and each equality A = c in C', it sets the value of A to c. Note that the
updates that we consider do not support negation in their where clauses. The reason is
that mapping tables encode only positive equality [48].

4.2

Update Examples

In this section we illustrate some examples of update operations wrt the chosen update
language.
Example 10 (Modify update) Consider Figure 2-4- In order to distinguish the attribute A in Pi and P2, we rename A to A' in P2.
renamed to B'.

Similarly, attribute B in P2 is

This change is also considered in all the subsequent examples. Suppose

the mapping table m2 is modified as shown in Figure 4-1 and relations R\ and R2 contain
extra attributes E and E', respectively. Also, assume that the domain of the attributes
E and E' are same; thus, we include an identity mapping table mz{E,E').

Suppose that
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the following update is submitted to P\.

Hi = mod({A = ai, B =bi} —> {E = ei});

Based on the mapping tables mi, m2, and m3, A' mi (ai) = {a^}, B'm2(bi) = {b[,b"}, and
E'

(e{) — {ei}.

Therefore, the corresponding translated updates for P2 are as follows:

Mi'1 = mod({A' = a[, B' =b[} -> {£" = e j ) ;
Hi'2 = mod({A' = a[,B' =b'i} -» {& = e j ) ;
Example 11 (Delete update) Consider the following delete update on database at Px.
/ii =

del(B-bi);

By analyzing the above update, only the mapping table m2(B,B')
Hi, where Y^ih)

is required to translate

= {b'i,b"}. Therefore, Hi is translated for peer P2 as follows:
111'1 = del(B' = b'i);
111'2 = del(B' = bl);

4.3

Update Execution Semantics

Definition 14 (Local Execution) Given
upt(/ii,Di)

a local database Di

(upt stands for updated tuples) by a local update/ii

tuples) and t~ (deleted tuples) such that
• t+ n r = 0
•

iii(Di)

t= ICi,

where

Hi(Di)

= Dj U

— t~~

of Pi,

the result

is a set of tuples t+(inserted
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Note that in this execution semantics we do not consider the set of modified tuples
since the modified tuples can be logically represented with a combination of deletion and
insertion of tuples.
Definition 15 (Global Execution) Given a local database Di of Pi, the result
upt(fif,Di)

by a global update /tf is made of two sets of inserted tuples t+,t+'

and two

sets of deleted tuples t~,t~' such that
• t+,t~

G upt(ni, Di), t+',t~~' G upt(n3i,Dj),

each accessible peer

Pj

G

and fij G /if is a translation of ^

for

A(Pi),

• t + n r = 0,
• m(Di) N ICi, where / t j ( A ) = A U t+ - t~,
• t+,t+l
•

4.4

t= Ey and t~,t~' 1=

n j ( D j ) \= I C j ,

where

nj(Dj)

=

Dj

U t+' - t~'.

Relevant Updates

There are cases where the execution of a local update at a peer has no effect to its
acquaintees with respect to the data sharing constraints in place. We call these updates
irrelevant wrt these acquaintees; otherwise called relevant. Our goal is to find a correct
translation of a relevant update. We demonstrate two approaches for checking whether
an update is relevant or not.

The first approach considers the semantics of update

operations by taking into account the updated tuples caused by update operations. The
second approach is syntactic where update relevancy is determined by a syntactic analysis
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of update operations (i.e., update values, attributes, conditions, etc. mentioned in update
operations).
We describe the approaches considering the settings in Example 9. Also consider the
scenarios of Figure 2.4, 2.5, and the mapping table in Figure 4.1.

4.4.1

Approach 1 (Semantic Approach)

Before describing the approach for checking relevancy of updates, we first define the
related notions.
Definition 16 (Association of a Tuple) A tuple t has associations with respect to a
mapping table m(X,Y),

ifYm(t[X])

^ 0.

Definition 17 (Valid/Invalid Tuple) A tuple t is valid with respect to a data sharing
constraint Sst ift)= LHS(T.st)

and t has associations wrt the mapping tables M in £st;

t is invalid otherwise.
Assume an update fii = del(C) is processed in Pi. The update deletes tuples from
Ri that satisfy the boolean expression C. Consider that Hi deletes a tuple t = (aj, by, Ci)
from Ri that satisfies the expression C. If t is invalid with respect to E, t then deleting t
from Ri has no effect on relation R 2 of P2.
Now, we define under what conditions an update at Pi is relevant to an acquaintee
PJ

of Pi.

Definition 18 (Relevant U p d a t e ) An update Hi at Pi is relevant to an acquaintee
Pj 6 N(Pi)

if there is at least a tuple t that belongs to upt(ni, Di) that is valid wrt E^-;

Hi is irrelevant

otherwise.
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Example 12 (Relevant update) Consider two peers Pi and P2 with relations R\ and
R2, respectively and the data sharing setting between the peers as illustrated in Example 9.
Assume an update pi = del (A = ai) is executed at Pi. Notice that p, i deletes a tuple
t = (ai, b\, ci). We have 11= LHS(T,st)
tables M — {mi,m2}

and t has associations with respect to the mapping

i.e., A'mi(t[A}) = a[ and B'm2(t[B]) = b[. Therefore, pi is a relevant

update to P2.
Example 13 (Irrelevant update) Suppose an update pi = del ( A = a2) is executed
at Pi.

Notice that pi deletes a tuple t = (a2,bi,c2).

Tuple t is invalid since t has

no association with respect to the mapping tables M = {mi,m2},

i.e., A'mi(t[A\)

= 0.

Therefore, pi is an irrelevant update to P2.
T h e o r e m 1 (Relevant update) For a given update pi at Pi with a local database Di
and data sharing constraints

= qs

determining whether Hi is relevant to

IT corresponding to a peer Pj, the problem of
Pj,

is in

co-NP.

Proof 1 From Definition 18, we see that an update fii at Pi is relevant to Pj if at least
3 t E upt{jii,Di)

that is valid wrt Y,^. Therefore, verifying the relevancy of an update

means checking the validity of t wrt Sy.

Note that validity of a tuple is determined

using the mapping tables M in E^-. This turns out to the problem whether t is a certain
answer of a query Q posed to M, i.e., t E Q(M).

Note that Q is formed with the

condition mentioned in /ij. Consider I as an instance stores all the tuples is the result of
a valuation p on M with respect to Di and satisfying

Sy.

Assume that t is not in a certain answer of query Q in M.
I C p(M) and t is not in Q(M).

Then there is M with

Let n be the total number of tuples in I and let k

be the number of mapping tables in M.

Each tuple in I can be generated by at most
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Therefore, there is a M' C M with at most nk tuples such that still

Because t is not in Q{M), t is also not in Q(p(M')).

It follows that there is

M' whose size is polynomially bounded in the size of I such that I C p(M'), and t is not
in Q(p{M').

Moreover, checking that I C p(M') and that t is not in Q(p(M'))

done in polynomial time.

4.4.2

can be
•

Approach 2 (Syntactic Approach)

In this approach, update relevancy is determined through a syntactic analysis of update
operations.
Definition 19 (Relevant Mapping Table) Let att(n) denotes the set of attributes in
an update /.i. A mapping table m(X,Y)

is relevant to ji if X C

att(fi).

Example 14 (Relevant mapping table) Assume an update Hi = del (A = a\) at P\.
In this case, m^AjA1)

is relevant to Hi since A C att(ni),

where att(pn) = {^4}

Definition 20 (Relevant U p d a t e ) Let p, be an update and TZ be the set of relevant
mapping tables for ji. Let v(X)

denotes the value that is associated with attribute X in

/i. An update Hi at Pi is relevant to an acquaintee Pj E M(Pi) if Ymi(xi)
Xi = v(Xi), for each relevant mapping table (mi(Xi,Yi))i=i...k

^ 0, where

€ 7Z.

Example 15 (Relevant update) Consider Example 14• Here, att(ni)

is {A} and

ax = v{A).

Only the relevant mapping table corresponding to Hi is Tni{X,X'),

A C att(Hi).

Update Hi is relevant for P2 since A'mi(ai)

since

= {ai}.

T h e o r e m 2 (Relevant update) For a given update Hi at Pi and 71 be the set of relevant mapping tables in data sharing constraints Sy corresponding to a peer Pj. Checking
for relevancy of Hi for Pj can be done in polynomial

time.
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are the attributes in att(fa).

mapping tables with respect to the attributes in X is Tl = {mi(Xi,
From the Definition
existence
fore,

Yi),• • • , mk(Xk,

Yk)}.

20, relevancy of an update fa at Pi to Pj depends on the

of values v(Xi)

verifying

The set relevant

relevancy

in the corresponding mapping table mi{Xi,Yi).

There-

of an update means checking the existence of v(Xi)

the corresponding mapping table mi{Xi,Yi).
can be done in polynomial

Checking that v(X,)

time since size of rrii(Xi,Y)

is in

uii(Xi,Y)

and \X\ are polynomially

bounded.

4.5

in

I

Correctness of Update Translations

In this section, we introduce the notion of correctness for translating updates. Correctness
ensures that the updated tuples in two peers are related by the data sharing constraints
between them. Correctness is a property that every translation must satisfy.
Definition 21 (Correctness) Given updates fa and
peers Pi and Pj, respectively.
to Ey = qs

over databases Di and Dj of

We say that pi is a correct translation of fa with respect

qr, where M = {mi(Xu

Yi), • • • , mk{Xk, Yk)}, if

(1) fa is relevant to Pj,
(2) for
that t

every
1=

tuple

LHS(T,ij)

t'[Yi, • • • , Yk]
and t

has

€

upt{n\,Dj),

associations

KY1,---,Yk(<rx1=t[Xi]*---AXk^ixk](p(rn1(X1,Y1), • • •

3t

wrt M,

G
i.e.

upt(fa,Di)
t'[Yi,--- ,Y^]

such
G

,mk{Xk,Yk)))).

The intuition of the second condition is that for each tuple t' updated by p\ at Dj
there exists a tuple t in the updated tuples by fa at Di, where t and t' are related by the
data sharing constraint Ey, i.e. t,t' 1= Ey- between Pl and Pj.
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E x a m p l e 16 (Correct translation) According to the definition of correctness, update
h\ = del (A' = a'j) at P2 is a correct translation
The translation

of an update Hi — del (A = ax) at P\.

is correct since Hi is relevant to P2 (according to case 1 and 2).

for the tuple t! — (a'^fr'^di) G upt(nl,D2)
where t \= LHS(Est)

andt'(a[,b[)

there exists a tuple t(ai,bi,c{)

G

Also,

upt(ni,D\)

G TTA',B'{<yA= a ^B=bAp{mi(AA'),m 2 {B,B 1 )))).
ls

E x a m p l e 17 (Incorrect translation) Consider Examples 4 and 7. Here, Hi
incorrect translation

of Hi (although Hi is relevant to P2), since there exists a tuple

^ ( a i . b j . d a ) G upt(nl, D2), but t2(a[,V{)
though t(ai,b\,

an

ci) G upt(p,i,

t ^',J3'(<7A=aiAB=61(p(™i(A A'), m2(B,

B')))),

D\).

We observe that the translation of a relevant update is not always correct. If the
translation does not satisfy the correctness criteria then the execution semantics of updates is violated. As a result, the databases of peers is inconsistent considering the data
sharing constraints. In the following, we discuss the instances of incorrect translation of
updates despite the fact that the updates are relevant.
E x a m p l e 18 (Incorrect translation (Approach 1)) Suppose
del(B

= bi) is executed at P\.

t2

(a2,b1,c2).

=

B'm2(ti[B})

Since

update

fi\

Observe that fxi deletes tuples t\ = (a\,bi,ci)

Tuple t\ is valid since t\

= {b[,b"}.

an

t= LHS(T,st)

and A'mi(tx[A])

=

and
=

a'v

is relevant, therefore, its translated versions for P2 are

Hi'1 = del(B' = b[) and Hi'2 = del{B' — b'[). Observe that the translated updates delete
tuples t\ = (a^,

c?i) and t'2 = (a'2,b",d2).

Although, Hi is relevant but it's

translation

produces incorrect translation since t\,t'2 ¥ £st or t2,t2 ¥ T,st- Hence, we observe that
translation of a relevant update is not always correct. On the contrary, if we consider Hi
as an irrelevant update then t[ will not be deleted even though ti,t[ 1= £st.
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E x a m p l e 19 (Incorrect translation (Approach 2)) Suppose
del(B

= bi) is executed at P\.

m2(B,B'),

and b\ = v(B).

The translated

= b").

— {B},

update

fa

— B'

(b\)),

=

the relevant mapping table is

Notice that fa is relevant to P2 since B'm2 =

update /if of fa is del(B'

and fa'2 = del(B'
t'2 = (a'2,b",d2).

Here, att(fa)

an

i.e.,

fa'1

= del(B'

{b[,b'{}.
= b[)

Notice that tuples deleted by /if are t[ = (a^, b[, di) and

Observe that there does not exist a tuple t E upt{fa,D{)

for which

t,t2 1= E s t . Hence, /if is an incorrect translation of fa even it is relevant to P2.
Observe that the incorrect translation results if there are one to many mappings in
a mapping table. However, the incorrect translation results even though there is one to
one mapping of a data item in mapping tables. An example is given below.
E x a m p l e 20 (One t o one mapping) (Approach 2)) Consider
stances of Figure 2.4• Assume that a tuple (a'A,
fa = del(B

= bi) is executed at P\.

/if of fa is del(B' = B'm2(bi)),
/if at P2 are t± — (a'i,b'i,di)

the

database

in-

d^) exists in r2. Suppose an update

According to Example 19, the translated update

i.e., /if' 1 = del(B' = b[). Notice that tuples deleted by

and t'2 — (04,6^,0^4). However, there does not exit a tuple

t E upt(fa, Di) such that t,t'2 1= T,st.

Hence, /if is an incorrect translation of fa even

though it is relevant to P2.
From the above examples, we observe that it is not the case that the translation of a
relevant update is always correct. Therefore, we need to impose extra constraints during
translation of updates in order to ensure the correctness criteria. We observe that in
order to produce the correct translation, a mapping table is needed that associates the
key values between two acquainted peers. If there exists no such a mapping table then
we assume that peers share the same key values. The problems of incorrect translation
are resolved by applying this assumption.
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Example 21 (Correct translation) Assume that the mapping table m\{A,A!)

asso-

ciates primary key values of two peers, where A and A' are the key attributes of relations
Ri and R2, respectively. Consider Examples 4 and 7. The only valid tuple (according to
Definition 17) that is updated by hi is t(ai,bi,Ci).

Also m2 is the relevant mapping table

(according to Definition 14) and m\ is the mapping table that associates primary key
values. The primary key value that is associated with t is a\. Therefore, HI is augmented
with an extra condition A = a\. Hence, Hi becomes Hi — del (A = a±,B = bi).

Finally,

the corresponding translated update H2 is as follows:
Hi'1 = del(A' = a[, B' = b\)
H{2 = del (A' = a[, B' = b'[)
If these two updates are allowed to execute at P2, they delete the following tuple:
i'Hai.Mi)
Observe that yf is a correct translation of H\ since t, t! 1= S s t .
Example 22 (Correct translation (1 to 1 mapping)) Again assume that the mapping table mi(j4, t4') associates primary key values of two peers, where A and A' are the
key attributes of relations Ri and R2, respectively. Consider the update in Example 20.
The only valid tuple (according to Definition 17 ) that is updated by p, 1 is

t{ai,b\,c\).

Here m2 is the relevant mapping table (according to Definition 14) and m\ is the mapping
table that associates primary key values. The primary key value that is associated with t
is a\. Therefore, [ii is augmented with the extra condition A = a\. Hence,

becomes

Hi = del (A — a\,B = b\). Finally, the corresponding translated update n\ is as follows:
Hi = del (A' = a[, B' = b\)
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If this update is allowed to execute at P2, it deletes the following tuple:
t' =
Observe

that

/if

is

a

correct

(a[,b'1,d1)
translation

of

p\

since

b\)

E

(p{mi{A,A'),m2(B,B')))).
Proposition 1 Given an update pi on relation R4 at peer Pi and data sharing constraints
Sy with respect to a peer Pj. Assume pi is relevant to Pj. Then, the translation of pi to
Pi is correct if a mapping table mk(Xk, Yk) is considered for the translation that associates
key values of the updated tuples made by pi and p\ in Ri and Rj.
Proof 3 We shall proof that if mk is considered for the translation pi to pi then pi is
a correct translation of pi. By contradiction, we shall assume that p\ is not a correct
translation even mk is considered for translation.

This implies that the following two

statements hold:
(1) t E upt{pi,Di)
t'[Yk} i

such that t{Xk] € rrxkp(mk(Xk,Yk))

and t' E upt(p],Dj)

but

Ymk(t[Xk}).

(2) t E upt(pi) such that t[Xk} ^ /^xkp(''rnk{Xk,Yk)) and t' E upt(pl)

but t'\Yk) E

YmMXk}).
First we show that the statement

1 can not be true.

Since pi is relevant to Pj.

Therefore, pi contains a condition Yk = yk, where yk = Ymk(t[Xk]).
t'[Yk] E TTYk(crxk=xk(p(fnk(Xk,Yk))))

or t' = 0.

Hence, either

This is the contradiction of the first

statement.
It is obvious that the second statement can not be true, since pi is relevant to Pj it
must satisfy that t 1= mk• Therefore, t[Xk] € 7rxkp(mk(Xk, Yk)). This is the contradiction
of the second statement.

•
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Discussion

Note that the syntactic approach determines the relevancy of updates by considering only
the mapping tables between peers and the values that are associated with the attributes
mentioned in the updates. We notice that, in some cases, this approach fails to check the
relevancy of an update properly even if each associated value v(X) of each attribute X
in the update has an association in the corresponding mapping table. The fail cases arise
in two situations: (i) when an update affects tuples in the local database of a peer and
the affected tuples have no association wrt the relevant mapping tables and (ii) when the
relevant mapping tables contain mappings of value v(X) for each associated attribute
X in an update but the values of the affected tuples are not associated wrt the relevant
mapping tables. In the following examples, we illustrate the situations.
Example 23 Consider that the relation Ri contains a tuple t
relation R2 contains a tuple t' = (a'4, b'4, d4).

=

(<24,b4, C4)

and the

Also assume that the mapping table m2

contains a mapping (64, b'4) and there exists no mapping between the values a4 and a'4 of
relations Rx and R2. Suppose that the following update is posed at P\.
Hi = del(B = b4)
Observe that the tuple t = (a4,b4,d4)

in R\ is deleted by

tions wrt the mapping table m\, i.e., A'^^A])

However, t has no associa-

= 0. Therefore,

for P2. However, the syntactic approach considers ^

should not be relevant

as a relevant update. According

to the approach, first the relevant mapping tables are determined for an update. In this
case, m2 is the only relevant mapping table. Second, the approach looks for the associations of values in the relevant mapping tables for the values associated with the attributes
mentioned in the update. In this update, B is the only attribute and the associated value
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of B is 64. Since, B'm2(bi) ^ 0, therefore, fa is treated as a relevant update. However,
if we consider the semantic approach, the update fa is not considered as relevant since t
does not have any associations wrt mi and m2.
Example 24 Consider that the relation R2 contains a tuple t' = (04,64,^4) and m2
contains a mapping (64,64). Suppose that the following update is posed at Pi.
fa = del(B = 64)
According to the syntactic approach, fa is a relevant update for P2. Observer that m2 is
the only relevant mapping table for fa and the values associated with the attribute B in
fa is 64. Since, B'm2(b4) ^ 0, therefore, fa is treated as a relevant update. However, fa
should not be considered as relevant since fa does not delete any tuple in R\.

However,

if we consider the semantic approach, the update fa is not considered as relevant.
Authors in [49] consider the syntactic approach for translating queries between peers.
However, for translation of updates, if we consider the syntactic approach, in some cases
irrelevant updates are considered for translation, as illustrated in examples 16 and 17.
Meanwhile, the semantic approach guarantees the verification of relevant updates since it
mainly considers the affected tuples in the local peer database. Therefore, we select the
semantic approach for checking the relevancy of updates in order to translate updates.

4.7

Translation Algorithm

Considering the correctness of update translation, we make the following assumptions
for the proposed update translation algorithm.
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• To account for translation of updates, we restrict our attention to the closed-world
semantics [48] of mapping tables. In the closed-world semantics we are able to
constrain the Y—values associated with specific X—values. Under this semantics,
we can specify the complete set of associations between the X and Y—values.
Thus, for translating updates, only the mappings that are explicitly mentioned in
the mapping tables are considered.
• The language that we consider does not support negation.

The reason is that

mapping tables encode only positive equality [48].
An update may affect large number of tuples to the local database of a peer and
the affected tuples may satisfy the data sharing constraints. Hence, the update needs
to be processed at the peer's acquaintees. In order to process the update at acquaintees, one choice is to translate the affected tuples in terms of the data vocabularies of
the acquaintees and propagate the translated tuples to the acquaintees. This requires
much computation time (e.g. translating each tuple into vocabularies of acquaintees plus
transmission of large number of messages). Thus, it is not feasible to send updated tuples to acquaintees. Another choice is simply to translate update operations in terms
of the vocabularies of acquaintees. It is rather worth to translate an update operation
and forward its translated version since the size of update operations are typically short
compare to the size of large number of updated tuples. Note that the translation should
be such that the translated update operations only update the tuples at the peer's acquaintees that satisfy the data sharing constraints and tuples affected at the peer and its
acquaintees are related by the data sharing constraints between them. In this section,
we propose such an update translation algorithm. The translation algorithm is depicted
in Algorithm 1.
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Each peer applies the algorithm for translating updates for its acquaintees.

The

algorithm has two parameters: (i) an input update fa over the local schema of a peer
Pi and (ii) the data sharing constraints E^ between Pi and an acquaintee P3 of Pi. The
algorithm outputs a translated update

generated from fa for Pj considering E^. In the

beginning of translation, the algorithm checks the type of updates (deletion, modification,
or insertion).

Due to the syntactic similarity of deletion and modification

updates,

the translation strategies are almost similar. Therefore, we first discuss the strategies
for translating deletion and modification
insertion

updates. Next, we discuss the strategy for

updates, which is treated in different way.

Consider an update fa at Pi posed on a relation schema R of PL. In the first phase,
the algorithm first checks the relevancy of fa for the acquaintees of Pi. If fa is relevant
for an acquaintee Pj, it is then translated in the second phase. The translation strategy
is described below.
• At first the algorithm computes a set of relevant mapping tables 7Z= {mi, • • • , to/J
for translating fa. Assume m p is the mapping table that associates key values. If
mp ^ 7Z then mp is added in 7Z. Next the algorithm determines the valid tuples
T

= {ti, • • • ,tm} from the affected tuples upt(fa,Di)

E ij. If

wrt data sharing constraints

then fa is relevant to Pr For finding the valid tuples, first a temporary

relation R c is produced with the tuples from R that satisfy the boolean expression
C mentioned in fa. After that the algorithm extracts tuples from Rc that are valid
(according to the definition 17) considering Ey and stores the result in a relation
Ry. This process is evaluated using the expression Ilv = Rc M mi m • • • M rrik.
For translating fa into fi\, the algorithm takes projection on Y attributes from Rv.
Note that this set of Y attributes are in the mapping tables in 1Z. The result is
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stored in another temporary relation Ry.
• If ^ is

a

deletion operation then the algorithm converts each tuple t 6 Ry into

an update Hi' P= del(Yi = yi, • • • ,Yi = yi), where (1 < p < k), k = |J?y|, I = \7l\,
{Y1; • • • , Y[) are attributes in Ry, and yq is a constant of t[Yq], where 1 < q < I.
This set of updates /ij = /if 1 , • • • , /z-'p is the translated update for Pj.
• If ^ is a modification

operation then algorithm translates the boolean condition

C as in the case of C in a deletion operation. In addition, the algorithm needs to
translate the expression C' in Hi=m°d{C

—> C'). For translation, the algorithm

first determines the mapping table m(X, Y) that contains the attributes in C'.
Next it computes the tuples that satisfy the expression C' and stores the result in
a temporary relation R e . After that the algorithm takes projection on attributes
Y from Re • Finally, for each projected value y of Y the algorithm converts it into
a condition Y = y.
• If Hi is

an

insertion

operation then the translation of Hi is straightforward. If a

tuple t[Xi = Xi, • • • , Xi — xi\ is inserted in the local database of Pi, the algorithm
translates each Xq = xq to Yq = yq where Z = \TZ\, 1 < q < I, by finding the appropriate mapping table that contains the attribute Xq. The algorithm treats each
Xq = xq as a condition and translates it as described in the condition translation
part of a deletion update. After the translation of each Xq = xq to Yq = yq, the
algorithm forms an update ins{Y\ = yi, • • • ,Yi = yi).
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Discussion

Note that the proposed update semantics and translation algorithm consider the closeword semantics of mapping tables [48]. Under this semantics, a complete set of associations exist between the X and Y—values. This is a very strong assumption. However, we
need to deal with situations when we translate updates by considering incomplete mappings, particularly, situations where an update creates or requires uncertain information.
For example, an inserted tuple may have an attribute for which no mapping table entry
exists for the specific value of that attribute
In the update translation algorithm, we do not specify an update translation mechanism when there are variables in the mapping tables. We assume that there exists a
valuation function for evaluating each variable. This valuation function is application
dependent.
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A l g o r i t h m 1: The proposed update translation algorithm
Input: An update request pi and data sharing constraints £ 2 j.
Output: Translated updates pj = {/if 1 , - • • ,Pi'k}begin
TZ = 0 / / Set of relevant mapping tables
case Ui = deliC) or Ui = mod(C —> C')
Z <— att(C) //Returns the attributes in C
for each mapping table m(X, Y) e
• do
i f I C 2 then
[_ L TZ = U U TO
Find the mapping table mkey G
which associates primary key values,
if m^ey £ TZ then
7Z=1Z U mkey
I <— | 1Z |; Rc <— oc{R)\ Remove tuples from
those do not satisfy
Compute
<— i?c ex mi M • • • ix mj where mq £ TZ, 1 < q < I
Compute Ry <— 7ryli...iyI(ii^), where Yg is in mq(Xq,Yq) £ 1Z, I < q < I;
Compute fc |i?y |
if fa = del(C) then
for each tuple t € RY do
Generate an update pJi'p=del(Yi = y\, • • • ,Yi = yi),(l <p<k) where
Yq £ att(Ry), 1 < q < I, and yq is a constant of t[Yq]
L return pj = {pf1,--,Pilk}
if pi = mod{C —» C') then
Translate C as the translation of a del update; Z
att(C')
Find mapping table m(X,Y)£
such that X — Z
Compute R c <— 7TYO'c'(m(X,Y))
for each tuple t £ Ry do
for each tuple t' £ Rc do
Generate an update p f p = mod((Y\ = y%, • • • ,Yi = yi) —> (B — b)),
where (1 < p < k) (1 < q < I). B is an attribute in Rc, b is a
|_ constant of t'[B)
L return p? = {pJi<1,--- ,p^k}
case pi = insert(t[A\

= oi, • • • ,Ai = a;])

for each Aq = aq do
Z <- att{Ag)
for each mapping table m(X, Y) £ 1Z do
if X C Z then
|_ Compute Rc
irYVAg=aq{m)\ Rc = RcD Rc
w = |i?c|; Compute Ry <— (i?ix, • • • , xRw)
for each row t[Bi = b\, • • • ,Bi =b{\ in Ry do
|_ Translate to an update p f p = ins(D\ = bi, • • • ,Bi = b\}
|_ return pj =
••• ,
} (1 < p < r),(r =
end
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Theorem 3 (Correctness) Given two updates Hi at peer Pi and /x] at peer Pj which
is an acquaintee of Pi. Assume hI is the translated version of pa that is produced by the
algorithm 1 with the input {fn , Ejj}- The update Hi is a correct translation of HiProof 4 To prove the correctness, we need to show that the tuples updated by pj in the
database Dj of Pj are related with the tuples updated by Hi in the database Di of Pi with
respect to the data sharing constraint
Consider the relation schema Rj of Pj and a tuple t! G rj such that t' is updated by
p\. Also assume a relation schema Ri of Pi and a tuple t £ ri such that t is updated by
HiCase ([ii = del(C) : Assume h\ is del(C')) and C' is of the form (Yi = y\, • • • , Yi =
yi). Since t! is updated by ni, therefor, t' satisfies the condition C'. Now we need to
show that C' is the correct translation of C = (A\ = a 1 ; ••• , Ai — a{) (\ < q < I)
which is the condition in Hi. Assume t satisfies C updated by Hi- According to the
algorithm 1, the condition C' = (Yi = y\, • • • , Yj = yi) is computed using the expression
Ry

IIy1>...)y1(i?„). The relation Rv is computed by performing a join of Rc with all

the relevant mapping tables in 7Z. Note that Rc contains a tuple t that satisfies C. The
projection of Y^s on Ry retrieves the data values yq of each Yq such that (Yq = yq) which
constitute the individual conditions in C'. Therefore, the update hI with the condition C
updates t! which is related to t.
Case (Hi = mod(C —> C')) : Assume h\ is mod(Ct

C't)). The translation of Ct of

Hi to Ct of ni is done like the translation of Hi = del(C), which is proven correct. Here,
we need to show that the condition in C[ of pi is a correct translation of C' of Hi- From
the algorithm 1, we notice that the value b mentioned in the atom B = b in C't is obtained
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The relation Rc considers a mapping table m(A, B)

that associates the values of attribute A, mentioned in C' of Hi, to the values of attribute
B that is mentioned in C't of h\. Therefore, C't of pj updates the values of B in t! which
are related to the values update by C' in Hi and t' is related to t.
Case (Hi = ins(Ai

= ai, • • • ,Ai = ai)) : Assume

is ins(B\

= b\, • • • ,Bi = bi)).

We need to show that each atom Bq = bq is the correct translation of the corresponding
Aq = aq.

The algorithm considers each atom Aq = aq as a condition and translates it

accordingly.

The translation of a condition is correct as proved before in the case of a

del update.

Therefore, the value bq of each Bq is related to a value aq of Aq.

Hence,

t[A\ = ai, • • • ,Ai = a/] is related to t'[Bi = b\, • • • , Bi = b{\ due to correct translation of

Hi to Hi-

4.7.2

•

Complexity Analysis

Basically, the complexity of the algorithm 1 depends on the number of relevant mapping
tables involved in translating an update. The main cost of the translation algorithm is
the number of joins which is equal to the number of relevant mapping tables.
Assume

that

R

is

the

relation

that

is

updated

by an

update

h

mi, m2,7713, • • • 177i;—i, 777; is the sequence of relevant mapping tables that decides the
order of joins of the mapping tables. Let R c be the tuples that are affected by the
update satisfying condition C and v(Rc)

be the size of Rc- Let v(mi) be the size of

the first mapping table in the relevant mapping tables and s(Rc,m\)

is the selectivity

between R c and rri\. When the nested loop join method is employed, the estimated cost
of the join between Rc and m\ is v(Rc)*v(m,i)

and the size of the resultant intermediate
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relation from joining Rc and mi is v(Rc) *v{mi) *s(Rc, mi). Let Rmi denotes this intermediate result. Assume that minimum one mapping table is involved in the translation
of update. Therefore, the minimum cost of the translation algorithm is v(Rc) * v(mi).
Then, the second mapping table m 2 is joined. Let Rrni_,m2 denotes the intermediate
result after joining of Rmi and m2. Therefore, the cost is v(Rc) *v{m,i) + v(Rmi)

*v(m2).

In general, after the I—th mapping table (assume I > 2) is joined, the cost is given by:
v(Rc)
v{R

* v(m1) + T,li=2v(Rmu...

mi,-- - ,mk)

— v(Rmi

—

imi-1)

1) * ^(V^k)

* v(rrii), where
* s(Rmi,---

j m

k

)

Note that Rrni is the joined result of Rc and mi, i? mi>m2 is the joined result of Rmi

*m2,

and so on.

4.8

Summary

In this chapter, we mainly proposed a mechanism for translating updates between peers.
We first introduced an update execution semantics and then discussed different important
issues related to the translation of updates between peers. The issues include of : (i)
finding the relevancy of updates (ii) analyzing the complexity of finding relevancy of
updates, and (iii) introducing a correctness criteria for translating updates.

Finally,

this chapter proposed an update translation algorithm that ensures the correctness of
update translation. In the next chapter, we discuss several challenging issues related
to the propagation of updates in data sharing systems taking into account the dynamic
behavior of peers. Moreover, we present a conflict detection and resolution mechanism
during the propagation of updates.

Chapter 5
Update Propagation and
Synchronization
In this chapter, we propose an update propagation mechanism that takes into account the
dynamic behavior of peers that participates in a data sharing system. We also propose a
mechanism for detecting and resolving conflicts that inevitably arise during propagation
of updates.

5.1

Update Propagation and Execution

The propagation of updates starts in a data sharing system when a peer receives an
update from a user or from its acquaintees. When a peer receives an update, first the
update is executed in the local database system. After local execution, the update is
forwarded to the acquaintees which are relevant to the update. When a peer initiates an
update the peer first creates an initial update message. An update message is composed
of:
66
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u3

PID
PA

AND

timestamp
June, 06, 12:45
June, 06, 05:21
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tuple
t4
t2
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Action
replace
delete

Table 5.1: Update log table
(i) a unique global identifier (GID) of the update. GID is formed combining the
identifier of the initiator and an update sequence number. We assume that each peer
generates a unique update sequence number in increasing order for each update it initiates.
(ii) a path tag, consisting of peer identifiers ( P I D s ) . Initially, the path tag contains
only the PID of the initiator. As the propagation of the update goes on, each peer also
includes its PID in the path tag when it executes and forwards the update. Therefore,
when a peer receives an update, it knows from the path tag which peers have executed
the update. Thus a peer does not forward the update to its acquaintees that are in the
path tag.
(iii) the timestamp of the update.

The timestamp represents the time when the

update is originated in the network. The timestamp remains unchanged in the update
message during the update propagation in the network. Therefore, each peer knows
when the update is originated by looking at the timestamp. Section 5.2.1 shows how this
timestamp is used to resolve conflicts between two updates.
In our system, each peer maintains the following data structures for propagating
updates. Note that from now we denote an update /Xj as U{.

Send queue (SQf): Each peer Pj maintains a send queue SQj, a FIFO queue, for
each of its acquaintee Pj in order to monitor the status of the forwarded updates. When
a peer forwards an update to an acquaintee the peer stores the update in the send queue
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of the acquaintee peer. A peer also stores a status value in the send queue for each
forwarded update. For each forwarded update, a peer maintains four types of status. In
Section 5.1.1, we describe different status values of a forwarded update and their purpose.
U p d a t e log (ULpJ: Each peer also maintains a log, called update log, that a peer
uses to record the history of the executed updates. When peer P% successfully executes
an update, it records an entry in the update log. Each entry for an update Ui in the
log consists of (i) the update id (UID), (ii) the peer id (PID) from where u, is received,
(iii) the timestamp of Ui (ts(ui)), (iv) the tuple to be updated by m at Pj before the
execution of Uj, and (v) the update action (insert, delete, or replace). Table 5.1 shows
an implementation of an update log at a peer Pj. For instance, the first entry denotes
that an update u\ is executed in Pi and u\ is received from P4. The timestamp of the
update is June,

06, 12 : 45. This time timestamp remains the same over all the peers

where the update is executed. In the entry, i4 denotes the tuple updated by u\, and the
operation is replace.

5.1.1

Update Propagation

We now describe a strategy for propagating updates in a data sharing network. First, we
describe the strategy without considering the dynamic behavior of peers. The dynamic
case where peers leave or join the system is described in Section 5.1.2
It is discussed in Section 3.1.1 that when an update Ui is originated in a peer Pi, a set
of remote updates is produced. This logically produces a global update u® which consists
of the initial update Uj and the set of remote updates produced by u^ The relationships
between the members of a global update are constructed using an Update Dependency
Tree (UDT). This logical tree is generated during the propagation of updates. The nodes
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in the tree represent updates and there is an edge from update uj to update u1-, if u'depends on uj. An update u* on peer Pj. is said to depend on update uj, if peer Pj and
Pk are acquainted and update uf has resulted from the translation and propagation of
update uj from peer Pj to Pk. The root of the UDT is annotated with the global update
initiator Uj.
The propagation of an update it* and the construction of the corresponding UDT(ui)
at Pi is described below:
1. If Pi is the initiator of Ui and Ui needs to be executed in acquaintees, then the
construction of UDT(ui) starts and Ui becomes the root of the

UDT(ui).

2. Pi translates the update Uj for an acquaintee P j such that Pj is relevant to Ui. Next,
Pi sends the translated update uj to Pj and sets the status flag in SQj to 'S' for
Ui. The status flag 'S' denotes that update is sent.
3. A peer Pj replies 'Y' to Pi for uj, if it is the first time Pj receives the update uj.
If Pi receives the response 'Y' from Pj, then Pi considers uj as a child of ut in
the UDT(ui) and changes the status flag from 'S' to 'Y' for Ui in SQj.

If uj is

received by Pj previously from another peer Pk, then Pj replies 'N' to Pi for uj. If
Pi receives the response 'N' from Pj, then Pi does not consider uj for the UDT(ui)
and changes the status flag from 'S' to 'N' for u, in SQj. When Pj accepts uj from
Pi, it also participates in constructing UDT(ui)

by translating uj and forwarding

to its acquaintees. When no response is received by Pj from Pj for the update uj
after a certain period of time (time out), Pj then assumes that Pj is offline. Pi sets
the status flag from 'S' to 'X' for Ui in SQj. When Pj gets back online and requests
for missing updates during the unavailable period, Pi then forwards all the updates
uj that has status flag 'X' and proceeds accordingly.
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4. Each peer terminates its task in propagating Ui when the status flag of Ui in the
send queue is changed to any of { ' Y ' / N ' / X ' } from 'S' for all acquaintees Pj where
Ui is forwarded or when there is no peer to forward the update.
Notice that the above protocol constructs a logical tree with Ui CLS SL root. In the tree,
a logical edge is created due to the propagation of u,- from Pt to Pj with the edge where
'Y' response message is sent. Furthermore, the last peer is connected in the tree by a
path where 'Y' message is sent to each link. Since every P j ^ Pi sends exactly one 'Y',
the tree contains all the peers that is relevant to u^, and contains no cycle. Therefore, it
is a tree rooted at u^
Note that a peer involved in executing an update is not aware of the global execution
and termination of the update in the network. Moreover, each peer stores some information about each update in the send queue which may grow indefinitely. This may raise
concern about the effectiveness of the protocol. Since the protocol constructs a rooted
tree during propagation of an update, the convergecast

[78] algorithm may be used for

the global termination of an update and deleting the entries in the send queue. Before
describing the convergecast

process, we introduce the role of a peer in constructing a

UDT. For each propagation edge of

there is a parent-child relationship between peers.

When a peer forwards the update through an edge to a peer and receives 'Y' for the update, the forwarding peer becomes the parent and the receiving peer becomes a child for
the update. The peer which originates the update is the root peer and the peers where
the update propagation terminates are leaf peers.
The convergecast

process for an update ut starts at the leaf peers of the

UDT(ui)

when the updates received from their parents are successfully executed. The process is
described below:
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1. a leaf peer sends a message to its parent about the successful execution of the
update.
2. when a parent peer receives the successful execution message from its child; it then
removes the entry from the corresponding send queue. When the parent receives
messages from all its children it also sends a message of the successful execution of
the update to its parent.
This way the initiator and all the peers know about the termination of the update in the
network and delete all the entries from their send queues of the update. Note that UDT
for an update Ui creates the relationships among the remote updates generated from u^
and the relationships are used to terminate the global execution of ttj.

5.1.2

Online and offline Update

This section examines the propagation of updates throughout a data sharing network by
taking the dynamics of the peers into account. In a P2P network, a peer may be offline
at any time and any amount of time. When a peer goes offline, it may miss some updates
during the offline period. Therefore, when an offline peer gets back online, it needs to
synchronize its data with its acquaintees. During synchronization, the peer may invoke
synchronization in further peers that are acquainted with the offline peer.
Based on the dynamics of networks, updates can be categorized further into two
different types, namely offline and online updates:
• Online update: Update which is processed in all peers that are currently online when
the update is initiated.
• offline update: Update which is processed in peers when they come back online from
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the offline state.
To deal with these two categories of updates, we use the combination of push and
pull strategies [25, 55, 27, 43, 87], The push method is used to propagate online updates.
The intuition behind this choice is that data need to be synchronized immediately when
an update is initiated. Also, a push method is suitable when the coherency requirements
are stringent and data changes are not frequent [27]. Using a pull method instead would
result in periodically checking acquaintances for the latest updates to synchronize data.
This would incur significant communication overhead since updates are less frequent in
data sharing networks.
We use a pull method to process offline updates. The intuition here is that when
a peer gets back online, it should be the one that initiates data synchronization. We
know that the sender of an update only knows, from the entries in the send queue, about
the acceptance/refusal of an update. Once the update is accepted by an acquaintee the
sender has no knowledge about the execution status of the update until it receives the
message of the successful execution during the convergecast

process. Therefore, it is

not a feasible strategy that the sender waits or continuously monitors the status of a
peer for an indefinite period of time to send updates. Hence, when an offline peer gets
back online it sends a pull request to its acquaintees to deliver the updates that the peer
missed during the offline period. Once a peer receives the pull request the peer sends all
the updates that is marked 'X' in the status flag in the send queue for the requester.
In this thesis we consider limited dynamics of peers. We assume that peers do not go
offline for ever and there is no network partition occurs. Therefore, when a peer forwards
an update to an acquainted peer, it waits for a response for a certain period of time.
If the peer does not receive any response it assume that the acquainted peer is offline.
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Mapping tables

\

Local database
Acquaintance

Figure 5.1: A peer data sharing scenario
° U,

p

*0a

,>%) Pi

Pal^
(a) Construction of UDTs

(b) Conflict detection

Figure 5.2: Conflict detection when two UDTs coincide
Later, when the acquainted peer comes back online, the acquainted peer is responsible
to request its neighboring peers for executing the offline updates.

5.2

Update Synchronization

This section introduces an update synchronization model that ensures the consistency of
each peer with its respective acquaintees. Recall that each peer is autonomous and has
no global control of the execution of updates. During the propagation of updates several
situations may occur which lead to data inconsistency between two acquainted peers. In
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the following, we give some examples of data inconsistencies.
Case 1: Although, updates are executed in the same order in two acquainted peers,
the updates may still read and write two different values. Consider that a peer P2 has
executed the updates v2i and u'f2 in the order u^uf2 sent by a peer Pi. Also assume that
P'2 has received two new updates uf 3 and v 2] from its acquaintees Pi and P 3 , respectively.
Suppose that the execution order of the updates in P2 is uf u{2u^ u2^. Although P2
executed the updates in the same order ul L uf 2 u'f i sent by Pi, the database of P 2 is in an
inconsistent state if uf 3 and u 21 update the same tuple.
Case 2: Consider a situation when two peers participate in the construction of two
UDTs which correspond to two different updates. Also assume that peers forward the
updates to each other through a common edge in the acquaintance graph and the updates
conflict with each other. When two update operations attempt to update the same tuple
in a database then we say that the updates are conflicting updates. The formal definition
of the update conflict is given in Definition 5.2.1. This conflict situation is depicted in
Figure 5.1. We see that peers Pi and P 6 initiate two updates U\ and ue. The constructions
of the UDTs for u\ and ue are shown in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b). We now describe
the scenario of Figure 5.2.
1. Pi and Pg initiate updates u\ and UQ.
2.

Pi translates U\ for P2 and forwards the translated update to P2.

Similarly, PQ

translates UQ for P 3 , P 4 , and P5 and sends the translated updates to the peers.
3. P2 forwards u\ to P4 and P3. P4 forwards u\ to P2.
From the above scenario, it is obvious that the execution order of the updates in P 2
is ii2u2} because P2 receives u\ before u\. Similarly, the execution orders of the updates
in P 3 and P 4 are u\u\ and u^uf, respectively because both the peers receive translated
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Ui after receiving translated ue. P2 can realize that the update order in P 4 is different
compared to its own local order, because P2 forwards u\ to P 4 and receives u\ from P4. It
means that P2 has received u\ before u%. Similarly, P4 recognizes the difference of update
order in P 2 . In that case, we can say that the edge connecting P 2 and P 4 has a "conflict".
On the other hand, P 3 has no knowledge of the update order in other peers. In this case,
P3 is unable to take any decision with respect to the order in which the updates should
be executed or which one should be accepted or rejected.
Note that due to arbitrary topology of a database network, these conflict situations
may occur in many places during propagation of updates.
Case 3: Consider three peers Pi, P 2 , and P3 which, at the beginning, are consistent with
respect to data item X. Suppose Pi initiates an update ui locally and executes an action
on X . Also assume that Pi goes offline before forwarding u\ to P 2 and P3. Meanwhile,
a few updates have already been executed at P3 and P 2 that are initiated at P3 while
Pi was offline. When Pi comes back online, it reconciles its offline updates with P 2 and
P 3 by sending the translated update U\ to P 2 and P3 and by requesting updates from
P 2 and P 3 . Hence, P 2 and P 3 send their updates to Pi. As there is no central control
in ordering the updates, it is difficult to find the same order for executing updates in all
these peers. Moreover, a peer cannot control the execution of updates to other peers.
Therefore, if the order is not the same in all the peers, the databases in the peers could
be inconsistent with respect to X.

5.2.1

Conflict Resolution

This section discusses the conflict resolution strategies. We categorize the resolution
techniques into two types: (i) ordering of conflicting updates and (ii) resolutions of
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semantic conflicts. In the first case, we ensure that when two updates are in conflict
in a peer then they must be executed in the same order in all peers. For ordering of
conflicting updates, each peer independently detects and resolves conflicts and agrees on
the same data value with its acquaintees. For semantic conflict resolution, we introduce
resolution rules in Section 5.2.2.

Value at Neighbor Resolution
According to the value at neighbor resolution strategy, when a peer forwards an update
to its acquaintees the peer includes the last value of the data item seen by the update in
the database. Note that the peer translates the data item and the update wrt the schema
of the acquaintees before forwarding the update to those acquaintances. When a remote
peer receives the update it knows the last value of the data item at the sender. The
peer then compares the value received from sender with the value in the local source.
If the values are the same then both sender and receiver agrees on the last value of
the data item before the execution of the update. After that, the update is executed.
Otherwise, the peer realizes that another update has already accessed the data item and
updated it. In this case, the remote peer uses timestamps of the updates to resolve the
conflict. We assume that the system uses Greenwich Mean Time timestamp and updates
are executed according to the increasing timestamp order. The Greenwich Mean Time
timestamp allows each peer to know a global standard time when an update is originated
in the network irrespective of the local times of peers.
We introduce some notations that is used in further discussion. We use Ui(X) to
denote an update

ut

on data item

X

and

Rv(ui,

P i , X )

the value of

X

read by

Ui

at

peer Pi before the execution of it*. When an update ut is forwarded to an acquaintee
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with the update message. Note that, when

Rv(ui,Pi,X)

is forwarded, it is translated using the corresponding mapping tables. We assume that
the translation is complete, i.e. each atomic value of X is translatable. For ease of
presentation, we keep the same notations of Ui and X, and their translation in all peers.
Now we define the conflict between two updates in a peer.
Definition 22 (Conflict) Sup-pose that a peer Pj receives an update uj(X)

from Pi.

Then uj(X)

Rviu^Pj^)

conflicts with another update u'j(X) at Pj if Rv(ui, Pi, X) ^

and Rv(ui,Pi,X)

=

Rv(u'j,Pj,X).

The definition states that when an update uj arrives at a peer Pj and the peers finds
that the data item the update wants to update is already updated by another update
u'j, then the update is in conflict. The conflict is determined by the last value read by
Ui at Pi and by uj at Pj. If Rv(ui, Pi, X) ^ Rv(uj,Pj,X),

that is different value of X

is read at Pi and Pj, then there must be an update u'j that updated X.
Rv(ui,Pi,X)=

Rv(u'j,Pj,X),

In this case,

that is the last value read by u'3 at Pj is same as the last

value read by 'ut at PL for data item X. Therefore, uj and u'j conflict at Pj. An algorithm
to resolve a conflict is described below:

An update uj{X) that reaches a peer Pj from Pi is executed as follows.
1. Pj determines

Rv{uj,Pj,X).

2. Pj compares Rv(uj,Pj,X)
3. If Rv(uj, Pj, X)=Rv(ui,

with

Rv(ui,Pi,X).

Pi, X) then Pj executes uj and puts an entry in its update

log. This guarantees that Pi and Pj agree on the same value of X before executing Ui
and uj, respective. The format of an entry in the update log is described in Section 5.1.
4. If Rv(uj,Pj,X)

^ Rv(ui, Pi, X) then the value of X read by Ui at Pi is not consistent
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with the value of X read by uj at Pj. Pj realizes that another update has already updated
X.

In order to find the update, Pj searches its update log. Suppose that update is u'j

which updated X with the read value of Ry(ui,Pi,X),

i.e.

Rv(ui,Pi,X)=Rv{u'j,Pj,X).

Therefore, P j now proceeds to resolve the conflict using the latest timestamp method as
follows:
if ts(ul)<ts(u'j).

(Remind that ts(uj) is the timestamp of uj, i.e. the time when uj is

originated.)
In this case, P j finds that uj is an older update than u'j but u'j is executed before.
Note that, in P j there may be other updates executed after the execution of u'j.
In order to execute the updates according to the timestamp order, all the updates
which have timestamp greater than the timestamp of uj need to be undone. Therefore, P j finds all the updates u(X)

from the update log such that ts(u)

>ts(uj).

Let U be such a set of updates.
else

ts(uj)>ts(u'j)

(a) In this case, P j finds that u'j is an update which is older than uj but u'j is executed
before. Note that after execution of u'j there may be other updates u(X) that were
executed in Pj and ts(u) >ts(uj).
after u(X).

This situation may occur when uj reaches Pj

Therefore, P j finds all the updates u(X) such that ts(u) >ts(uj).

Let

U be such a sequence of updates.
(b) undo all the updates in Z7; form a new sequence of updates U' = {uj}UU
re-execute the updates in U' according to increasing timestamp order.
(c) update the log accordingly.

and
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There are several advantages of this strategy. First, each peer performs the conflict
resolution independently. Second, it does not require any special session or exchange
of extra messages between two peers for synchronizing data. Finally, the strategy also
supports the execution of updates when a peer returns to online status. Only the peer
that comes back online will request its acquaintees to send the updates which it has
missed during the offline period. When the acquaintees send the updates stored in their
send queues, the peer starts processing the updates like any other online peer.
We now prove the correctness of the value at neighbor conflict resolution protocol
i.e., if two conflicting updates are executed in a peer in a certain order then the protocol
ensures that all the peers where these two updates are executed maintain the same order.
Theorem 4 (Correctness) If a peer Pk executes two conflicting updates uk(X)
Uj(X) in an order UiUj, where ts(u^)<ts(uj),

and

then the protocol value at neighbor guar-

antees that all the peers those execute these two updates maintain the same order as in
PjProof 5 Consider the two possible cases where the two updates Ui and Uj are initiated
at peers Pi and Pj, respectively. Assume that the updates are conflicting. Let us denote
the translated versions of these two updates at peers Pv and Pw by u^ and Uj.
Case 1. Updates Ui and Uj are at Pv and Pw, where Pv = Pw. According to the protocol,
Pv executes them in the timestamp order, say UiUj. Now we need to show that Ui and
Uj are executed in all peers relevant to Ui and Uj in the same order as executed by Pv.
Suppose that Ui has reached Pv along the path (Pi —>, • • • , —> Pv) and Uj has reached Pv
along the path (Pj —>,..,—» Pv).

If ts(ui) < ts(uj),

then Pv must execute Ui before Uj.

When Uj is forwarded to the direction ofu'iS initiator (the sender of Ui to Pv), the order is
maintained automatically there, since Ui has already been executed there before Uj arrives.
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Therefore, the order is maintained during the propagation of Uj in all the peers along the
path starting from Pv to Pi. In order to execute Ui before Uj at all peers along the path
from Pv to Pj, all peers perform three actions: undo Uj, execute Ui, and execute Uj again.
Henceforth, the orders are maintained.
Case 2. Updates Ui and Uj are in conflict at Pv and Pw, where Pv ^ Pw. Let us keep the
same order of execution of

UiUj

as in case 1. Clearly,

Ui

is executed before

Uj

at

Pv

and

Uj is executed before Ui at Pw. But the same order must hold at Pv and Pw and at all
the peers along the propagation paths where Ui and Uj are executed. If ts(ui) < ts(uj),
according to the algorithm, Pv has executed in proper order but Pw must undo Uj, execute
Ui, and execute Uj again. This ensures the same order of execution at Pw as executed by
Pv and the execution will continue at all the peers in the path from Pw to Pj where U{ and
Uj are executed.

5.2.2

•

Resolution Rules

In this section, we introduce rules to resolve semantic conflicts between two updates Ui
and Uj in a peer. An example of a semantic conflict is given below.
Example 25 (Semantic Conflict) An update Ui deletes a tuple t at a peer Pi and Pi
forwards Ui to Pj to delete the tuple that is related with t. On the other hand, another
peer Ph requests Pj to replace the tuple t without knowing that the tuple is already deleted.
The semantic conflict can also occur when two insert updates arrive in a peer to insert
a tuple that has the same key value. These and similar situations are called semantic
conflicts.
Peers deal with semantic conflicts by means of resolution rules. The rules specify
actions to be taken to resolve conflicts. Each peer contains each of the rules. Recall that
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updates are executed in a peer immediately upon their arrival. During update execution,
a peer first stores the current value of the data item that is to be updated its update log
before the update is executed in the data source. In order to detect a semantic conflict,
a peer first checks the update log for records indicating that the data item has already
been changed by a previously executed update. If such a record is found in the update
log, a semantic conflict is detected and the conflict resolution rules are applied to resolve
this conflict. Otherwise, the peer proceeds with the normal execution of the update. In
describing the resolution rules, we use the following notations:
• IUL instance of update log
• r t : tuple to be inserted by Uj
• tf : tuple inserted by Ui in the update log
• r j : tuple to be deleted by Uj
• t~ : tuple deleted by Ui in the update log
• r* : tuple to be replaced by Uj
• t* : tuple replaced by itj in the update log
• key{ti) : values of key attributes in
Rule 1 : (Uj = insert) / / U p d a t e Uj arrives at a peer.
3 U G IUL where (U = t f ) or (U = t~)
a. if Ui = insert
if key{r~j ) =

key(tf)

if ts(ui) < ts(uj) then
undo Ui] execute Uj
replace the entry (ui, Pi, ts(ui),tf,
{uj,Pj,ts{uj),r~j

,insert)

insert) with

in the update log
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else discard u3.
b. if Ui = delete and key(rj)

— key(t~) then

if ts(ui) < ts(uj) then
execute Uj
insert

(iLj, Pj,ts(uj),

reinsert)

in the update log

else discard u j
c. if there is no update that conflicts with u j then
execute Uj
insert (uj, Pj,ts(uj),r~j~, insert) in the update log.

Rule 1 deals with the case where an insert update Uj conflicts with an insert and
a delete update iij. Rule 1(a) addresses the case where u3 attempts to insert a tuple that
is already inserted by another update Uj with the same key values; here, the effect of
Ui is undone if timestamp ts(ui) < ts(uj).

The intuition behind this conflict resolution

is that UI is an obsolete update which must be replaced by the recent update UJ. After
the execution of Uj, the update log is modified accordingly. Rule 1(b) describes the case
where Ui is a delete operation. In this case, Uj is executed if ts(ui) < ts(uj), since ut
deleted a tuple that is later to be inserted by Uj. Therefore Uj should be accepted. The
update log is modified accordingly. Finally, rule 1(c) expresses the falling through case:
if there is no conflict, then Uj is executed.
The intuition behind the next rule (Rule 2) is to resolve conflicts between a delete
update Uj and any other updates it* that is already executed in a peer.
Rule 2 : (Uj = delete)
3 UE IUL where (U = t f ) or (^ = t~) or (t, = t*)
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— key(t~)

discard Uj
b. if Ui = insert and key(r~) = key{tf)

then

if ts(Ui) < ts(uj) then
execute Uj,
insert (uj, Pj,ts(uj),rJ,

delete) in the update log

else discard Uj
c. if Ui = replace and key(rj)

= key(t*) then

if ts(ui) < ts{uj) then
execute u3,
insert (uj, Pj,ts(uj),r~,

delete) in the update log

else discard Uj

Rule 2(a) deals with the case where two delete updates target the same tuple for
deletion. In this case, we simply discard one of them. Execution of any of them is
sufficient to delete the tuple. Rule 2(b) describes the actions for a delete-insert conflict.
This situation occurs when a delete update Uj arrives at a peer to delete a tuple that
was previously inserted by Ui. In this case Uj is executed if ts(ui) < ts(uj).

Rule 2(c)

describes the resolution strategy for a delete-replace conflict. When a delete update Uj
arrives at a peer to delete a tuple t and finds that a replace update Ui already changed
some values of t, then a delete-replace conflict occurs. In this case, Uj is executed if
ts(ui) < ts(uj); otherwise, Uj is discarded.
Our last rule (Rule 3) resolves conflicts when a replace update Uj is to be executed
on a tuple which has already been updated by another update Ui.
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Rule 3 : (uj = replace)
3 Ue IUL where {U=t~) or {U=t*)
a. if Ui = replace and key(r*) = key(t*)
if ts(ui) < ts(uj) then
undo Ui, execute Uj,
delete (ui, Pi, ts(ui),t*, replace) from the update log
insert (uj, Pj,ts(uj),r*,

replace) in the update log

else discard Uj.
b. if Ui = delete and key{r*) = key(t~)
if ts(ui) < ts(uj) then
undo Ui, execute -undelete (ui, Pi, ts(ui),t~,

delete) from the update log

insert (uj, Pj,ts(uj),r*,

replace) in the update log

else
discard Uj.
Rule 3(a) describes the replace-replace conflict. In this case, the last update is considered.
In Rule 3(b), the replace-delete conflict is considered; here, the delete update u l is undone
if ts(ui) < ts(uj), otherwise Uj is discarded.

5.2.3

Justification of the Rules

In this section, we justify the resolution rules. We notice that an insert-replace or replaceinsert conflict can not occur in the system. We also justify this case.
Assume that the system is consistent for a data item X which is at the beginning
empty. It means that X is not present in any peer.
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The following situations may happen for an insert update on the data item X.
Case 1: A single peer initiates an insert update to insert the data item X, and the
update may propagate to other peers. If the update is propagated to other peers, the
update is executed in peers without any conflict. The situation is addressed by the rule
1(c).
Case 2: Multiple peers initiate the insertion of X, results in an insert-insert conflict.
The conflict is solved by the rule 1(a).
Now assume that all the peer databases are consistent with a certain value of X. The
following situations may happen for a delete update.
Case 1: A peer initiates the delete update for the deletion of X. This update may
propagate to other peers. In this case, the update is successfully executed in peers. (No
conflict)
Case 2: Multiple peers initiate the deletion of X, results in a delete-delete conflict.
This conflict is solved by the rule 2(a).
Case 3: A single peer initiates the deletion of X, and another peer initiates an replace
update to modify the value of X. This cause a delete-replace conflict. This conflict is
solved either by rule 2(c) or 3(b).
Case 4-' Multiple peers initiate replace updates to modify data of X. Thus, a replacereplace conflict occurs. This conflict is solved by the rule 3(a).
An insert-delete or a delete-insert conflict can occur in some exceptional cases. For
example, a peer initiated an insert update on X, and executed in all peers. On the other
hand, another peer initiated a delete update. If there is no replace update executed on X
between the insert and delete updates, a delete-insert or an insert-delete conflict occurs.
Also, an insert-replace or a replace-insert conflict can occur in some exceptional cases.
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For example, a peer initiated an insert update on X, and executed in all peers. On the
other hand, another peer initiated a replace update. If there is no delete update executed
on X between the insert and replace updates, a replace-insert or an insert-replace conflict
occurs.

5.3

Summary

The current chapter presented an update propagation algorithm. During the propagation
of updates, an update dependency tree is built which shows the relationship between the
component updates of a global update. We also discussed several challenging issues for
the execution of updates in a dynamic environment. Moreover, we presented a conflict
detection and resolution mechanism for updates. In our next chapter, we investigate the
processing of concurrent transactions in a data sharing system.

Chapter 6
Transaction Processing
In this chapter, we propose a transaction processing mechanism in a peer data sharing
system. We assume that each peer uses transaction services for querying and updating
local as well as remote data. We mainly focus on the correct execution of concurrent
transactions over a data sharing system initiated by a peer. We also present a correctness
criteria, called the acquaintance-level consistent execution view of transactions, for ensuring the consistent execution view of concurrent transactions in the system. We propose
two approaches for ensuring the correctness criteria, namely the Merged Transactions
method and the Ticket method.
With respect to transaction processing, a data sharing system is similar to a conventional multidatabase system (MDBS) [57, 18] in the sense that each system consists
of a collection of independently created local database systems (LDBSs), and transaction management is handled at both the global and local levels. In an MDBS, global
level transactions are issued to the global transaction manager (GTM), where they are
decomposed into a set of global subtransactions to be individually submitted to the corresponding LDBSs. Local transactions are directly submitted to the local transaction
87
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management managers (LTMs). Each local transaction manager maintains the correct
execution of both local transactions and global subtransactions at its site. It is left to
the GTM to maintain the correct execution of global transactions.
In contrast, a data sharing system is built on a dynamic network of peers without a
global transaction manager or controller. In a data sharing system, global level transactions are initiated by any peer. If a transaction is submitted to a peer and needs to
be executed over the network, then the transaction is propagated from peer to peer.
Note that when a user submits a transaction to a peer, he/she is only aware of the local
database schema. The mappings between the peer where the transaction is active and
other peers in the network determine the translation of the transaction, and propagation
and execution of the transaction to other peers.

6.1

Objectives and Assumptions

One of the objectives of this chapter is to propose an approach for ensuring a consistent
execution view of concurrently executing transactions in a data sharing system. A transaction is a sequence of read (e.g. SQL select) and write (e.g. SQL update, delete, and
insert) actions in a database. Although we assume that each LDBS of each peer guarantees serializability, but the transactions that execute concurrently in multiple peers, may
have different execution views at different peers. We first identify some potential problems for ensuring a consistent execution view of transactions in a data sharing system,
and introduce a correctness criteria in order to ensure the consistent execution view of
transactions. We propose two approaches that guarantee the consistent execution view
of transactions.
In general, the system discussed in this chapter is based on the following assumptions:
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1. When a user submits a transaction in a peer, he/she is only aware of the local
database schema, and there is no global transaction manager or coordinator in the
system.
2. A peer is not able to control or synchronize the execution of transactions in another
peer.
3. Each LDBS has a mechanism for ensuring the local serializability.

6.2

Preliminaries

For ease of presentation, we use the well-known read-write model of transactions. We
now recall the basics of this model. Let a database be a (finite) set D = {a, b, c, • • • } of
data objects. A transaction T is a sequence of database operations applied to a subset
of data objects D. Formally,

T=(OT,

< T ) ,

where

OT,

is a finite set of operations and

-<T is a partial order of operations that have been invoked by a transaction T. The
operations of a transaction T consist of reads (denoted by r(a)) and writes (denoted by
w(a)) operations. Further, each T has begin and termination operations commit (c) or
abort (a).
The concurrent execution of transactions results in a schedule. A schedule S is a
pair ( r s , ^ s ) , where F s is a finite set of transactions and -<s is a partial order over
the operations of transactions in Fg. The partial order ~<s satisfies the property that it
preserves the order of steps within each transaction, (that is, - ^ ^ Q ^ s , f° r each 7] € Tg).
The most commonly used correctness criteria for an acceptable schedule is conflict
serializability [90]. Consider a schedule S consisting of transactions Ti and 7}, then a
transaction Tj is said to conflict (direct conflict) with 7}, denoted by Ti —> Tv if there
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exist operations Oj in Tj and Oj in Tj, Ti ^ Tj, such that ol -<$ Oj, and o.u Oj access the
same data item and one of them is a write operation. By

we denote the transitive

closure (indirect conflict) of the —» relation. A serialization order of a set of transactions
r,s in a schedule S is a total order -< of Tg such that, for any pair of transactions Tj and
Tj in F s , 7, -< Tj holds if Tj conflicts with Ti in the execution.
The execution views of a set of transactions T in two schedules Si and Sj are same if
the serialization orders of the transactions are same in their execution. We assume the
commit order of two transactions as the serialization order if there is no conflict between
the transactions. A schedule S is called conflict serializable (serializable) if there exists
a serial schedule S' such that the transactions in S have the same serialization order as
in S".
Similar to the execution semantics and classification of updates as discussed in Section 3.1.1, transactions can be classified into three categories, namely local, remote, and
global. We denote a transaction initiated into a peer Pi by Tj. If a transaction is local it is
executed only by the local database in Pi. We denote a local transaction by Li. A remote
transaction that is generated from a transaction Ti by a peer Pi for one of its acquaintees
P j is denoted T- . A global transaction, denoted by Gl. is a set of remote transactions
and the initiator of the global transaction. For ease of presentation, we denote remote
transactions T / , T f , • • • generated from Tj as Tj, since they are actually generated from
Tj, and a global transaction Gt is represented with the initiator Tj. Intuitively, execution
of any component transaction Tj, T-7, Xf, - • • is called the execution of Gt.
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Properties of a Global Transaction

In a data sharing system each global transaction consists of a set of transactions that
includes a global transaction initiator and a set of remote transactions. Each of the
transaction is called a component transaction of the global transaction. Note that each
component transaction is an atomic transaction resulted from the translation of another
component transaction. Each component transaction accesses data items that are located in the peer where the transaction is active. Unlike a global transaction in an
MDBS, a component transaction is not decomposed into subtransactions to access data
at acquaintees. In order to access data at acquaintees, the component transaction is
propagated as an atomic transaction after translation to each of the acquaintees if there
are data mappings between the acquainted peers with respect to the data accessed by
the transaction.

6.2.2

Transaction Translation

When a transaction is forwarded to an acquaintee, first the transaction is translated
in terms of the data vocabularies of the acquaintee. During translation, each r(a) and
w(a) operation is translated into the same operation substituting the data value a with
the corresponding data value a' using the appropriate mapping table that contains the
mapping a —> a'. Due to one to many mappings of a data item, the translation of a single
operation may produce multiple operations. For ease of presentation, we assume that a
single operation is produced from each operation after translation. During the translation
of a transaction, each write operation w(a) is translated using the algorithm proposed
in Section 1. However, each read operation is translated using the algorithm proposed
in [49]. The translation of a transaction is restricted as specified in the definitions below.
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Definition 23 (Order Restriction) Consider two transactions Ti and Tj with partial
orders

and -<Tj, respectively.

Transaction Tj follows the order restriction of Ti if

0Tj Q 0Ti, and for all 0i,02 6 0Tj,

-<oT. o2 i f f oi -<oT. o2.

Note that the translation keeps each operation (read/write) same, but only translates
the data items mentioned in the operations.
Definition 24 (Schedule Order Restriction) Consider a schedule Si = (r^,
Pi- Then a schedule Sj = (T^.,

at

at an acquaintee Pj of Pi follows the order restriction

of Si if for any two operations o\,o2 in Sj, o\ -<Sj o2 i f f o\ -<si o2.
Translation of a transaction may be either partial or complete over the acquaintance,
depending on whether parts or the totality of its operations have been translated.
Definition 25 (Partial Translation) A transaction Tj is a partial translation of a
transaction Ti if Or- C OTU and Tj follows the order restriction

ofT.

Definition 26 (Complete Translation) A transaction Tj is a complete translation of
a transaction Ti if OT^ = O , and Tj follows the order restriction of Ti.
Example 26 Consider a peer data sharing system with four peers Pi, P2, P3, and P4.
Assume P\ has acquaintances with peers P2 and P3. Peer P3 has acquaintance with peer
P4. Suppose the following data mappings are in place among the acquaintances.
(1,2): a1-* a2, c1
(1, 3): c1 -> c 3 ; d1

d3,

c 2 , d1

d2

(3,4): c3 -»• c4, d3

d4

Suppose a global transaction T\ is initiated at P\ in the network.
Ti=wi(a1)ri(b1)w\(c1)wx{d1)
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Mapping tables Local database
Figure 6.1: Data constraint property
Based on these mappings, Pi generates the following remote transactions from T\ for P2
and P3.
Tf =wi(a2)wi(c2)wi(d2),

T ^ ^ w ^ d

3

)

When P3 receives T3, it also generates the following remote transaction for P4 using the
data mappings that exist between P3 and P4.
T?^w1(c4)w1(di)
From the above translation,

we can say that Tf and Tf are partial translation of Ti.

Meanwhile, Tf is a complete translation of T f .

All of the translations also follow the

order restrictions.

6.2.3

D a t a Constraint Property

Mapping tables store data sharing constraints by associating data vocabularies between
peers. Although mapping tables impose constraints on the associations of values, they
respect the autonomy of the sources whose values they associate. Based on constraints
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in mapping tables, we can categorize the data stored in a peer into two categories. The
data in a peer that are shared using mapping tables are called shared data (SD), and
the data that have no mappings in mapping tables are called local data (LD).
In a data sharing system, a transaction in a peer can access local as well as shared
data items. Therefore, a peer is responsible to maintain the consistency of the local as
well as shared data. An LDBS in a peer maintains the local database consistency when a
transaction accesses only LD items. Meanwhile, if a transaction accesses SD items, then
the consistency of SD must be maintained in the local peer as well as in acquaintees.
Therefore, when an update occurs on an SD item x through the interface of LDBS in
a peer, then the update must be propagated and executed in an acquaintee of the peer
in order to maintain the mutual consistency on SD. We can classify the consistency on
data items in a data sharing system into two types:
Local consistency: the consistency of the local data items. The constraints are
defined in the local database system.
Peer-to-Peer consistency: the consistency of the data items that are shared between peers. The constraints are defined using mapping tables when two peers share
there data.
Therefore, the introduction of the peer-to-peer constraints, partitions the data items
Dj in a peer Pt into local data ( I D , ) and shared data (SDi), such that LD, fl SDi = <p
and Di = LDi U SDl.

Intuitively, if there is an association of aj E Di and aj € Dj,

i ^ j in a mapping table, then data item aj and aj are shared data items in Dl and Dj,
respectively. Figure 6.1 shows the categories of data. From the figure we notice that SD
is mapped using the mapping tables, and LD is not mapped with any mapping tables.
Note that mapping tables coexist with in a local database.
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In order to avoid the inconsistency of shared data items between peers, the local
transactions must be restricted to access data items in SD. In our work, we restrict a
local transaction from updating a shared data item. A local transaction, however, is not
restricted to read shared data items. Since mapping tables are placed between peers to
share data, and global transactions are generated based on data mappings in mapping
tables. Therefore, global transactions only access the shared data items, and they have
full access on the shared data items. However, a global transaction is restricted to read
and write local data items in a peer. This is logical since global transactions are used
only to access shared data.

6.3

Problems for Maintaining a Consistent Execution of Concurrent Transactions

A classic technique for preserving database consistency during concurrent execution of
transactions is to organize interleaving transactions such that their executions are atomic,
recoverable, and serializable. However, classic serializability has known shortcomings
when used as a correctness criteria for a distributed computing environments, such as
multidatabase systems, transactional workflow executions [76], or P2P systems. First,
it requires close coordination and interaction among sites, that is, the sites must agree
on the execution of global transactions in a specific and consistent manner. Second, as
distributed transactions tend to be long lived, the use of serializability as a correctness
criteria would restrict data availability [32].
One of the important issues for distributed multidatabase systems is to maintain
global serializability of global transactions without violating the autonomy of local
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databases.

The main problem occurs due to indirect conflicts between global trans-

actions which cause different serial order of transactions at different sites. These problems have been widely studied and numerous solutions have been proposed, for example,
in [33, 3, 66, 28]. Generally, in an MDBS, the global transaction manager (GTM) plays
an important role to ensure the global serializability of global transactions in the system.
However, in a data sharing system there is no GTM, and transactions are executed
first locally in each peer before being forwarded to the acquaintees. Since global transactions are propagated in a data sharing system from peer to peer along the acquaintances,
the globally consistent execution of concurrently executing global transactions in a data
sharing system can be achieved by ensuring the consistent execution in each acquaintance
that is included in the propagation paths of the global transactions. With respect to the
execution of transactions in an acquaintance (i,j), the acquaintance level consistent execution of transactions between Pi and Pj is maintained if the following two conditions
are satisfied:
1. All the operations of a transaction must be executed in the same order in peers Pi
and Pj of an acquaintance (i, j). Formally, for all acquaintances (j,k) between P3
and Ph (1 < k < m), if T-VTf, then for all operations 0i,02&0Tk, Oi -<Tk 02 iff
01 <0 TV, 02i
2. For any concurrent execution of global transactions, it is required to maintain the
consistent execution of the transactions over all the acquaintances in the propagation paths of the global transactions. Formally, for any acquaintance ( j , k) between
Pj and .Pfc, if there are schedules Sj = (F,^.,
respectively, and each transaction in

and Sk = (Tsk, -<sk) in Pj and Pk

is a translation of a transaction in Ts3,

then for all operations 01,02 6 Sk, 01 -<sk °2 iff

-<Sj °2
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S ^ w ^ a 1 ) ^ 1 ) r2(c1) w2(c1)

.

Ty.w^aVilc2)) / /
T2: r2(c2)w2(c!) j

{a2, b2 C2}/
L2=rL2(a2)rL2(c2)

3' '2
Figure 6.2: Problem to maintain serializability during direct conflicts of transactions
The first condition simply enforces the same execution order of the operations of
a transaction at the peers in an acquaintance. The condition can be satisfied easily
by forwarding each translated transaction as a single message to the acquaintees. Each
acquaintee processes the transaction just like it processes its local transactions. Therefore,
the order of the operations of a single transaction is maintained. In order to meet the
second condition, we need to ensure the same execution views of transactions in each
acquaintee of a peer.

Note that the second condition cannot be fulfilled by sending

the transactions serially according to the local serialization order of the sender since
the sender has no knowledge about the execution order of the transactions at a remote
peer. In the following examples, we describe some of the problems that occur during
the concurrent execution of global transactions over acquaintees. In Section 6.4, we shall
present a correctness criteria to ensure consistent execution of global transactions over
an acquaintance.
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Example 27 (Direct conflict) Consider a data sharing system shown in Figure 6.2.
Assume that peer Pi has data items {a 1 , ft1, c1}, P2 has data items {a 2 , b2, c 2 }, and P3 has
data items {a 3 , c 3 }. Suppose that the transactions T\ and T2 executed at Pi concurrently,
and Pi produced the schedule Si as follows:
Ti : wiia^wiic1),

T2 : r 2 (c 1 )w 2 (c 1 ) Si = ^ ( a

1

)^

1

)^

1

Wc1)

Suppose the following data mappings exist in the acquaintances.
(1,2): a 1

a2, b1

b2, c1

c 2 , (1,3): a 1

a 3 , c1 ^ c 3 .

Based on the data accessed by Ti andT2, Pi translates T\ andT2, and forwards them
to peers P2 and P3. For ease of presentation,
and their translation.

we keep the same notation of T\ and T2,

The translation of T\ and T2 for P2 and P% are as follows:

(P2): Ti=wi(a2)wi(c2),

T2=r2(c2)w2(c2),

(P3): Ti=wi(a3)wi(c3),

T 2 =r 2 (c 3 )ii; 2 (c 3 )

Assume that peer P2 executed the following local transaction L2 concurrently when it
executed T\ and T2 •
(P 2 ) :L2 =

rL2(a2)rL2(c2)

Consider that after receiving the translated transactions Ti and T2, P2 and P3 generated the following schedules.
S2 = rL2{a2)rL2{c2)wi{a2)wi(c2)r2(c2)w2{c2),

S3 =

wi(a3)r2(c3)w2(c3)wi(c3)

Therefore, the resulting serialization orders ofTi and T2 at Pi, P2, and P3 are as follows:
SOi : Ti

T2,

S02 : L2 —> Ti —> T2,

S03

:T2->Ti
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S f w^a1) w^b'Jw^
SA • T

L 3 =r L 3 (a3)r L 3 (b3)

L2 =(*L2(a2)rL2(C2)
S 2 =w 1 (a2) y a ^ y c 2 ) * , ^ )
L2

J2

12

S 3 =r L3 (a 3 )w 1 (a 3 )w 3 (b-X3(b 3 )
SO,:
'3- T,
'2 —> Lj —> T.j

Figure 6.3: Problem to maintain serializability during indirect conflicts of transactions
Notice that each local schedule in each peer is serializable, but the execution view of
Ti and T 2 in the schedule S3 at P3 is different with respect to the schedule Si at P\.
Since each peer executes transactions independently, and there is no central controller,
the resulting schedules at different peers may be different. In order to keep the peer
databases consistent with each other, the execution view of the transactions should be
the same in each peer.
E x a m p l e 28 (Indirect conflict) In this example, we show how the local transactions
cause different execution views of transactions in the acquaintees of a peer Pi even though
the transactions

have no conflict when the transactions

executed at Pi.

Consider Fig-

ure 6.3, where transactions T\ and T2 executed concurrently at Pi, and the local transaction manager at Pi produced the schedule Si:
Ti : ^ ( a 1 ) , T 2 : w2(b1)w2(c1)

Si = u; 1 (a 1 )w 2 (6 1 )i i ; 2 (c 1 )
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Based on the data mappings, Pi generates the following transactions for P 2 and P 3 ,
and forwards the translated transactions to them.
(P 2 ): Ti=W\(a2),

T2=w2{c2),

(P 3 ): T i = ^ i ( a 3 ) ,

T2=w2(b3)

Assume that the following local transactions executed at the same time when P2 and P3
received 7\ and T2.
(P 2 ) :L2 = rL2(a2)rL2(c2),

(P 3 ) :L3 = r i 3 (a 3 )r L 3 (6 3 )

Consider that P2 and P 3 generated the following schedules.
52 = wi

(a2)rL2(a2)rL2(c2)w2(c2),

53 = r i 3 ( a > i ( a > 2 ( 6 3 ) r i 3 ( 6 3 )
Notice that when Ti and T2 executed at Pi, there was no conflict between the transactions.
Meanwhile, when Ti and T2 executed at P 3 , they involved to indirect conflict due to the
presence of the local transaction L 3 . Based on the execution views of Ti and T2 at P 2
and P 3 , we observe the following serialization orders.
S02 : TI —• L2 —* T2,

SO3 : T2 —>

—> TI

Notice that the serialization orders of Ti and T2 at P 2 and P 3 are different. Hence,
acquaintance-level consistent execution is not maintained.
In a multidatabase environment, the GTM has the control over the execution of
global transactions and the operations they issue.

The GTM can ensure the global

serializability by a direct or indirect control of the global transactions. For example,
altruistic locking [3], 2PC agent [88], site graph [20], and ticketing [33]. All the methods
have a global transaction manager which plays an important role in ensuring the global
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serializability. Since in a data sharing system there is no such GTM, the only assumption
we can make is that each peer ensures the local serializability. Once the transactions are
forwarded to the acquaintees, the peer has no control of the execution of transactions at
the acquaintees.

6.4

Maintaining Acquaintance-Level Consistent Execution of Transactions

Since in a data sharing system transactions are executed locally and independently of
peers, the system does not require multi-site commit protocols (e.g. two-phase commit),
which tend to introduce blocking and are thus not easily scalable. Specifically, in a peer
data sharing system, transactions are executed locally, and then asynchronously propagated over acquaintances after their commitment. A consistent execution of transactions
in a peer data sharing system can be achieved by ensuring the consistent execution of
transactions in each peer over each acquaintance that is included in the propagation path
of the transactions.
We observe from the examples in Section 6.3 that the inconsistent execution of transactions occur at different peers due to the independent execution. However, for ensuring
database consistency in acquainted peers over the acquaintances with respect to the local execution of a peer, the execution views of the transactions must be same in all the
acquaintees of a peer if there are direct conflicts between transactions. Fortunately, we
don't need to be worried about an indirect conflict between the transactions when it
occurs in acquaintees. An indirect conflict occurs due to the local transactions in an acquaintee. If transactions have no conflict at the time they originate in a peer, then these
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transactions can be executed in any order in the acquaintees. Since the data constraint
property restricts the access of the local and global transactions in a database, different
execution views of transactions due to the indirect conflicts do not create any database
inconsistency. This is because a global transaction does not read a data item that is
written by a local transaction. The conflicts that can occur based on the data constraint
property between a local transaction L and a global transaction T\ are write-read and
read-write. A write-read conflict between T\ and L occurs for accessing a data item a,
when a read operation of L is followed by a write operation of T\. A read-write conflict
occurs when a write operation of T\ is followed by a read operation of L. Therefore,
if L has a write-read conflict with T\, then L does not create a read-write conflict for
the same data item with another transaction T 2 . This is because T\ and T2 had no conflict when they initiated. Similarly, when L has a read-write conflict with Ti, then L
does not create a write-read conflict with another transaction T 2 . Therefore, when two
global transactions T\ and T2 execute at a peer and have no conflict, then their different
execution orders in the acquaintees of the peer does not create any inconsistency. In
the following, we generalize the two problems, and introduce the notions for ensuring a
consistent execution of transactions in a peer and its acquaintees.
Definition 27 (Acquaintance-Level Schedule) An acquaintance-level schedule S%=
Si U (Uj=i Sj) with respect to a schedule Si at peer Pi for a set of transactions T is the
union of the schedule Si and all the schedules Sj at peer Pj (1 < j < m), where each Pj
is an acquaintee of Pi.
Definition 28 (Acquaintance-Level Consistent Schedule) An

acquaintance-level

schedule Sj is called acquaintance-level consistent with respect to a schedule Si in Pi for a
set of transactions T = {Ti, T2, • • • ,Tn} and all schedules Sj in Pj over each acquaintance
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m) if

1. all the local schedules in Sj are serializable, and
2. for any two transactions Ti and T2 in Si, if there exist a serialization order (SO)
T\

T2, then for all schedules Sj € Si(i ^ j), the SO is consistent between T\ and

T2
Definition 29 (Acquaintance-Level Serializable) An acquaintance-level

consistent

schedule Si is called acquaintance-level serializable wrt Si between peers Pi and all acquaintees Pj of Pi (1 < j < m) if ^ is acquaintance-level consistent schedule.
Definition 30 (Global Schedule) A global schedule S = Sj U ( U j = i ^ j )
global transactions T =

{Ti,T

2

,--- , T

N

}

over

a set

°f

initiated at Pi, consists of the acquaintance-

level schedule Sj wrt Si at Pi and all the acquaintance-level schedules Sj wrt Sj at Pj,
(1 < j < n,i

j ) in a data sharing system where T executes.

A global consistent execution of transactions can be achieved by maintaining the
acquaintance-level serializability over each acquaintance in the propagation paths of the
global transactions.
Theorem 5 A global schedule S consisting

of a set of global transactions

T =

{Ti,T 2 , • • • ,Tn} is consistent over a propagation path (Fj —> • • • —> Pz) with respect to
a schedule Si at Pi if for each acquaintance in (Pi —> • • • —> Pz), S is acquaintance-level
serializable.
Proof 6 (By induction over the length of the path from Pi to Pz)
Let I be the length of the propagation path of T from Pi to Pz.
Case I = 0: T executed only at Pi, and there is no further propagation ofT.

According
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to our assumption that each local schedule is serializable. Hence, the global schedule §,
which consists of only the schedule Si, is consistent.
Case 1 = 1: T executed at Pi and an acquaintee Pj of Pi over an acquaintance
Since § is serializable over a single acquaintance (i,j)
serialization orders of T in Si and Sj are same.
(Pi -

(i,j).

according to Definition 29, the

Hence, S is consistent over the path

PJ)-

Case (0 < k < I): For the induction step, we assume that consistency holds along the
path between Pi and Pk recursively in each acquaintance, where Pk is a peer before Pz.
Now we need to show that serializability holds between Pk and Pz, where I = k + 1. Since
§ is consistent over the path (Pi
is consistent in (Pk —> Pz).

Pk) and Pk, and Pz are directly acquainted, §

Hence, global consistency holds over the path (Pi —> • • • —>

Pz)-

•

Definition 31 (Global Consistency) A global schedule S over a set of global transactions T initiated at Pi is globally consistent if
1. all local schedules in S are serializable, and
2. for each acquaintance ( j , k) over all the propagation paths (Pi —• • • • —> Pz), S is
acquaintance-level

serializable.

Theorem 6 A global schedule S consisting
{Ti,T2,---

,Tn}

of a set of global transactions

T =

is globally consistent with respect to an initial schedule Si at Pi if

for all propagation paths (Pi —> • • • —> Pz), and for each acquaintance in each path
(Pi

—»•••—>

acyclic.

Pz),

S

is acquaintance-level serializable, and each path between

Pi

and

Pz

is
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T, : w^a^w^c1) S f w ^ ^ ^ ) r2(c1)
T 2 : w2(b') r (c1)
{a1, b \ C1}(P?)
{a 2 , c 2 } /

L2=rL2(a2)rL2(c2)^

rL2(a2)rL2(c2) w^a^w^c 2 ) r2(c2)

\ { a 3 , b 3 'C 3 }

r• ^\ S3= w1(a3)w1(c3)w2(b3) r p )
S0 3 :
T2
J a 4 , b4}

S0 2 : L2 —> T^ —^ T2
SO^T^L^T,
Figure 6.4: An example of global consistency
Proof 7 According to Theorem 5, S is consistent in a path of T's propagation. It means
that T is serializable in each path (Pi —> • • • —» Pz). Moreover, each path is acyclic. Therefore, S is globally consistent.

I

Example 29 Consider Figure 6.4 where two global transactions Ti and T2 executed concurrently at Pi, P2, P3 and P4. Assume that transactions are initiated at P\. In the
scenario, the global schedule S is {Si, S 2 , S3, S 4 }. From the figure we notice that all the
local schedules are locally serializable. The initial schedule S1 has the serialization order SOi = T\ —> T2.
{Si,S 2 ) S 3 }.

see

The acquaintance-level schedule Si with respect to S1 at P\ is
§1 is acquaintance-level serializable schedule because both S02

and SO3 have the serialization order T\ —> T2, but §3 is not acquaintance-level serializable because SO4 at P 4 is not consistent with SO3 0/-P3. Therefore, S is not globally
consistent.
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Consistent

Schedule
The acquaintance-level serializability guarantees the same execution view of a set of
transactions F in a peer and in its acquaintees. Although there is no GTM in a peer
data sharing system, a globally consistent execution of transactions can be achieved by
ensuring acquaintance-level serializability in each propagation paths of the transactions.
In order to maintain the acquaintance-level serializability, we need to guarantee a consistent serialization order of the transactions at all the acquaintees of a peer. We know
that when a set of transactions F is executed at a peer Pj, the transactions are executed
immediately at Pt. Therefore, Pi generates a local schedule St without waiting for the
execution of T in its acquaintees. After execution, Pj forwards T to its acquaintees. The
execution and forward steps continue until no propagation of T is possible. Each of the
peer Pj executes T with the local concurrency control, and generates a local schedule Sj
independently. The main challenge is how to guarantee a consistent serialization order
in all Sj with respect to the order in Si. In the following, we propose two approaches
that guarantee acquaintance-level serializability.

6.5.1

First Approach

When a set of global transactions T is initiated at a peer or is received by a peer, the
peer immediately executes F with the local concurrency control protocol. Therefore, the
peer generates a local serializable schedule forming a specific serialization order of the
transactions in F. In this method, we assume that a function called returnScheduleQ

is

used by each peer that returns the locally generated schedule of T. Note that the local
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SO^T^Tj
1

1

1

{a , b , c } P, i

L 2 =r L2 (a 2 )r L2 (c 2 )..™ , J V
S2= r L2 (a 2 )r L2 (c 2 )w l2 (a 2 )w 12 (c 2 ) r12(c2) w 12 (c 2 )
S0 2 : L2

T, - 4 T 2

T

i2= w12(a1)w12(c') y c ^ c 1 )

(5)
S a =w 12 (a 3 )r 12 (c 3 )w 12 (c3)w 12 (c 3 )
Not acceptable
S 1 =w 12 (a 3 )w 12 (c 3 )r 12 (c 3 )w 12 (c 3 )

SO3:T12(T, ->T2)

acceptable

Figure 6.5: Maintaining serializability during direct conflict using the first approach
schedule may contain the operations of the local transactions. The

returnScheduleQ

function returns only the operations of T in the same order appeared in the schedule. We
assume that the function is added externally in the system. A peer treats the schedule
returned by returnS cheduleQ as an atomic transaction, and translates the operations
in the schedule for each of its acquaintees using the mappings. The peer then forwards
the schedule as a new transaction to its acquaintees. When an acquaintee receives the
schedule (now a transaction), the acquaintee peer processes the schedule as it processes
a transaction. Note that treating a schedule as a single transaction, the receiver keeps
the same order of the operations that is generated by the sender in its schedule.
In the following, we describe the method with examples.

We show that the

acquaintance-level serializability is maintained taking into account of direct and indirect conflicts of transactions.
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E x a m p l e 30 (Direct conflict) Consider the situation of Example 27. The local schedule generated at P\ is as follows. Figure 6.5 shows the scenario.
Si =

wi(a1)wi(cl)r2{cl)w2(c1).

According to the method, P\ creates a new transaction T\2 for its acquaintees P2 and P3
from the schedule Si. The order of the operations of T 12 follows the order as mentioned
in the schedule S\.
(P2) : T12 = Wi2(a2)wi2(c2)ri2(c2)wi2(c2),

WI2(a3)wi2(c3)n2(c3)wu(c3)

(P3) : T12 =

Consider that P2 and P3 received the transaction T\2 and executed it. Note that it is not
possible for peer P3 to generate the same schedule as described in Example 21 since transactions Ti and T2 are considered as a single transaction.
ofT2

can not come before the operation w\(c3) ofT\.

Thus, operations r2{c3), w2(c3)

The only possible schedule P2 and

P3 can generate are as follows:
S2 = rL2(a2)rL2(c2)w12(a2)w12{c2)r12(c2)w12{c2),

S3 =

Note that the transaction Ti2 contains the operations ofT\

wi2(a3)wi2(c3)r12(c3)wi2(c3)
and T2. As Ti2 is an atomic

transaction for the transaction manager of P2 and P3, therefore the operations in T\2 are
executed in the same order as the operations were executed at P\. Hence, the serialization
order of T\ and T2 must be the same at Pi, P2, and P3.

Therefore,

acquaintance-level

serializability is maintained with respect to the schedule Si.

E x a m p l e 31 (Indirect conflict) Consider Example 28, there is no conflict between Ti
and T2 when they executed at Pi. Assume that the following schedule is generated at Pi.
Si = w ^ w ^ w ^ c

1

)
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S 1= Wl(a1)
SO, I T1—» T2
T12= w,j(a1) w12(b1)w12(c1)
T12= vsya3} w12(b3)

T12=w12(a*)w12(c*;

{a3, b3}

{a2, c2

L3=rL3(a3)rL3(b3)

L2=rL2(a2)rL2(c2)"

S2= w12{a2) rL2(a:')rL2(c2) w12(cJ
S3= rL2(a3)w12(a3) w12(b3)rL2(b3)
S0 2 ; T12 L, - T12< T, L2 T.) SO,; T12 L3 TIA ( T , ^ L2 —> T 1 )
Not acceptable by local system
S2= w12(a2) w12(c2) rL2(a2)rL2(c2)
s 3 = rL2(a3) rL2(bJ)w12{a3) w12{b*)
S02: T12—» L, (T1—» L2, T;: L2)
S0 3 : L3 —> T1g (L3 T, L3 T2)
acceptable by local system
Figure 6.6: Maintaining serializability during indirect conflict using the first approach
According to the method, Pi creates the following transactions for its acquaintees P2 and
P3 from the schedule S\.
(P2) : T ^ x t a

2

)^

2

),

(P 3 ) : T 1 2 ^ 1 ( a 3 ) u ; 2 ( 6 3 )

Consider the same execution view of the operations as mentioned in Example 28. Therefore, P2 and P3 try to generate the following schedules. Figure 6.6 shows the schedules
generated by each peer.
S2 = w12(a2)rL2{a2)rL2(c2)w12{c2),

S3 =

rL3(a3)w12(a3)w12(b3)rL3{b3)

We notice from Figure 6.6 that the schedules S2 and S3 are not allowed by the local
concurrency control of P2 and P3 since both schedules have cycles. In P2, either L2 or
T12 is blocked or aborted. If the local schedule in P2 were
S2 = rL2(a2)rL2{c2)wi2{a2)wl2{c2)

or S2 =

w12{a2)w12(c2)rL2(a2)rL2{c2)
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then the schedule would be permitted by the local concurrency control at P2.
Similarly, if the local schedule at P3 were
S3 = uJi2(o,3)wi2(b3)rL3(a3)rL3(b3) or S3 =

rL3(a3)rL3(b3)wi2(a3)wi2(b3)

then the schedule would be permitted by the local concurrency control at P3 because
there is no cycle in the schedule. We notice that from the above executions, both P2
and P3 schedule the transactions Ti and T2 logically in the same order. Therefore, the
acquaintance-level serializability is maintained with respect to Si.

6.5.2

Second Approach

In this approach, we exploit the concept of the Optimistic Ticket Method (OTM) [33].
According to this approach, a peer includes an extra operation w{t) before the first operation of each transaction when the transactions are forwarded to the acquaintees. The
w(t) is a write ticket operation. A ticket is a (logical) timestamp whose value is stored
as a regular data item in each LDBS [33]. The intuition behind the use of w(t) operation
is to create a relative serialization order of the global transactions. The inclusion of w(t)
operation does not violate the autonomy of LDBS nor does pose any restriction in the
LDBS. The inclusion of w(t) operation is outside the scope of LTM. We also assume
that there is a function called getSeriliazeOrder()

that returns the serialization order

of the executed global transactions in peers. When a peer forwards global transactions,
it sends the transactions according to the serialization order as returned by the function getSeriliazeOrder().

This can be performed by delaying the propagation of the

transactions. When a remote peer receives transactions, it processes the transactions accordingly and is allowed to interleave the operations of the transactions under the control
of the LDBS. Note that adding the w(t) operation creates a direct conflict between the
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, .

,,

SO-: T, 1

1

{a , b , c
TV w^tjw^a2) /
2

L2=rL2(a )rL2(c£)

T,: w,(t)w.(a3)
T-,: w,(t) w2(b3)

\

{a2, cf}/
^

b3}

L3=rL3(a3)rL3(b3)
P3
r
3
3
:i
,(b3)
3 i -i(a )w.(t)w,(a )w..,ft) w,(b )r,
'
* 13
SO:J: L3-> T ^ T , Not acceptable
' S3= w ^ w ^ a 3 ^ ) w,(b->) rL3(a3)rL3(b3)
acceptable. SOj: T1 -» T2,T1 l 3 J , L3 or
S3= rL3(a3)rL3(b3) w^tjw^a'jw^t) w . ^ )
SOa: L3 —»T^Lj —!»T\ T- —>'

,
,
,
™ , ^
S,= w^tjw^a*) rL2(a2)rL2(c2)w,(t)w2(c^)
SO;.: T, Lj -> T.

Figure 6.7: Maintaining serializability during indirect conflict by the second approach
transactions at acquaintee peers. Therefore, transactions are serialized in the acquaintee
peers as determined by the sender.
In the following, we describe the protocol using an example considering that there is
no direct conflict between transactions when the transactions are executed in a peer.
E x a m p l e 32 (Indirect conflict) Consider Example 28. The returnSchedule{)

func-

tion returns the following schedule at Pi.
Si =

w1{al)w2{bl)w2{c1).

According to the method, P\ creates the following transactions

adding w(t)

operation

to T\ and T2 before forwarding them to the acquaintees P2 and
(P2):T^w^w!{a2),

T2=w2(t)w2(c2),

Peer P\ uses the getSeriliazeOrder

(P^.T^xtywi(a3),

() function

T2=w2(t)w2(b3)

to find the serialization

order of Ti and
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T2. From the schedule, we see that Ti is executed before T2 in S\.

Therefore, Pi sends

Ti before T2 to its acquaintees P2 and P3, respectively.
Consider that the following schedules are generated by P2 and P3 after receiving T\
and T2. Figure 6.7 shows the schedules generated by each peer.
52 = wl{t)w1{a2)rL2{a2)rL2{c2)w2{t)w2{c2),

rLaia^w^w^a^w^w^b^WLsib3)

S3 =

We notice from Figure 6.7 that the schedule S3 is not allowed by the local concurrency
control of P3 because there is a cycle in the schedule. That is, either L3 or T2 is blocked
or aborted. On the other hand, if the local schedule in P3 were
53 = w^wxia^w^w^rLsia^WLsib3),

wx^w^r^a^w^b^w^w^b3),

S3 =

then the schedule would be permitted by the local concurrency control at P3. In this case,
we see that the execution views of transactions T\ and T2 are same in all the acquainted
peers of P\.

Therefore, it ensures acquaintance-level

serializability.

The situation is

depicted in Figure 6.7. Similarly, for Example 27, we can show that

acquaintance-level

serializability can be maintained using the ticket method.

E x a m p l e 33 (Direct conflict) Consider example 27. The returnScheduleQ

function

returns the following schedule at P\.
S\ =

wi(a1)wi(c1)r2(c1)w2(c1).

According to the method, P\ now creates the following transactions

by adding w(t)

operation to T\ and T2 before forwarding them to the acquaintees P2 and P3.
(P2)•Ti=wi(t)wi(a2)uii(c2),

T2=w2(t)r2(c2)w2(c2),
T2=w2{t)r2{c3)w2{c3)

(P3):T1=w1(t)w1(a3w1(c3)),
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s

_ Wi(a i )Wi(c1) f2(c1) W2(ci}

{a1, b1,

Tt;w,(t)w,(a2)w,(c2) j
T2: w2(t)r2(cV3(c2) /

TV Wj(t)w1<a3)w1(c3)
\ T 2 : w2(t)r2(o3)w2(c3)

\

{a2,b2,c^/

L2=rL2(a2)yc3

/p.

'p.;

S f rL2(a2)rL2(c2)w1(t) w ^ a 2 ) ^ 2 ) w2(t)r2(c2)

S3= w1(t)w1(a3)w2(t)r2(c3)w2(c3) Wl(c®)

S0 2 : L2

SO3: T, -> T,
l2

x
T,

T2

Not acceptable

1

acceptable

S 3 =w 1 (t)w 1 (a )w 1 (c 1 )w 2 (t)r 2 (ci)w 2 (c 1 )

S03: T,

T2

Figure 6.8: Maintaining serializability during direct conflict in the second approach
Now Pi uses the getSeriliazeOrderQ

function to find the serialization order of T\

and T2. From the schedule, we see that T\ is serialized before T2 in S\.

Therefore, P\

sends T\ before T2 to its acquaintees P2 and P3.
When P2 and P3 receive Ti and T2, consider that they try to generate the same schedules as mentioned in Example 27.

Therefore, the generated schedules are as follows.

Figure 6.8 shows the schedules generated by each peer.
S2 = r i2{a2)r

L2(c2)wi(t)wi{a2)wi(c2)w2{t)r2(c2)w2{c2),

S3 = wi(0wi(a 3 )w2(i)r 2 (c 3 )t(;2(c 3 )wi(c 3 )
Notice from Figure 6.8 that the schedule S3 is not allowed by the local concurrency control
of P3. Since there is a cycle in the schedule. On the other hand, if the local schedule in
P 3

i s

S3 = u>i (t)w\ (a3)wi (c3)wi (t)r2 (c3)w2 (c3),
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then the schedule would be permitted by the local concurrency control at P3. In this case,
we see that the execution view of transactions T\ andT2 at P3 is same as in Pi.
ensures acquaintance-level

6.6

Therefore,

serializability.

Discussion

There are some differences in the way our ticket method works with OTM. Although
ticket is used in an MDBS, but still GTM is involved to validate the serialization order of
the transactions. The validation is performed using Global Serialization Graph (GSG).
An edge (Tl, Tj) of GSG means that ticket operation of a global subtransaction Tt is preceded by that of another global subtransaction Tj at least at one site. The set of edges
reflects the serialization order. If the GSG has a cycle, the global transaction does not
pass the validation test. Then the GTM sends abort message to the sites for restarting
again. In our work, we do not need any GSG, since each peer executes the transactions
independently. Before forwarding the transactions to a peer, each transaction is augmented with a write ticket operation. The peer which sends the transactions knows the
serialization order by its local schedule. Therefore, the order of taking the ticket, i.e. the
serialization order of the transactions at a remote peer is predefined and maintained by
delaying the propagation of the transactions.
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Ensuring Acquaintance-Level Consistent Execution Considering Failures of Transactions

The last section proposed mechanisms to ensure consistent execution of concurrent transactions over the acquaintances of a peer.

However, the approaches assume that the

failures of transactions do not occur during their execution.
There are several failure-prone situations can occur in a peer to peer network. For
example, a peer may go offline when a transaction is active in the network, a peer may fail
due to power fails or the system crashes, or a peer has successfully executed a transaction
but the transaction has failed in one of its acquaintees. Examples of a transaction failure
are a transaction abort to timeout, or a failure to pass the validation test by the local
transaction manager. We can consider an offline status of a peer as a failure of a peer. In
this section we mainly focus on the failures of transactions and how these cause problems
for guaranteeing consistent execution of transactions in a peer and in its acquaintees. The
following examples show that a peer and its acquaintees may have different execution
views for the same set of transactions when a transaction fails. We consider the situations
of direct and indirect conflicts between transactions at the time transactions are executed
in peers.

Example 34 Consider the situation of a direct conflict between transactions at the time
transactions

execute in peers. Assume a peer to peer network with three peers shown

in Figure 6.9.

We see from the figure that peer Pi has data items {al,b1,cl'})

data items {a2,c2},

P2 has

and P 3 has data items {a 3 ,6 3 }. Suppose that transactions Ti and T2

executed at Pi concurrently, and the local database system at Pj produced the schedule
Sn
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S 3 = w 1 (a 3 )a, r 2 (a 3 )c 2 w 1 (a 3 )c 2

T2

S03: T2 - » T 1

Figure 6.9: Direct conflict
Ti : Wi(a1), T2 : r2{a>)
Si = wi (a 1 )c 1 r 2 (a 1 )c 2
Suppose that the following data mappings exist between the acquaintances.
(1,2): a 1

a2, c1

c 2 ; (1,3): a 1

a 3 , b1

63.

Based on the data accessed by T\ and T2, Pi translates Ti and T2 and forwards them
to P2 and Ps. The translation of Ti and T2 for P2 and P3 are as follows:
(P 2 ): Ti=w 1 (a 2 ),
(.P3):Ti=Wi(a3);

T2=r2{a2),
T 2 =r 2 (a 3 )

For ease of presentation, we keep the same notation o/Ti and T2, and their translations.
Assume that after receiving the transactions, P2 and P3 generated the following schedules.
S2 = wi(a2)c2r2(a2)c2,

S3 = wi(a 3 )a 1 r 2 (a 3 )c 2 -u; 1 (a 3 )ci
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S,= w,(a5)c, w2(b1)w2(c1)c2
c n

' T -? T:

L3=r^)rL3(b3)

S2= w1(a2)c1w2(c2)c-

S3= w1(a3)a1 rL3(a3) v^a 3 ) w2(b3)c2rL3(b3)cL3c1

S0 2 :T 1 -»T 2
S0 3 : T2

L3 T 1

Figure 6.10: Indirect conflict
The resulting serialization orders of the transactions Ti and T2 at peers P\, P2, and P3
are as follows:
SOi : Ti -» T2,

S02 : Tx - T2,

SO3

:T2->TX

Notice that each local schedule in each peer is serializable, but the execution view of T\
and T2 in the schedule S3 of P3 is different with respect to the schedule Si in Pi. The
execution view is different since T\ has aborted in Pi and later is resubmitted after the
execution of T 2 .
Example 35 (Indirect conflict) In this example, we show how the local transactions
in a peer cause different execution views of transactions in acquaintees of a peer Pi even
though transactions have no conflict when they executed at Pi.

Consider Figure 6.10

where the transactions T\ and T2 executed at Pi, and the local transaction manager at Pi
produced the schedule Si :
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T2 : w2(b1)w2{c1)

wi(a1)ciw2(b1)w2(c1)c2

Si =

According to the data mappings, Pi generates the following transactions for P2 and
P3, and forwards the translated transactions

to them. Note that T2 has been translated

partially for P2 and P3 due to data mappings.
(P2) : Ti=wi(a2),

T2=W2(C2),

(P3) : Ti=wi(a3),

T2=w2(b3)

Assume that peer P3 has a local transaction L3 when P3 executes Ti and T2:
rLs(a3)rL3(b3)

(P 3 ) --U =

Consider that P2 and P3 generates the following
S2 =

schedules.

wi(a2)ciw2(c2)c2,

wi{a3)airL3(a3)wi(a3)w2{b3)c2rL3(b3)cL3CI

S3 =

Notice that when T\ and T2 executed at Pi, there was no conflict between the transactions.
Meanwhile, when Ti and T2 are executed at P3, they involve in indirect conflict due to
the presence of a local transaction L3 at P3. Based on the execution views in P2 and P3,
we observe the following serialization order.
S02

: Ti

T2,

S03 : T

2

-+L

3

^Ti

Note that the serialization orders of T'I and T2 in P2 and P3 are different. In P3, Ti fails
and later is resubmitted, this causes different execution view of transactions in P 3 . Since
in peers Pi and P2, Ti and T2 have no conflict, we consider commit order as serialization
order.
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Figure 6.11: Maintaining acquaintance-level consistent execution during direct conflict
In a failure-prone environment, a two phase commit (2PC) protocol is needed to
guarantee atomic commitment of subtransactions of a multi-site transaction processing
environment [42], Since an LDBS of a site in such an environment may not support a
visible Prepared state of the 2PC protocol, a site uses a 2PC agent or server to simulate
the 2PC protocol between a GTM and 2PC agents [88] and servers. Since in a peer data
sharing system there is no such GTM, the only assumption we can make is that each peer
ensures its local serializability. Once the transactions are forwarded to the acquaintees,
the peer has no control of the execution of transactions at the acquaintees.
Now we show how the first approach ensures the acquaintance-level consistent execution during the failures of transactions. Again, we consider both the direct and indirect
conflicts between transactions when transactions execute in the system.
Example 36 (Direct conflict) Consider the situation of Example 34• The local schedule generated at Pi is as follows:
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=w1(a1)c1r2{a1)c2.

According to the approach 1, Pi creates a transaction Ti2 for its acquaintees P2 and P3
from the schedule Si.

The order of operations in TI2 follows the order as mentioned in

the schedule Si- Figure 6.11 shows the scenario.
(P 2 ) : T 12 = wi2(a2)ri2(a2),

(P 3 ) : Tu = ™ 12 (a 3 )r 12 (a 3 )

Consider the same execution of operations at P2 and P3 as in Example 6.9.
S2 = wi2(a2)ru(a2)ci2,

S3 =

wi2(a3K2w12(a3)r12(a3)ci2

Note that at peer P3, after the operation wi2 the transaction Ti2 aborts. Therefore, no
more operations o/7\2

will be executed until wi2 successfully executes. After another try

TI2 is executed. Hence, the order of operations of Ti and T2 in P3 remains same as it
is in Pi. Therefore, acquaintance-level consistent execution is maintained at Px, P2, and
P3 with respect to the schedule Si.

Example 37 (Indirect conflict) Consider Example 35, there is no conflict between Ti
and T2 when they executed at Pi. Assume that the following schedule is generated in Pi.
Si =

wiia^w^w^c1)

According to the method, Pi creates the following transactions for its acquaintees P2 and
P3 from the schedule Si. Figure 6.12 shows the scenario.
(P 2 ) : Ti2=wi2(a2)wi2(c2),

(P 3 ) :

Tn=w12(as)wi2(b3)

Assume that the following schedules result at P2 and P3 respectively.
same execution sequence of operations as illustrated in Example 35.

We consider the
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S,= w ^ a ^ c , w2(b1]w2(c1)c2

- N * )
1

1

T 2 : w 2 (b )w 2 (c )

SO,:

T,-> T2

- w1(a1)w2(b1)w2(c1)

w12(a3)w12(b3)
. { a 3 , b3}
L 3 =r L3 (a 3 )r L3 (b 3 )

2

2

S2= w12(a )w12(c )c'12
1;
S02:T12

S3= w12(a3)a12 rL3(a3)w12(a3)w12(b3) rl3(b3)
S0 3 : T 12 - » L 3 - » T 12 ( N o t acceptable)

(T^T,)

S3= w12(a3)a12 r u (a3) rL3(b3)cl3 w12(a3)w12(b3)c.'12
S0 3 : L 3 - » T 12 ( L3

T,

T 2 ) (Acceptable)

Figure 6.12: Maintaining acquaintance-level consistent execution during indirect conflict
S2 = Wi2{a2)wl2{c2)cx2,

S3 =

w12(a3)ai2rL3(a3)w12(a3)wi2(b3)rL3(b3)

Notice that the schedule S3 is not allowed by the local concurrency control in P3 since
local schedule contains a cycle (T\2 —• L3 —> T\2). If the local schedule in P3 is
S3 =

w12(a3)a12rL3(a3)rL3(b3)cL3W12(a3)w12(b3)c12

then the schedule would be permitted by the local concurrency controller in P3. Note that
from the above execution, both P2 and P3 schedule the transactions Ti and T 2 logically
in the same order. Therefore, the acquaintance-level consistent execution is maintained
with respect to Si.

6.7.1

Discussion

Our assumption of transaction processing in a peer data sharing system is that transactions are not generated continuously. We do not expect that users continuously submit
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update requests in a P2P system. In a P2P system, generally, queries are more frequent
than updates.

Even, if transactions are continuous, according to our system, a peer

forwards transactions to acquainted peers after the complete execution in the local peer.
Both the proposed approaches guarantee acquaintance-level serializability, however
there are some differences between them. The first approach is more efficient compared
to preprocessing of transactions before propagating concurrent transactions to remote
peers. In the first approach, transactions are executed and propagated immediately after
the local execution.

In the second approach each transaction is augmented with an

extra write ticket operation before propagation. In the second approach, however, local
schedule information is not required and transactions are propagated like the transactions
are received from users. In contrast, in the first approach, transactions are merged and
propagated to remote peers as a single transaction. Therefore, generating the schedule
may take some time. The most important difference between the two approaches is that
the Ticket approach can not always guarantee acquaintance-level serializability during
transaction failures. Moreover, the Ticket approach only works if transactions are sent
in FIFO order according to their commit order.

6.8

Execution Model of Transactions

Generally, in a distributed database system, there is a coordinator and set of participants.
The coordinator controls the execution of transactions over the participants, and the
participants act as data sources. However, in a peer to peer network, a peer acts both
as a coordinator and as a data source. A peer processes both the local transactions,
submitted to it directly by the local users, and the remote transactions received from
remote peers. In the following, we define the roles of a peer based on the execution of a
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Transact! ops (t..oc£ii or CMotosrt)

Figure 6.13: Execution model of transactions
transaction.
• Coordinator (C): The peer that initiates a global transaction becomes the coordinator of that global transaction if the transaction needs to be executed in other
peers.
• Participant (P): A peer which receives and processes a global transaction but does
not forward the transaction to other peers is called a participant.
• Coordinator and Participant

(CP): A peer that receives and processes a global

transaction from one of its acquaintees and forwards the transaction to other acquaintees, then becomes both a coordinator and a participant. The peer is called a
participant with respect to its coordinator, and is called a coordinator with respect
to its participants.
In Figure 6.13, we briefly depict an execution model of transactions in a peer data
sharing system. Each peer provides a Transaction Interface (TI) which is used by the
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users to submit a transaction. When a transaction is submitted through TI, TI forwards
the transaction to the Transaction Processor (TP). After receiving a transaction from
TI, the Transaction Processor determines the execution scope of the transaction. If the
execution scope of a transaction is local, then the transaction is directly submitted to
the local database. If the scope is remote, then T P generates remote transactions for the
acquaintees of the peer. T P then forwards the remote transactions to Server component.
Server component then dispatches remote transactions to the corresponding Remote
Transaction Agent (RTA) of each acquaintee. Since we give focus on the transaction
execution aspect, we concentrate only on the functionality of RTA and server modules.

Server: A server in a peer Pi maintains a log table for each of its acquaintee which
is called peer log, and monitors the execution status of a remote transaction that is
propagated to an acquaintee. A peer log in Pi for an acquaintee Pj contains the status
information of a transaction that is sent to Pj. When a peer Pj propagates a transaction
Ti to a peer Pj, then Pl writes a log < Tj, send > in the peer log of Pj. Peer Pj then waits
for an acknowledgement for Ti. If Pi receives an acknowledgement for Ti, then Pi writes
an entry < Ti, received > in the peer log. If Pi does not receive an acknowledgement
from Pj for Tj after a certain period of time, then Pj writes an entry < Ti, failed

>

in the peer log. In this case, Pi assumes that Pj is offline or crashed. When Pj comes
back online, Pi then tries again to send Tj. When Tj is successfully executed by Pj, Pj
then sends a response to Pj. When Pi receives a response for Ti, Pi then writes an entry
< Tj, commit > in the log.
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R e m o t e Transaction Agent: This module is similar to a server module of a multidatabase system. When RTA receives a remote transaction, it sends an acknowledgement
to the server to inform about the reception of the transaction. Each RTA is responsible to submit the operations of a remote transaction to its LDBS. A RTA module does
not participate to an atomic commitment protocol with a server for executing a remote
transaction like in a multidatabase system. Since each remote transaction is an atomic
transaction for a specific peer, therefore it does not require to wait for the execution of
another remote transaction that is executing in another peer. To maintain the autonomy
of LDBSs concurrency mechanism, each RTA is viewed by an LDBS like an application
process. Therefore, a remote transaction is processed by an LDBS like a local transaction
is processed. However, RTA monitors the execution of operations of a transaction that
is sent to the LDBS.
As for recovery purpose of a transaction in a remote peer, we consider the recovery
scheme proposed by Brayner et. al. [17] that is used by a server in a multidatabase
system. Mainly, we consider the mechanism when failure of a transaction occurs due to
aborts of a transaction on behalf of the LDBS [17].
A Remote Transaction Agent of a peer monitors the execution of a transaction in the
LDBS by recording logs for each operation of the transaction. A transaction that executes
in an LDBS have four different states (active, to-be-committed, committed, and aborted).
A transaction is said to be active, when a termination operation of the transaction is not
submitted to the LDBS by RTA. When RTA submits a commit operation, the transaction
enters into the to-be-committed state. If the commit operation that is submitted by RTA
is successfully executed by the LDBS, the transaction enters into the committed state. If
the transaction aborts, it enters aborted state. Typically, a transaction fails in a peer if
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the LDBS decides to abort. A transaction is aborted if the transaction involves in local
deadlocks or the transaction faces some internal error conditions during. After such an
abort, the effects of the aborted transaction are undone by the LDBSs and locks held
by the aborted transaction are released. As soon as RTA recognizes that a particular
transaction is aborted by the LDBS, RTA starts execution of its recovery actions. These
actions consist of an analysis pass and a redo pass over the log file in RTA. The analysis
pass reads the log sequentially in order to identify the status of the aborted transaction,
that is active or to-be-committed before the occurrence of the failure. After finding the
state, RTA starts redo pass. If the transaction fails in the active state then the transaction
is resubmitted. However, if an abort occurs after the transaction is in to-be-committedstate, the write operations are resubmitted to the LDBS. It is important to note that
the resubmission of the aborted transaction does not affect other remote transactions
in other peers since each remote transaction is an independent atomic transaction. If
a remote transaction is successfully executed at a peer, RTA sends a response to the
corresponding server of the remote transaction.
From the above execution, it is obvious that a global transaction is executed acquaintance based. There are mainly three advantages of the approach:
1. If a transaction aborts in a peer over an acquaintance path, it does not need to
abort the transaction through the path. The peer, where a global transaction is aborted,
receives the transaction (reconciliation transaction) again from its immediate coordinator
and re-executes the transaction and starts forwarding the transaction.
2. A coordinator does not need to wait for the complete execution of a global transaction over the network. The coordinator only observes the execution over its immediate
participants.
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3. If a transaction aborts at a coordinator, then the transaction needs to be aborted
only over its immediate acquaintances since a transaction commits acquaintance to acquaintance.

6.9

A Typical Transaction Service Request Scenario

We consider a transaction as a transaction service that contains either a single or a group
of SQL commands (e.g. Select, Update, etc.). In the following, we describe the different
components of the service module which is shown in Figure 6.14:
• Transaction Service: A transaction service operates in two modes: local or remote. In the local mode, the service processes request locally without requiring
assistance of other peers; in the remote mode, the service needs remote resources
(i.e. acquaintance to other peers and services offered by those peers [transaction
service]) to finish its job.
• Transaction Service Manager: Each peer has a transaction service manager
that handles execution of transactions. The transaction service manager takes care
of transactions that are received from the local as well as from remote peers. Transaction service manager creates a transaction handler for each of the transactions.
A local service processes its request using following steps:
1. Processes the request locally
2. Returns the result to the calling process if the request is local, or send the
result to the original requesting service if the request is remote.
A remote service processes its request using the following steps:
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1. Processes the request locally first, if any.
2. Retrieves or finds remote resources that can handle the request and sends it
to the remote resources.
3. Wait until the response from the remote service arrives and processes the
response, if any.
4. Returns the result to the calling process if the request is local, or send the
result to the original requesting service if the request is remote.
• Service Handler: A Transaction Service Manager can coordinate multiple transactions simultaneously by using transaction Service Handlers. When a Transaction
Service Manager receives a transaction, it first creates a Service Handler for that
transaction and passes over the transaction to the Handler. Afterwards, the Handler uses the LDBS to process the transaction; the service continues to wait for a
new transaction. In the following, we describe the processing of a typical transaction service request.

1. When a user on peer A submits a transaction execution request, the Transaction
Service Manager creates a service handler to process the request.
2. The service handler processes the request locally and asks the transaction service
manager to find the remote resource for execution over peer A's acquaintances.
3. The transaction service manager invokes acquaintance service to get acquaintances
of peer A.
4. The manager then consults with Transaction Translation Component to translate
the transaction for all the acquaintances and sends the translated transactions to
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Figure 6.14: Modular structure: Main classes and their functionalities
the corresponding acquaintees.
5. The acquaintee peer B receives the request and forwards to the Transaction Service
Manager. The Service Manager of peer B then creates a transaction handler to
process the transaction locally.
6. The Service Handler of peer B then sends a response to the Transaction Service
Manager. The Transaction Service Manager of peer B then sends the response to
peer A.
7. The Transaction Service Manager wakes up the waiting Handler and delivers the
response message to it.
8. The Handler finishes processing the transaction and gives the result back to the
Transaction Service Manager.
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9. Transaction Service Manager notifies the waiting user that the transaction is processed.

6.10

Summary

In this chapter, we discussed execution scenario of transactions in data sharing systems
where sources are independent database management systems and share data with each
other. We also discussed the problems for maintaining consistent execution view of concurrent transactions and also proposed approaches for maintaining consistent execution.
The approaches consider both normal execution of transactions and failures of transactions. Our approaches are scalable because a peer doesn't need any global knowledge of
the system, and there is no global coordinator. Transactions are processed by each peer
independently and consistency is maintained recursively through acquaintances. At the
end of this chapter, we presented a service oriented model for execution of transactions.

Chapter 7
PDST: A Simulation Tool for Peer
Database Systems
Currently, there are simulation tools for simulating peer-to-peer systems [79, 71, 44, 68].
However, the tools are used for simulating content distribution systems and file sharing
systems. There exists no software tool for simulating and evaluating large networks of
peer database systems. In this chapter, we present such a software tool. The tool provides
different facilities for generating peers with databases, establishing acquaintances between
peers, and creating mappings between peers. The databases in peers are populated with
synthetic data. The tool also provides a general framework for processing queries and
updates.
We observe that the majority of prototypes of peer database systems do not provide
experimental results by considering large networks. Most of the systems are evaluated
with few peers and databases; acquaintances and mappings are created manually. Therefore, it is a time consuming approach for evaluating a large system. Hence, we feel that
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there is a need to develop a software tool that serves the peer database research community for simulating large peer database systems.
In practice, there has been a clear separation between a simulation model of a P2P
system and a real P2P system that operates with real resources (e.g. databases, mappings, queries, etc.). Simulation models are simplified abstractions of real systems that
are formalized with the language and modeling concepts that a particular simulation
paradigm and environment offers [41]. Particularly, a simulation model in a P2P system
is developed in order to validate the scalability of the system. However, sometimes it is
necessary to experiment a proposed system with real peers in order to validate the functionalities of the system. The functionalities of a real P2P system is usually provided
by P2P applications that are formalized by means of application programming and that
include every details of the intended system.
The main objective of this chapter is to present a software tool developed for modeling
peer database systems. The tool provides facilities for evaluating peer database systems
in a large P2P network. In brief, the tool has the following features.
• combines a database system with P2P functionalities;
• automatically generates databases for each peer and populates databases with synthetic data. The tool also generates mappings (coordination rules, mappings) between peers automatically by analyzing schemas of peers; and
• automatically creates acquaintances among peers based on the data in the peers.
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Features of P D S T

PDST, developed using Java, is a simulation toolkit with a library of Java classes. It
is developed using Java programming language for the portability and ease of extensibility. Each peer in PDST is a separate Java thread. The tool can be used for query,
update, and transaction processing, which are the important services in a peer database
system. In PDST, each service is implemented as a thread. The tool provides realtime clock simulation capabilities. The real-time clock simulation, as the name suggests,
involves using a real world clock (system clock time obtained using the Java function
System.currentTimeMills) for simulating timing [69].
PDST is a message-level event driven simulation framework aimed at modeling
peer database systems.

It is event based rather than time-driven.

Therefore, the

simulation time is advanced by the occurrence of events instead of advancing the
simulation time in fixed increments that is used in a time-driven simulation system.
For example, a query service starts when a peer receives a query from a user or from
another peer, and the service finishes when the query is executed in all the peers in the
network relevant to the query. Before describing the framework of the tool, we first
describe the architecture of a peer that the tool creates for a peer database system. Figure 7.1 shows the architecture. A peer in the system consists of the following components:

P 2 P User Interface: This interface provides a user with a facility for submitting a
service request (e.g. query, update, or transaction) in the system. There are two options
for submitting a service request: using either GUI or a text file. The file option allows a
user to submit a batch of requests for monitoring the behavior of a system with different
loads (e.g. queries arrival rate, different update size, number of concurrent transactions,
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Figure 7.1: Architecture of a peer
etc.). Through the GUI, user can pose one request at a time to verify the functionalities
of a system.
User Module: The tool provides a facility to the users for adding modules according
to the type of services that the system needs to process. For example, a service may be
for processing a query, an update, or a transaction. The tool uses the database connection component for processing a request in the local database. The Manager component
handles the services for processing in acquainted peers.
Manager: The Manager handles the execution of services. The Manager takes care
of the service requests that are received from the local as well as from remote peers.
The Manager interacts with other components that are necessary for processing a service
request. For example, if a service needs to be executed locally, it communicates directly
with the local database system through the appropriate processing modules (e.g. query,
update, or transaction). The service processing modules are externally plugged-in by the
users according to the system requirements. If the service needs to be executed remotely,
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the Manager interacts with other components, such as, Translation, Acquaintance, Communication, and Message components.
Acquaintance: The Acquaintance component provides the acquaintance information
to the Manager of the local peer. The acquaintance information is used by the Manager to translate a service request using mappings in terms of the vocabularies of the
acquainted peers. The Manager interacts with the translation component for translating
a request and the communication component for forwarding a request to the acquaintees
of a peer.
Translation: The Translation component translates a local request into a set of remote requests that need to be executed in the acquainted peers. The translation is
performed using the coordination rules or mappings that exist between a local peer and
its acquainted peers. The tool considers coordination rules for schema-level mappings,
and mapping tables for data-level mappings.
Communication: This module provides the facility to a peer for sending and receiving messages in the network. In PDST, each peer implements a FIFO queue for sending
and receiving messages. When a peer wants to send a message to an acquaintee, it
enqueues the message to the corresponding queue of the acquaintee. A peer performs dequeue operation for receiving a message from the queue. For receiving a message, a peer
listens the queue for the incoming message. If a message is found, the appropriate action
is performed. The Communication component uses the Message component to construct
a message for a request. Once a message is formed, the Communication component sends
the message to the acquaintees. Since the tool implements queue for message exchanges,
there is no communication delay in the simulation time. On the other hand, some delays
are introduced because of the database access time.
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Figure 7.2: PDST simulation framework
Database Connection: This component allows a peer for accessing the local database
system for executing a service request. The tool supports different database systems
(MySQL, PostgreSQL, Microsoft Access) connectivity. In the environment setup phase,
a user needs to specify which database system he/she wants to connect. For this purpose
the tool is incorporated with different JDBC driver packages.
Local D B : Each peer has a local database system that is created by the tool with
synthetic data. In this tool, each peer uses a relational database system (RDBS).
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Parameters
Number of peers
Maximum diameter of a network
Number of acquaintances per peer
Number of relations per peer
Number of attributes per relation
Number of tuples
Domain of the attributes
Number of mapping tables
per peer for each acquaintance
Number of data mappings
in a mapping table
Number of coordination rules
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Values
1 to 500
10
Min: 2; max: 5
Min: 1; max:3
Min: 2; max: 4
Min: 10; max: 100
Integers from 1 to 1000
Min: 2; max: 8
Min: 5; max: 25
Min: 1; max: 3

Table 7.1: Parameters to build a peer database system

7.2

General Framework of P D S T

The overall simulation framework of PDST is given in Figure 7.2. This figure shows the
phases needed for setting up a complete simulation environment. In the following, we
describe different phases a user goes through to build a peer database system using PDST.

7.2.1

Environment Initialization

In this phase, users specify values for different parameters to setup a peer database
system. For example, number of peers, maximum number of acquaintances per peer,
number of relations per peer, etc. The tool provides an interface to the users for setting
a system environment. The parameters that are used to build a system using PDST are
given in Table 7.1
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Environment Generator

In this phase, users create different resources for a system to be evaluated.
peer module creates peers as defined in the parameter settings.

The

Each peer in the

system is implemented as a distinct java thread. The ids of peers are integer numbers
starting from 1. After creating peers, the tool creates databases for peers. During the
creation of databases, the tool considers parameters that are defined in the environment
initialization phase by the users. The database module mainly creates the schemas of
databases. In the next phase, databases are populated and the mappings are generated.
The acquaintance module creates the acquaintances for each peer. When acquaintances
are created, a logical peer database system is created. Information about acquaintances
is stored in a text file.

7.2.3

Data and Mapping Generator

The databases are populated in this phase. More importantly, in this phase coordination
rules and mapping tables are generated for each acquaintance. The tool considers integer
as the domain of the attributes of each relation. Relation names follow the following
convention:
peerid-relation(attrbutel,attribute2,

• • •).

For example, if a peer " P I " has two relations then the relations are generated as follows:
Pl.rl{Al,A2,A3);

Pl_r2(A4,Ah,A6)

Consider that peer PI has an acquaintance with peer P2. An example of a coordination
rule generated from the mapping module is shown below:
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A2, A3)

The naming convention of mapping tables is peerid.m.peerid.

A peer may generate

more than one mapping table for a single acquaintee. For example, if a peer PI has two
mapping tables for its acquaintee P2, then following mapping tables are generated:

Pl.ml.P2-,

7.2.4

Pl.m2.P2

Environment Load

Once the generation of peers, acquaintances, databases, and mappings are completed,
this phase loads all the peers in the memory to become active. When a peer is active in
the system, the peer makes a connection to its database, loads all the resources in the
memory, and waits for events to process.
The simulation process starts when a peer initiates a request and the request needs
to be executed in the system. Before forwarding a request to acquaintees, the initiator
constructs a message which is composed of (i) peer ID (PID), the sender of the message,
(ii) a unique global identifier ( m s g I D ) of the message. A msgID is formed by combining
the identifier of the initiator and a message sequence number.

Each peer generates

a unique sequence number in increasing order for each message it initiates. If a peer
receives a request with the same msgID

as seen before, the request is rejected, (iii) the

message itself, and (iv) the type of message. There are three types of message: (a) query
(Q), (b) response (RS), and (c) result (R). Methods related to creation of a message are
defined in the message class. Messages are sent to peers using the method

sendMessage

defined in the message class. There are also other useful methods in the message class.
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Plug-in Module

In this phase, users are allowed to include their own modules to extend the tools
according to their requirements.

For example, processing of queries, updates, and

transactions.

7.2.6

Input / Output

PDST provides a GUI to setup a system environment. Figure 7.3 shows the interface for
creating a system environment. Through this interface, a user can create peers, databases,
acquaintances, and mappings. The interface allows users to see the acquaintance graph
of a peer database system. The window in the right side of the main screen in Figure 7.3
shows the generated acquaintances of a peer. In order to run all the peers in the system,
the user needs to click on the 'Load Peers' button. On the right side of the main screen, it
shows that the peers are active in the system. In order to initiate a request (query, update,
or transaction) from a peer, the user selects a peer from the peers' list. When a peer is
selected, a window is activated to work with that peer. For example, Figure 7.4 shows
an input screen of peer "1" for submitting transactions. The screen also provides the
list of peers that received the request after its submission. In this case, the screen shows
the received transactions by the peers and the serialization orders of the transactions
generated by peers. Note that each peer is a distinct thread of a class "peer.class". In
the following, we present some of the important methods of the "peer.class".
getPeerName():

returns the name of the currently selected peer.

getAcquaintances():
getDBConnf):

returns the names of all the acquainted peers of a peer.

returns the database connection object of a peer.
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continuously listen the queue for any incoming message. This a

separate thread running in each peer. If any message is detected, the peer processes the
request.
sendMessage():

7.3

sends message to the acquaintees.

Summary

In this chapter, we presented a tool for simulating peer database systems in a large P2P
network where mappings between peers are established either by coordination rules or
data-level mappings. The tool supports the real database functionalities, for example
processing queries, updates, and transactions. We evaluate the transaction processing
mechanism [62] using this tool and present some experimental results in Chapter 8.
A future goal is to evaluate the tool considering proper network factors, for example,
taking into account network contention and number of exchanged messages or data.
Another goal is to investigate the query processing of the approaches presented in [49, 39,
30, 70] and show their comparison results. Moreover, we intend to extend the framework
for supporting web interface, so that users can use the tool from any where through the
Internet.

Chapter 8
Experiments
In this chapter, we first present the settings of our experiments. Second, we show the
evaluation results of the proposed update translation algorithm. Third, we discuss experimental results of the proposed update propagation and conflict resolution strategy.
Fourth, we discuss experimental results of the proposed transaction processing mechanisms. Finally, we evaluate our PDST tool.

8.1

Update Translation and Propagation

We implemented our proposed update translation and propagation strategies on top of the
freely available JXTA platform [34], JXTA is a P2P networking platform that provides
basic protocols and communication links (called pipes) between peers.

Moreover, it

provides basic P2P functionalities such as the creation of peers for a P2P network; the
creation of messages and message communication onto pipes, the discovery of peers, the
creation of peer groups, and the ability for peers to join a peer group. JXTA also provides
an IP independent naming space to address peers and other resources.
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Figure 8.1: Acquaintances between peers
Fno
AC856
AC866
AC608
AC872
AC 700

Date
10/06/2003
10/06/2003
10/05/2003
10/06/2003
10/05/2003

deptime
18:15
19:15
06:45
17:45
06:50

Dest
LONDON
LONDON
HALIFAX
FRANKFURT
NEW YORK

(a) Instances of peer AC

fno
UA928
UA928
UA940
UA672

date
10/05/2003
10/06/2003
10/06/2003
10/06/2003

deptime
18:25
18:25
20:55
8:00

dest
LHR
LHR
FRA
LGA

ArrTime
8:15
8:15
12:20
11:05

(b) Instances of peer UA

Figure 8.2: Database instances of peer AC and UA
dest
HALIFAX
LONDON
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEW YORK

dest
YHZ
LHR
EWR
JFK
NYC
LGA

(a) Instances of peer AC

fno
AC856
AC872
AC700
AC 700
AC 700

fno
UA928
UA940
UA670
UA672
UA674

(b) Mapping table dest2dest

Figure 8.3: Mapping table fno2fno
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The experimental environment consists of a single Windows XP machine with Intel
Pentium 4 CPU 3.40GHz and 1GB of RAM. The databases are created within the MySQL
5.0 database environment. For the experiments, we built a prototype of a data sharing
system that considers a data sharing domain of a flight reservation system. The prototype
system has six peers representing six airlines, where the acquaintances between peers are
shown in Figure 8.1. The airlines are called Air Canada (AC), Air France (AF), Alitalia
(AZ), KLM, United Airlines (UA), and Lufthansa (LH). The data in the system include
information for flights of different airlines and passengers. We collected the data from
the experiments [49]. After analyzing the data, we noticed that the peers use different
data vocabularies to describe flights. Mapping tables were used to map flight numbers
between partner airlines for flights to common destinations on the same day.

Apart

from the distinct flight numbers used by each airline, other differences include the use
of city abbreviations. Furthermore, mapping tables were used between the destination
attributes of different airlines, e.g. airport codes to city destinations. Finally, non-binary
mapping tables were used between flight date and time attributes in different airlines
to represent the time difference between the geographical locations of the databases. In
total, there were around 50 mapping tables to map flight numbers, destinations, etc,
between partner airlines in the system. Each mapping table contains an average of 150
records. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show part of the database instances and mapping tables
between peers AC and UA. We ran all the peers within the same Java Virtual Machine
and each peer runs as a distinct thread. Since all the peers are run in a single machine,
there is no network delay. Note that the prototype is built using Java programming
language.
We performed several experiments for evaluating our proposed update translation and
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Figure 8.4: Update reduction ratio with different updates
propagation strategies focusing on two main objectives. The first objective is to evaluate
the performance of the translation algorithm. We evaluated the algorithm with respect
to four problem parameters, namely, the size of mapping tables, the size of the input
updates, the number of acquaintees of a peer, and arrival rate of updates. The second
objective is to examine the update propagation and execution strategy. We examined
the strategy considering two parameters, namely, the number of peers and the number of
conflicting updates. We implemented the value at neighbor conflict resolution mechanism
that each peer applies to resolve update conflicts. We performed all the experiments at
least five times and considered the average of the results.
The first experiment shows in what ratio the translation algorithm reduces the number
of translated updates that are irrelevant when we consider the mapping table m k for
translation that contains associations of key values. We considered the configuration of
Figure 8.1 to perform this experiment. In order to justify the consideration of m k , we used
the metric called update reduction ratio which is formulated as (1-(number of updates
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generated by considering mk /total number of updates generated without

consideration

of mk)• The update reduction ratio basically shows the number of irrelevant updates
that are eliminated for translation. It also shows the justification of considering the
mapping table that stores primary key associations during translation of updates. For this
experiment, we used four updates with different update size. We also considered different
mapping-size of the attributes mentioned in the updates. The number of attributes in
a given update is called the update-size and the number of tuples in a mapping table
for a given attribute in an update is called the mapping-size. We obtained the mappingsize of an attribute in an update by analyzing the corresponding mapping table (e.g.
using the SQL count and group by commands).

The updates are selected in such a

way that they contain non-key and key attributes with different mapping-size.

The

updates are originated from a single peer. The experimental result of this experiment is
shown in Figure 8.4. The first observation from the results of the experiment is that, if
the attributes are non-key and the mapping-size related to the attributes in an update is
large, then update reduction ratio is high. This is because mk is considered for translating
the updates and the consideration of rrik filters more irrelevant updates. Hence, it reduces
network traffic during the propagation of less number of updates. This also reduces the
execution time of updates in the system.

For an instance, consider an update with

update-size one in Figure 8.4. We see from the results of the experiment that when
the attribute in the update is non-key and the mapping-size for the attribute is large, we
obtain a value of high reduction ratio which is approximately 0.8. Our second observation
is that when an update contains key attributes the translation algorithm does not reduce
the number of translated updates. This is because, the update already includes m k .
For instance, consider again the update with update-size one in Figure 8.4, but now the
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N u m b e r of acquaintees

Figure 8.5: Translation time with respect to number of acquaintees
attribute in the update is a key attribute. In this case, we obtain 0.0 value for update
reduction ratio.
With the second experiment, we examined the efficiency of the proposed update
translation algorithm and observed the behavior of the algorithm in translating different
types of updates. We considered the translation time as measuring criteria for evaluating
the efficiency of the algorithm. For the evaluation, a single peer generates four different
updates and the algorithm translates the updates for the peer's acquaintees.

The

number of acquaintees increased from 1 to 6. We used the following updates which are
randomly selected:

Update 1: del{fno = UA1012)
Update 2: mod{{fno

= UA928} -» {tocode =

Update 3: del(fno = UA5804,date
Update 4: ins{UA658,10/05/2003,18

FRA})

= 10/05/2003, tocode = GRB)
: 00, BOS)
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Figure 8.6: Update execution time with different update frequencies

Figure 8.5 shows the results of the experiment. As expected, the translation time
increases gradually for each type of update with the increasing number of acquaintees.
However, the change of translation time is not rapid, which proofs the efficiency of translation of the algorithm. We also notice from the evaluation that the algorithm takes
more time to translate an insert update compared to translate other types of updates.
The reason is that, it requires more mapping tables for translating an insert

update.

In the third experiment, we examined the scalability of the proposed update propagation and execution strategy. We mainly count the execution time of updates with different
update generation rates as the measuring criteria. For this experiment we considered a
network of 20 peers. Since we don't have real data for 20 peers, we considered synthetic
data for the database in each peer. We used the PDST tool for creating databases with
synthetic data. Each database contains a few hundred different relational tuples and each
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• 10 Updates • 15 Updates 1 2 0 Updates

.0.3
Conflict factor
Figure 8.7: Update execution time: different conflict factors and number of concurrent
updates
acquaintance is associated with one mapping table that contains 50 tuples in average.
The domain of the attributes in each relation is integer. Note that acquaintances are
created based on the related data items stored in each peer. For measuring the execution
time of updates, a single peer generates updates with different rates. Figure 8.6 shows the
execution time with different update generation rates. The annotated values in the figure
denote the complete execution time of all the updates in all peers in the network. This
time includes the propagation time and the execution time of updates. We observe from
the results that the execution time increases linearly with the increasing value of update
generation rates in the system. Given that the typical median diameter of a network is
about six hops, we anticipate from the results of the experiment that the approach is
scalable to hundreds or thousands of peers.
We also evaluated the update propagation and execution strategy considering different
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conflict factors of updates. A conflict factor denotes the ratio of the number of updates
that are involved into conflict and the total number of updates that are active in the
system. For example, 0.2 conflict factor means that 20% of the total updates that are
active in the system are involved into conflict. Note that updates are generated from
different peers. For this evaluation, we considered the same setting as described in the
last experiment. The objective of this evaluation is to examine what is the effect of the
conflict factors to the proposed update propagation and conflict resolution mechanism.
We performed two experiments with two different settings to examine the effect. In
the first experiment, we fixed the number of peers to twenty but varied the number of
updates generated from peers. Figure 8.7 shows the results of the experiment. Note that
we selected the updates in such a way that updates involve into conflict according to
the specified conflict factors (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5). From the result, we observe
that the execution time increases with increased value of conflict factors, however, the
effect on execution time is not a major inhibiting factor. Consider the execution time
of 20 updates with conflict factors 0.4 and 0.5. We see that the execution time are
65.969 and 66.60, respectively. Notice that the execution time increases slowly with the
increased conflict factors. We also observe that the execution time increases rapidly
with increased number of concurrent updates. For the second experiment, we fixed the
number of concurrent updates generated from peers to ten but varied the number of
peers and conflict factor in the system. The objective of this experiment is to examine
the behavior of the update propagation and execution strategy taking into account the
different number of peers with different conflict factors. Figure 8.8 shows the results of
the experiment. We observe from the experiment that major time changes occur as a
function of number of peers in the system.
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Figure 8.8: Update execution time with different conflict factors

8.2

Transaction Processing

In this section, we show different experimental evaluations of the proposed transaction
processing mechanism in data sharing systems.

The evaluation is based on the first

approach presented in Section 6.5.1. In order to evaluate the performance of the approach
over relatively large settings, we used the PDST tool for creating data sharing systems.
In the systems, all peers are run within the same Java Virtual Machine. Each peer is
implemented as a distinct thread and implements a FIFO queue, which is used by peers
for sending and receiving transaction messages.
Our experimental environment consists of a single Windows XP machine with Intel
Pentium 4 CPU 3.40GHz and 1GB of RAM. We evaluate the strategy in different size
of networks. Namely, we considered networks with 100, 250, and 500 peers. Each peer
is connected to a database that is instantiated as a MySQL 5.0 database. For each peer
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Figure 8.9: Execution time of transactions with different size of transactions
in a network, we generated schemas and contents of the peers' databases, as well as
the peers' acquaintances by the tool. All the peers have an equal average number of
acquaintances, which we selected randomly. Based on the data in the databases of the
peers in an acquaintance, mapping tables are generated using the tool. Table 8.1 provides
a summary of the configuration parameters that we use to create a network environment
by the tool. The operations of a transaction are MySQL select (read operation) and
update (write operation) commands. Since all the peers ran on the same machine, there
is no network delay. However, there are some delays because for accessing databases. In
the tool, we included a module that simulates the strict two-phase locking protocol in
each peer. The strict two-phase locking protocol is chosen since it is used in most of the
commercial databases and is easy to implement. Therefore, before executing transactions
in the database of a peer, the module determines the serialization order and schedules of
transactions. After that, operations are submitted into the database of the peer according
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Parameter
Number of peers
Maximum diameter of the network
Number of acquaintances
per peer
Number of relations
per peer
Number of attributes
per relation
Number of tuples
Domain of the key attribute
Domain of non key attributes
Number of mapping tables
per peer for each acquaintance
Number of data mappings
in a mapping table
Size of a transaction
Number of concurrent transaction
generated in a peer

Value
100, 250, 500
10
Min: 2; max: 5
1
Min: 2; max: 4
Min: 10; max: 25
String, length 4
Integers from 1 to 26
Min: 2; max: 4
Min: 5; max: 25
Min: 1; max: 10
Min: 1; max: 4

Table 8.1: Configuration parameters
to the order determined by the module. We performed several experiments for evaluating
our proposed transaction processing strategy. In the following, we show the objectives
and the experimental results.
The first goal of this experiment is to show the execution time of different sized global
transactions in different size of networks. The number of operations in a transaction is
called the size of the transaction.

In our experiments, we limit the transaction size

between 1 and 10. In each transaction, the probability of the read and write operations
are same. It makes the number of read and write operations balanced in a transaction.
Figure 8.9 shows the results of this experiment. From the result, we observe that
the execution time of the transactions increases gradually and linearly, with the size
of transactions. For instance, consider the network of 500 peers, the execution time of
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the transactions with size 2 and 10 are 40.375 second and 45.862 second, respectively.
The result shows that the execution time does not increase rapidly with the size of
transactions. We also observe from the result that the execution time grows rapidly
with the increased size of networks.

For instance, consider the network of 100 and

500 peers, a transaction with size 5 takes 3.929 second and 41.468 second, respectively
to complete its execution. This result shows that the execution time of transactions
increases rapidly with the increased size of networks.

Note that the execution time

of transactions scale badly as compared with the execution time of updates, shown in
Figure 8.6. The reason is that a transaction has multiple operations. Therefore, it takes
time to translate a transaction as compared to the time of translating a single update.
Besides the translation time, additional time is required for the execution of concurrent
transactions. This includes involvement of local concurrency control protocol and the
proposed mechanism of ensuring acquaintance-level serializability.
The goal of our second experiment is to show the execution time of concurrent global
transactions in a data sharing system considering the involvement of the local transactions in peers. We verified the correctness of transactions' execution by examining
the serialization order in each peer where the global transactions execute. A snapshot
of the global transactions, local transactions, and the corresponding serialization orders
of transactions in peers are shown in Figure 7.4. We assumed four global transactions
concurrently execute in networks and a peer has maximum two local transactions with
transaction size four. The result is shown in Figure 8.10. We notice from the result that
the local transactions do not really decrease the performance of the global transactions'
execution in the system. For instance, consider a network of 500 peers. The execution
time of the global transactions in the system is 38.109 second when no peer in the network
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Parameter
Number of peers
Number of acquaintances per peer
Number of relations per peer
Number of attributes
Number of tuples
Number of mapping tables
per peer for each acquaintance
Number of data mappings
in a mapping table

156

Value
100-500
3
1
4
25
4
8

Table 8.2: System parameters
executes local transactions during the execution of the global transactions. Meanwhile,
when 50% of the peers, i.e. 250 peers execute local transactions at the time they execute
global transactions, the execution time is 46.812 second. This shows that there is no
significant effect on execution time for global transactions, which is to be expected, when
local transactions are considered. However, we notice from that result that the time
grows rapidly when the network size changes as it is obvious from the Figure 8.10.
Finally, the goal of our third experiment is to show the execution time of transactions
generated from a peer with different arrival rates of transactions. In this case, we only
consider 100 peers due to the factor that the number of concurrent connections allowed
by the MySQL server is limited. We notice that the execution time increases gradually
when the arrival rate increases, which was to be expected; but this increase rate is linear.
The transactions arrival rate were 2/sec, 4/sec, 6/sec, 8/sec, and 10/sec. The result is
shown in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.10: Execution time of concurrently executed global transactions with local transactions

8.3

P D S T Tool

The first objective of the evaluations of the PDST is to show the time required to build
a peer database system with different size of networks. The time includes the creation
of peers, databases, acquaintances, and mappings. The second objective is to evaluate
the tool by modeling an existing approach of query, update, or transaction processing.
Using the tool, we modeled the transaction processing system proposed in [62]. We used
the tool in a single Windows XP machine with Intel Pentium 4 CPU 3.40GHz and 1GB
of RAM. Since the tool is used in a single machine, there is no communication delay in
the simulation time. On the other hand, some delays are introduced because of database
access time. In our setting, we considered that each peer is connected to a MySQL 5.0
database, and all the peers have an equal average number of acquaintances. We provide
a summary of the configuration parameters in Table 8.2. The results of creating different
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peer database systems are shown in Figure 8.12. We observe from the result that the
time increases sharply when the number of peers increases. Through the analysis of the
evaluation, we notice that 90% of the time is required to create databases and generate
mappings.
Note that the evaluation results for processing transactions using PDST are described
in Section 8.2.

8.4

Summary

This chapter first presented the settings of our experiments. Next, we showed evaluation
results of the proposed update and transaction processing algorithms. We also evaluated
the PDST tool. In the future, we want to conduct all the experiments in a large peer data
sharing system, for example on PlanetLab [74], to show their scalability. Moreover, we
want to evaluate the PDST tool considering proper network factors, for example, taking
into account network contention and the number of exchanged messages or data. Another
goal is to use our simulator to compare the query processing approaches presented in [49,
39, 30, 70],

Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1

What Has Been Achieved

In this thesis, we investigated mechanisms for supporting update exchange and transaction processing in peer data sharing systems. Specifically, we presented a data update
problem that is distinct from the well-studied problems of view maintenance and view
update problems. The view maintenance and view update problems are generally applied
in data integration and data exchange systems. In this thesis, we investigated data update problems in the context of peer-to-peer data management systems for maintaining
data consistency between related peers.
In Chapter 1 of this thesis, we highlighted the difference between the update propagation problem in data exchange in one hand, and the same problem in data sharing
systems, on the other. We further described the settings of a data sharing system in
Chapter 2. The setting is mainly based on the Hyperion peer data sharing system.
Hyperion uses mapping tables to relate data located in different peers and provides a
framework of simple schema mappings and data mappings between peers. Hyperion also
160
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provides core data sharing features such as schema and data mappings and query processing, which we leveraged to carry out our work. Chapter 3 presented the research
issues for processing updates and transactions in peer data sharing systems. Chapter 3
also discussed literature related to this thesis.
Chapter 4 investigated one of the main objectives of this thesis, namely, update
processing. We first discussed the semantics of update execution in peer data sharing
systems. Second, we discussed the situations when a local update originated at a peer
needs to be propagated to other related peers. This propagation of updates brought the
issues of finding relevancy and irrelevancy of updates. Hence, we discussed syntactic and
semantic mechanisms for checking update relevancy. Since relevant updates are required
to be propagated in the system, it requires proper update translation mechanisms between
peers. For the correct translation of updates, we introduced a correctness criteria that
ensures the correct translation. We also proposed an algorithm for translating updates
between peers that guarantees the correctness. Chapter 4 also analyzed the complexities
of checking relevancy of updates and the proposed update translation algorithm.
Chapter 5 investigated the mechanism of update propagation and conflict resolution.
In this chapter, we first discussed some issues that arise during propagation of updates
due to the autonomous and dynamic nature of peer data sharing systems. Considering
the dynamic behavior of peers, we presented an update propagation algorithm that is
similar to an optimistic update propagation algorithm. We also presented a conflict
resolution mechanism of updates where each peer independently resolves a conflict and
that requires no global coordination. We also introduced semantic conflict resolution
rules for resolving semantic conflicts between updates.
In Chapter 6, we studied mechanisms for transaction processing in peer data sharing
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systems. With respect to processing of transactions, we focused on concurrency issues.
Maintaining a consistent execution view of concurrent transactions in peers is challenging
in a data sharing system since there is no global transaction manager that controls the
execution of transactions. In chapter 6, we first discussed issues that cause problems for
maintaining a consistent execution view. Later, we introduced a correctness criteria that
ensures the correct execution of transactions. We also proposed two approaches for maintaining a consistent execution of concurrent transactions while ensuring the correctness
criteria. We further discussed issues related to consistent execution while considering failures of transactions. We also showed how the proposed approaches ensure correctness,
even though transactions may fail during their execution.

9.2

Future Work

With respect to update semantics and translation, we consider the mapping table semantics where the mapping tables are complete. This is a very strong assumption. However,
we need to deal with situations of update translation where we only have incomplete
information. Particularly, we like to study translation issues when an update creates or
requires uncertain information. For example, how should the translation look like when
there are no values for all the attributes? We also need to consider the processing of
updates when there is a cycle in the acquaintance graph. For this, we need to extend the
update semantics.
With respect to propagation of updates, our future goal is to extend the proposed
algorithm so that it can handle the network partitions and the dynamic behavior of peers.
Furthermore, we need to consider the situation where update propagation involves cycles.
Notice that we proposed a simple strategy for dealing with cycles that only considers a
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syntactic approach by considering the ids of updates. However, we need to extend solution
with a semantic approach. An example is given below.
During the propagation of an update, there can be multiple paths from a peer that
originates an update to a different peer with relevant data. Further, the propagated
updates can in fact be different based on which path is chosen. For example, consider a
P2P system with three peers Pi, P2, and P3 with all three being inter-connected. Consider
an update u\ originating at Pi, the path Pi —> P 2

P3, may produce updates u\ and

u\, but Pi —» P3 —» P2 may produce altogether different updates v:[ and u\. According to
the current propagation algorithm it will not pick both the above paths since it will not
do P 2 —> P3 and then P 3 —> P 2 too. By arbitrarily choosing one path over the other (to
construct the dependency tree), the algorithm may lead to unpredictable consequences.
With respect to processing of transactions, our future goal is to propose an approach
for maintaining a consistent execution view of transactions when transactions are initiated
from multiple peers and are executed concurrently in the system. Finally, we want to
investigate the proposed approaches in a large real model network to show the scalability
of the system.
In addition to the above mentioned future work, we feel that there are some interesting
research issues that are worth studying in data sharing systems with regards to processing
of queries. Here, we list some of the algorithmic problems. These problems are similar
to those raised in data exchange [29] and peer data exchange [31] settings.
Given a finite source instance I and a target instance J, find a target instance J' such
that (/, J') N Esst, (/, J') t= Evst, and J' N E t . Such a J' is called a solution for (/, J).
The concept of a solution is introduced in the data exchange literatures [31, 29]. Now
the following questions arise.
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Ql. Does a solution J' exist for (/, J)1
Q2. What is the complexity to check whether a solution exists or not, and to find the
solution?
Q3. Given / , J, find the certain answers of a query q posed over T wrt to (/, J).
The intended semantics of certain answers is the one described in [6].
Q4. Under what conditions and for which queries can the certain answers be computed
using source and target instances?
Q5. What is the computational complexity of computing the certain answers of target
queries? (Data complexity)
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